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‘THE F IRST ENGLISH FEMINIST ’

1. [ASTELL, Mary]. [ASTELL, Mary]. [ASTELL, Mary]. [ASTELL, Mary]. A FAIR WAY WITH THE DISSENTERS AND THEIR PATRONS. Not Writ
By Mr. L-----Y, Or Any Other Furious Jacobite, Whether Clergyman Or Layman; But By a Very
Moderate Person and Dutiful Subject to the Queen. London: Printed By E.P. for R. Wilkin. 1704.£ £ £ £ 850850850850

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. Small 4to, pp. [ii], 24; title-page lightly soiled and some browning to margins throughout; in
later marbled wrappers.

Scarce first edition of Mary Astell’s response to Daniel
Defoe’s The Shortest Way with the Dissenters (1702), in
which she calls for the destruction of Protestant Dissent as a
political force. In a fiercely partisan age, Astell was not only a
convinced Tory but a determined controversialist, and many
of her later prose writings were produced in direct response
to publications by her political opponents.

Mary Astell (1666-1731) is chiefly remembered for her
advocacy of equal educational opportunities for women
earning her the title ‘the first English feminist’. Her first and
most famous book, Serious proposal to the ladies (1694-7),
proposed the establishment of an educational institution for
women where serious learning - rather than domestic
pursuits - might be taught. Like her feminist successors, she
realised that the cause of female underachievement lay in the
educational system, and that the solution was to change the
training and expectations of women from an early age. Unlike
some of her successors, however, she was as much admired
by her male contemporaries as by the bluestockings of the
time: Thomas Burnet called her ‘a young ladie of piety and
knowledge as any of the age.’

ESTC records copies in North America, at Boston Public, the Folger, Indiana, McGill, McMaster, Minnesota
and the Huntington.

‘THE RUSH OF THE WATERS WAS STILLED’

2. BALDWIN, Charlotte Elizabeth. BALDWIN, Charlotte Elizabeth. BALDWIN, Charlotte Elizabeth. BALDWIN, Charlotte Elizabeth. MANUSCRIPT COMMONPLACE BOOK containing entries
both in Poetry and Prose together with a number of loosely inserted pieces kept by the daughter of
the founder of the London Evening Standard Newspaper. Grove Hill, Camberwell, 1818-c. 1830.

£ £ £ £ 1,5001,5001,5001,500

4to., 59 pages written in the same sloping hand, together with numerous loosely inserted sheets written in
various hands, the whole preserved in an original straight grain green morocco binding, backstrip lacking and
surface rubbed.

Charlotte Elizabeth Baldwin (b. 1801) was probably given this album on or shortly after her seventeenth
birthday. She worked from each end and included copies from various books, Annals and newspapers,
together with original poems copied in by Charlotte and presumably her friends (such as ‘Lines on the death
of Princess Charlotte by N.L.’ and ‘Lines composed ten days before the death of J.P.’)
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A seemingly unknown poem about Brunel’s Thames Tunnel is included entitled ‘The Thames and Brunel” (40
line) with the opening line: ‘The rush of the waters was stilled /All employed safe their exit made, / Brunel
down the shaft - tide-high filled / Was gazing, tho’ sad, undismayed’. Clearly Charlotte was keen on the
flooding of the tunnel as several newspaper cuttings are loosely inserted. A prose piece titled ‘The Batchelors
Thermometer”, and a poem “Lines addressed to Lord Byron by Mrs. Eliott”, which we have found as the
majority of a poem published in the “Poetical Melange” for 1828, where it is described as “Anon”, are also
included.

The loosely inserted pieces include a number of poems in various hands including “The Beggars Tour”, written
with corrections and not traced; five domestic receipts; a collection of scraps, including letter covers written
to Charlotte on the back of which are written in pencil philosophical thoughts; and a letter from her father to
her dated 1826.

Charlotte Elizabeth ‘Eliza’ Baldwin (17th January, 1801-1865) was one of fifteen children born to Charles
Baldwin, founder of the London Evening Standard and his wife Ann Eliza. They lived at Grove Hill,
Camberwell, a house that had been originally built for and lived in by Dr. John Lettsom, the well-known
Botanist and Quaker.
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POEM BY A COUNTESS FOR A DUKE,  ON HIS WEDDING

3. [BANDETTINI]. MANZOLI DEL MONTE, Contessa Giovanna d’Ivrea. [BANDETTINI]. MANZOLI DEL MONTE, Contessa Giovanna d’Ivrea. [BANDETTINI]. MANZOLI DEL MONTE, Contessa Giovanna d’Ivrea. [BANDETTINI]. MANZOLI DEL MONTE, Contessa Giovanna d’Ivrea. ALLE ALTEZZE REALI
L’Arciduca Francesco IV d’Este Duca di Modena, Reggio, Mirandola ec. ec. ec. e l’Arciduchessa Maria
Beatrice di Savoia Augusta sua consorte. In Modena, per gli eredi Soliani. 1814. £ £ £ £ 300300300300

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. xxi, [i] blank; clean and crisp throughout; in contemporary boards, edged in gilt; a
superb copy.

A very attractive copy of this rare extended poem, entitled “Visione”, dedicated to Francesco IV, Duke of
Modena and his wife, Maria Beatrice di Savoia, daughter of Vittorio Emanuele I, on the occasion of their
wedding in 1812, by the Contessa Giovanna d’Ivrea Manzoli del Monte.

Born in Genoa, Giovanna received the rudiments of education at the convent of Benedictine nun’s there, and
was afterwards placed at the monastery of St. Andrew in the same city, where her studies were more
extensive. After her marriage with count Manzoli del Monte she resided in Modena and soon went on a
course of self improvement. She received instruction in Natural Philosophy by Father Pompilio Pozzetti, who
directed her in the study of the classics, as well as all other sciences including experimental science. She was
further encouraged to write poetry by her husband.

Manzoli published a number of other poems, including a sonnet entitled Il trionfo della religione, and was well
connected in literary circles, probably through Pozzetti who was head librarian at Bologna and zealous
bibliographer and pamphleteer. Among the allusions in the present work is one to a sonnet by Teresa
Bandettini, published in Modena under the pseudonym Teano Parraside in the same year.

Ferri, p. 197; not in OCLC.

ON CELEBRATING WOMEN GOING INTO A COVENT

4. [BARTOLI, Domenico]. [BARTOLI, Domenico]. [BARTOLI, Domenico]. [BARTOLI, Domenico]. NELL’ INGRESSO ALLA RELIGIONE nel monastero di S. Giorgio di
Lucca dell’ illustrissme Sigre Maria Caterina et Ortenza Lucchesini e Margherita Franciotti canzone. In
Lucca, per Salvatore Marescandoli, e Fratelli, MDCLXXVI [1676]. £ £ £ £ 350350350350

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 8; stitched as issued.

Only edition of this poem celebrating the entry into the convent of San Giorgio in Lucca of three local
women, by the Tuscan poet Domenico Bartoli (1629-1698).
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Bartoli was born in Montefegatesi, a large village in the mountains above Lucca and was something of a child
prodigy adopted by the nobility of the region. He is best remembered for a translation of the Aeneid and a
literary dispute with Loretto Mattei that ended in mutual friendship and an exchange of portraits. His good
connections provided him with steady work, chiefly in writing devotional subjects and eulogies such as this
poem, for a local readership in the Lucca area.

Not in OCLC but ICCU records copies held at Rome and Florence.

SHY ARTIST

5. BAYLEY, Frederick William Naylor. [GIRAUD, Jane Elizabeth? BAYLEY, Frederick William Naylor. [GIRAUD, Jane Elizabeth? BAYLEY, Frederick William Naylor. [GIRAUD, Jane Elizabeth? BAYLEY, Frederick William Naylor. [GIRAUD, Jane Elizabeth? illustratorillustratorillustratorillustrator]. ]. ]. ]. FLORAL POEMS:
with pictures in the Flowers. The Poetry by F.W.N. Bayley, Esq. London: Ackermann and Co. [1851].

£ £ £ £ 850850850850

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. Small folio [29.5 x 22cm] title printed in red and black; with eight leaves of text printed on
recto only and eight hand coloured lithograph plates heightened in gold and gum arabic; modern green
morocco backed marbled boards, spine lettered in gilt, gilt edges.

The charming plates are in every way the same as Giraud’s other publications through Ackermann’s imprint,
with one important difference.

Jane Elizabeth Giraud (1810-1868) lived at Faversham in Kent and produced three other works all published
under the Ackermann imprint: The Flowers of Shakespear 1845; The Flowers of Milton [1845]; and The Floral
of Months of England 1851. In a block advertisement her four works appear together in The Morning Post in
November 1851, however Ackermann leaves ambiguity in attributing to Jane the Floral Poems and her three
others publications. Later advertisements during the Christmas season of 1851 group just the The Floral
Months of England and Floral Poems together, so there seems little doubt that Ackermann was more than just
hinting at a connection.

The reason for this vagueness is mainly due to the subject matter of the Floral Poems. That the plates, the
titles of which include The Rose; The Hyacinth; Woodbine; The Pink and the Passion Flower; The Tulip and is
not wholly a reason for her anonymity but combined with illustrations of semi-naked winged fairies and cupids
intertwined in flowers and making love to each other was probably not something that Jane, a spinster from a
well to do family, would altogether feel comfortable putting her name to.
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 ‘Like many Victorian women with artistic talent and aspirations, Jane Giraud may have become a flower
painter because botanical illustration was one of the few acceptable activities for a woman of her time and
class’ [See an interesting discussion of Giraud’s work in Wendy Furman-Adams and Virginia James Tufte Saying
it with flowers: Jane Giraud’s ecofeminis contributed to Milton and Gender CUP, 2004].

Frederick Bayley (1808–1852), was something else altogether. He was a newspaper editor and author who
hailed from Ireland and produced miscellaneous group of works including travel, fiction and poetry. He is best
remembered as the founding editor of the Illustrated London News from 1842 to 1848. ‘Known as Alphabet
(or sometimes Omnibus) Bayley, in the 1840s he was one of London’s most innovative editors. However, he
was improvident and became an alcoholic.’ [ODNB].

OCLC records five copies, at the BL, V & A, Ticinese (Switzerland), Herzogin Anna Amalia Bibliothek Klassik
in Germany and the Morton Arboretum in the US.

PRESENTED TO LADIES WHO ASSISTED AT THE BAZAAR

6. [BAZAAR AND NATIONAL EXPOSITION OF MANUFACTURES]. [BAZAAR AND NATIONAL EXPOSITION OF MANUFACTURES]. [BAZAAR AND NATIONAL EXPOSITION OF MANUFACTURES]. [BAZAAR AND NATIONAL EXPOSITION OF MANUFACTURES]. PRESENTED BY THE
COUNCIL OF THE LEAGUE TO THE LADIES WHO ASSISTED AT THE BAZAAR AND
NATIONAL EXPOSITION OF MANUFACTURERS held in Covent Garden Theatre, London, May
1845. [cover title] London [designed and printed by Petty & Ernest & Co.], 1845. £ £ £ £ 385385385385

4to, pp. [2] ornamental lithograph title; 209-244 [illustrated section of the Art Union Journal concerned with the
exhibits at the event; original decorated cloth the upper cover blocked in a pattern of gilt and colours, slightly
worn at extremities. Stamp on rear free endpaper of ‘J. Aked, Bookbinder, Palgrave Pl. Stand [London]’.

A specially produced work presented to women stall holders at the Free Trade bazaar.

The Bazaar was held under the auspices of the Anti-Corn Law League with the intention to raise £20,000 for
their funds. The event ran for twelve days and was contained in specially designed stalls constructed inside
Covent Garden theatre. The exhibits were all supplied by leading manufacturers of Great Britain and displayed
stall dedicated to each manufacturing district and staffed by ladies.’ The Bazaar was directly influenced by the
Paris Exposition of 1844 and was seen by contemporaries as a steeping-stone to the Great Exhibition of 1851.
The Art Journal gave a fully illustrated review of the Bazaar in their July issue under the heading ‘The
Mercantile Value of the Fine Arts.’ this was then bound in elaborate cloth with an inserted lithograph
presentation leaf decorated with emblems of free trade.
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At the conclusion of the Bazaar each of lady stall holders was given a copy of this work as a souvenir, this
copy being presented to a ‘Miss Hutton.’

Little can be found on the binder J. Aked although he advertised himself during the 1840’s completing
periodicals including The Illustrated London News in decorative bindings supplied by the publishers.

OCLC records four copies in North America, at Boston Public library, North Carolina, Bryn Mawr and
Athenaeum of Philadelphia.

POEMS FOR THE POOR AT CHRISTMAS

7. [BLUNT, Ellen Lloyd Key]. [BLUNT, Ellen Lloyd Key]. [BLUNT, Ellen Lloyd Key]. [BLUNT, Ellen Lloyd Key]. THE CHRISTMAS STAR FOR THE POOR. Washington: G.S.
Gideon. 1856. £ £ £ £ 185185185185

FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY.FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY.FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY.FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY. 8vo, pp. 37, [1]; short
tear to front free endpaper, and corner torn away from rear blank
endpaper, otherwise apart from slight marking in places, a clean copy
throughout; in contemporary blue limp linen cloth, light surface wear;
inscribed on the front free endpaper “For Dr. Palmer, with the love
of the writer and wishes for a merry xmas.”

Rare first edition of this selection of fiction, poems and songs for the
poor at Christmas.

Ellen Lloyd Key Blunt (1821-1884) was the granddaughter of Francis
Scott Key (author of “The Star-Spangled Banner”) and wife of Simon
Fraser Blunt, member of the Wilkes Expedition, Cartographer of San
Francisco Bay and Captain of the SS Winfield Scott when it
shipwrecked off Anacapa Island in 1853. She wrote both fiction and
poetry, besides the present collection publishing Bread to my
Children (1856) and Poetical Readings (1859). She relocated to Paris
in 1861 to give dramatic readings. As an interesting aside Joseph
Conrad used Simon and Ellen’s names “Captain Blunt” and “Mrs.
Blunt” in his book The Arrow of Gold.

OCLC records only microform copies.
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A FAMILY AFFAIR

8. BRADSHAW, Anne Amelia. BRADSHAW, Anne Amelia. BRADSHAW, Anne Amelia. BRADSHAW, Anne Amelia. THE VINE AND THE BRANCHES. [Leek, Printed by Robert Nall,
Bookseller] 1862. £ £ £ £ 385385385385

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [26]; lithograph frontispiece of the East All Saints Church Lullington; 13 leaves of
newspaper cuttings, a printed handbill announcing ‘This Church will be Re-opening of the (God-willing) on
Tuesday, September 23rd, 1862’ two albumen portrait photographs(see below); all prefaced with a title in
manuscript ‘Some Account of the Opening of Lullington Church &c. 1862’; contemporary purple half calf over
marbled boards; armorial bookplate of Frederick Leigh Colvile.

A specially bound remembrance connecting several members of the Colvile family to Lullington church.

The window, to be installed in the newly restored church at Lullington, was dedicated to Sir Charles-Henry
Colvile (1759-1833) and his wife Hariot-Anne née Bonne (d. 1835) and was designed by their daughter Anne-
Amelia. She had married the Rev Samuel Bradford, of Basford Hall in Staffordshire and it was only to be
expected that she, together with the main branch of the Colvile family who owned the parish, would be the
principle funders for this church restoration.

Anne Amelia naturally enough dedicates her poem to her nephew and heir of the Colvile’s, Henry Edward
Colvile ‘who although only nine years of age, pronounced the words with a clear and audible voice’ as he laid
the foundation stone to the church in 1861. Being a family affair Anne-Amelia also had her brother in law
Frederick Leigh Colvile, vicar of Leek Wotton in Warwickshire, to help officiate at this dedication service. A
year later on All Saints Day in 1862 the church was ready for the instillation of the east window. Anne
Amelia’s poem describes, in rather religious tones, the attributes of each section of the stained glass. This little
descriptive work in all probability was published and distributed at the dedication ceremony.

Frederick Leigh Colvile collected together the newspaper reports and the poem as a souvenir of this family
occasion inserting photographs of Anne-Amelia and a frontispiece of current head of the family Charles
Robert Colvile, with his son and heir Henry Edward.

In so doing he gives us an interesting example of how the gentry came together cementing both their family
connections and family relations in a public celebration redolent of a Trollope novel.                 Not in OCLC.
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A FASHION DESIGNER’S  ARCHIVE

9. BRANDON, Eva Beatrice. BRANDON, Eva Beatrice. BRANDON, Eva Beatrice. BRANDON, Eva Beatrice. ORIGINAL ARCHIVE OF MATERIAL RELATING TO HER WORK
AS A FASHION ARTIST, including many original compositions as well as a few examples of the
original printed catalogues in which they appeared. London & Surrey. [c. 1910-1930]. £ £ £ £ 1,7501,7501,7501,750

Archive comprises a scrap album, chiefly of work for Hayford & Sons and Weldon’s Illustrated Dressmaker;
28 pen and ink designs, on paper or pasteboard, of dresses, hats etc., a number in colour; eight Hayward &
Sons catalogues and flyers; two sheets of accounts; a hand written essay on the art of drawing fashion plates
and a number of cuttings of her work.

A rare archive recording the work of that almost anonymous group of dressmakers and designers who
supplied the large fashion houses during the first half of the twentieth century. After this, with the onset of
mass-market and ready-to-wear clothing, this type of work was chiefly made redundant.

The archive covers the 1910s and 1920s, a period of dramatic change in fashion that
had its roots in the Edwardian era. The First World War was to see a move
towards more practical, less restrictive clothing as women were called into factories
and offices. The designs show fashionable dress simplified and shortened, and it is
here that we can see Eva’s work slowly change in style. The pre-war fanfares of
feathers and lace, that were all corseted up in full hip length ‘lampshade’ tunics and
narrow skirts, are here seen to begin their transformation. A more practical fashion
of simple crepe, wool and silk with straight-lined chemise tops and much freer
dresses become the norm once the flapper age begins. Her latter designs appear to
be mainly for children, perhaps it was difficult for Eva to keep up with modern
trends and she felt more at home in less fashion prone designs.

The majority of her work appears to have been for W. Hayford & Sons situated at
the fashionable northern end of Sloane Street, London. This company advertised
their specialities as hosiery, glovers, drapers and linen merchants but also produce
hats and gowns for which departments Eve produced her designs. Importantly the
shop held the Royal Warrant for Queen Mary and was one of a select group
catering for ‘high society’ of the fashion market and especially so during the annual
‘season.’
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Included in the group of designs are a number of fine head studies that Eva reused several times, as evidenced
in the Hayford’s catalogues which also accompany the collection. Also designs for dresses, hats including
feather and flower concoctions, children’s wear, furs and a couple of statements of account that show that her
patterns commanded the relatively high price of from 2 to 5 guineas each in the early 1920s. Also included is
her manuscript account of her working methods explaining how to draw fashion plates. The notes may have
been taken down at the beginning of her working life but nevertheless give all the basic steps to produce a
good design.

As with so many designers, we know little about Eva’s life. We know she was born Eva Beatrice Fowls in
Cheshire in 1882 and that she had moved Addlestone in Surrey sometime before the First World War. From
this address she supplied most of her surviving work to Hayford & Co., or for inclusion in the fashion paper
Weldon’s Illustrated Dressmaker. She married sometime during the First World War and later moved a few
miles north of Addlestone to Egham.

Such archives as this are rare as the commissioning shop would only need to retain the design for a short
while or would send them on to their dressmakers before they were redundant and cast aside. These
examples were probably returned to Eva for alteration, or to use as models on which to base future
commissions.
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SAUCY SONG

10. [BROADSIDE SONGSHEET]. [BROADSIDE SONGSHEET]. [BROADSIDE SONGSHEET]. [BROADSIDE SONGSHEET]. THE PORTER AND THE MAJOR! Or, Volunteer’s Wife in a
Mess. Augustus Liquorishtooth, Printer, Sugar-Cane Alley, Sweetmeat Road, York, ca. 1840. £ £ £ £ 125125125125

Printed sheet on very thin paper, one-side only, lyrics in two columns with central decorative printed divide,
fixed to stiff card along the left-hand margin.

A delightful and slightly saucy song, with an equally delightful imprint.

TRANSLATED BY THE CONTESSA GRISMONDI ,
WITH GLOWING PRAISE FROM BUFFON

11. [BUFFON]. [LE BRUN, Ponce Denis Ecouchard]. [SECCO SUARDO GRISMONDI, Paolina[BUFFON]. [LE BRUN, Ponce Denis Ecouchard]. [SECCO SUARDO GRISMONDI, Paolina[BUFFON]. [LE BRUN, Ponce Denis Ecouchard]. [SECCO SUARDO GRISMONDI, Paolina[BUFFON]. [LE BRUN, Ponce Denis Ecouchard]. [SECCO SUARDO GRISMONDI, Paolina
TranslatorTranslatorTranslatorTranslator]. ]. ]. ]. ODE DEL SIGR. LE BRUN AL CONTE DI BUFFON, tradotta in ottava rima dalla
contessa Paolina Secco Suardo Grismondi, fra le Pastorelle arcadi Lesbia Cidonia. Bergamo, nella
Stamperia Locatelli. 1782. £ £ £ £ 500500500500

FIRST ITALIAN EDITION.FIRST ITALIAN EDITION.FIRST ITALIAN EDITION.FIRST ITALIAN EDITION. 8vo, pp. 59, [1] blank; with engraved frontispiece portrait of Buffon engraved by
Cristoforo dall’Acqua; text in French & Italian on facing pages; in contemporary patterned wraps, spine and
extremities rubbed, but not detracting from this being a very desirable copy.

Scarce first Italian translation of this ode to ‘unbelievers’ by Le Brun
(1729-1807) exhorting the great naturalist Buffon to despise envy
and pursue his career without paying any heed to detractors.

The translation is by Paolina Secco Suardo Grismondi (1746-1801)
who had entered into Accademia degli Arcadia under the name
Lesbia Cidonia. Born in Bergamo, she married Count Grismondi in
Verona aged 18 and thereafter was known as the Contessa
Grismondi. She held an important salon in Bergamo and was in
correspondence with many intellectuals of her day, travelling in Italy,
Netherlands, Germany, and in 1778 travelled to Paris where she
met Buffon.

Buffon wrote to the Contessa on January 1st 1780 expressing his
delight with her translation ‘Personne ne m’a donné d’étrennes plus
agréables, et mon cœur nagerait dans le plaisir (No one has given
me a New Years gift more pleasant, and my heart swims with
pleasure)’ and encouraged her to publish her Italian translation
together with Le Brun’s and the correspondence as soon as
possible. Actually it took two years before the work was published
as permission from Le Brun through Buffon’s aegis was late in
coming. Buffon again wrote to Grismondi early in 1782 expressing
Le Brun’s delight and that of many connoisseurs of poetry, and again
encouraged the Contessa to have the work printed.
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This being her first published work she may have been somewhat reticent in preparing her translation for
print, probably the letters from both Le Brun and Buffon were added to deflect any negativity that could befall
her translation. This is further born out by her being accused of plagiarism and frivolity, today a re-evaluation
of her poems has proved that these accusations are unfounded.

Ferri Biblioteca Femminile Italiana p. 335; OCLC records two copies in North America, at UC Berkeley and
Harvard; ICCU records four copies in Italy, at the Biblioteca Nazionale Marciana (Venice), Istituzione Pubblica
Culturale Bibliotheca Civica Bertoliana (Vicenza) and two in Verona (at the Biblioteca Civica and Biblioteca
Universitaria).

PRESENTED TO MISS BELL ,  A ‘MUCH ESTEEMED PUPIL ’

12. BURGESS, Henry William. BURGESS, Henry William. BURGESS, Henry William. BURGESS, Henry William. VI DRAWINGS by H.W. Burgess. Presented to his much esteemed
pupil Miss Bell. [n.p.] 1817. £ £ £ £ 1,2501,2501,2501,250

Oblong folio [380 × 275 mm.]; containing seven pencil sketches; most separated by tissue guards;
contemporary blue straight grain morocco, with decorated boards, upper cover lettered in gilt, somewhat
rubbed and scratched in places, but still handsome nonetheless.

William Henry Burgess (circa 1792-1844), landscape painter to William IV and the teacher of John Leech and
Thackeray, was a member of the talented artistic Burgess family.

The seven views open with a romanticised scene of trees, young artists and a ponderous rock the face of
which is inscribed with the album title. This is followed with six topographical subjects including 1) Wingfield
Priory, Derbyshire; 2) Gastonbury Abbey, Somerset; 3) Chepstow Castle, Monmouthshire; 4) Carisbrook
Castle, Isle Of Wight; 5) Gateway at Winchelsea, Sussex and 6) King John’s Chapel, Kings Langley,
Hertfordshire.

The scenes are somewhat romanticised with the ruins enveloped in trees and foliage that in turn gives a
tumble-down appearance. Readers of the new Walter Scott novels during this late Regency period would find
much in the drawings to their taste, as indeed no doubt did the recipient Miss Bell. We do not know who this
Miss Bell was, however; either it was given by Burgess as some form present on the completion of her studies,
or in order to solicit some sort of recommendation and continued aquaintance. That the album has selected
examples of his work shows some purpose as each are carefully delineated on light brown artist paper with
the pencil drawings heightened in places in white and then carefully mounted with a neat ink borders. The
selection has then been bound in a costly straight grain morocco and neatly gilt and lettered and quite ‘the
thing’ for the drawing room table - although it must be added the binding is not so costly as to afford gilt
edges or endpapers.
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Hesketh Hubbard in his article on Burgess [see The Connoisseur Vol. CXIX, May, 1947] notes that he made
four books of drawings with a similar confection of subjects for sale to his students. This appears to be a type
of compilation which may have been sold or leant out to students and the subjects of a number of the pencil
sketches include the form of different tree species, both set in landscape or as detailed studies of trunks and
branches. It is therefore not coincidental that in 1827 Burgess published Eidodendron: Views of the general
character and appearance of Trees Foreign and Indigenous connected with Picturesque Scenery and that some
of the work contained in our album was a precursor to this publication.

‘DAM ME!  NO ONE BUT THE D… SHALL STOP HER. ’

13. [CAROLINE OF BRUNSWICK]. [CAROLINE OF BRUNSWICK]. [CAROLINE OF BRUNSWICK]. [CAROLINE OF BRUNSWICK]. A SHEW HEIFER GOING TO LEINSTER STABLE YARD.
[Dublin]: [William] McCleary, 21 Nassau Street. [1820]. £ £ £ £ 185185185185

Hand coloured engraved satirical print [225 x 300mm], trimmed to plate mark and professionally laid down.

The print depicts Lord Leinster personified as a rough Irish farmer leading Queen Caroline by a rope around
her neck. Leinster expounding ‘Dam me! no one but the D… shall stop her.’ Another figure in the
background, probably depicting Bartolomeo Pergami, reply’s ‘Stop Nosey, let me feel that Heifer.’

Augustus FitzGerald, 3rd Duke of Leinster (1791-1874) objected to the trial of George IV’s consort Queen
Caroline, which was then about to proceed in the House of Lords. On the 17th of August 1820 Leinster ‘rose
and said in a purely Irish tone that, without making any elaborate speech, and for the purpose of bringing this
business to a conclusion, he should move that this order be now rescinded. Without a word from anyone on
this subject the House divided, we members of the Commons House remaining. There were 41 for Leinster
and 206 (including 17 Bishops) against him’ (Creevey Papers ).

The print was clearly intended for the Irish market with an allusion to the Royal Agricultural Society of Ireland
which was founded by Leinster’s father in 1801.

CERVANTES’S  F INAL WORK, TRANSLATED BY A LADY

14. [CERVANTES]. [LE GIVRE DE RICHEBOURG, Madame, [CERVANTES]. [LE GIVRE DE RICHEBOURG, Madame, [CERVANTES]. [LE GIVRE DE RICHEBOURG, Madame, [CERVANTES]. [LE GIVRE DE RICHEBOURG, Madame, TranslatorTranslatorTranslatorTranslator]. ]. ]. ]. PERSILE ET
SIGISMONDE, Histoire Septentrionale, Tirée de l’Espagnol de Miguel De Cervantes. Par Madame L.
G. D. R. Tome Premier [-Quatrieme]. A Paris, chez Michel Gandouin, Quay de Conty, aux Trois
Vertus. 1738. £ £ £ £ 850850850850
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FIRST EDITION OF THIS TRANSLATION.FIRST EDITION OF THIS TRANSLATION.FIRST EDITION OF THIS TRANSLATION.FIRST EDITION OF THIS TRANSLATION. Four volumes, 12mo, pp. [x], 378, [4]; [x], 363, [1] blank; [viii],
360; [viii], 350; some minor staining and dust-soiling in places, but generally clean throughout; a handsome
copy, bound in late eighteenth century half sprinkled English calf over marbled boards, spines ruled and
numbered in gilt with red morocco labels lettered in gilt, some rubbing to marbled boards.

Rare French edition of Cervantes’ Los Trabajos de Persiles y Sigismunda, translated by the novelist and short
story writer Madame Le Givre de Richebourg (1710–1780).

‘The Works of Persiles and Sigismunda is a romance or Byzantine novel by Miguel de Cervantes Saavedra, his
last work and one that stands in opposition to the more famous novel Don Quixote by its embrace of the
fantastic rather than the commonplace. While Cervantes is known primarily for Don Quixote, widely
regarded as one of the foremost classic novels of all time, he himself believed the Persiles, as it is commonly
called, to be his crowning achievement. He completed it only three days before his death, and it was
posthumously published in 1617’ (Wikipedia).

De Richebourg was the author of several novels and short stories, some of which met with a degree of
success. A hispanophile, her other works include Le Veuve en puissance de mari (1732), Aventures de
Clamandès et Clarmonde (1733), Aventures de Flores et de Blanchefleur (1735), Aventures de Zelin et de
Damasine (1735), and Aventures de Dom Ramire de Roxas et de Dona Leonone de Mendoce (1737).

OCLC records two copies in North America, at NYPL &  Princeton (apparently incomplete, 2 vols. only).

‘RETURN TO CAMELOT’

15. COOK, Jane Elizabeth. COOK, Jane Elizabeth. COOK, Jane Elizabeth. COOK, Jane Elizabeth. YE FESTIVAL OF YE SUMER QUENE. Recollections of Ye Olde English
Revels, Holden by Ye Grace of Mye Lorde and Ladye Wantage at their Mannor of Lockinge On ye
XXVI and XXVII Daies of August M DCCC LXXXV. London: Imprynted at ye Chiwicke Presse,
Tookes Courte, Chancerie Lane 1885. £ £ £ £ 550550550550

Folio, [37.5 x 27cm], pp. 4, title printed in red and black together celebratory poem ‘The Festival of the
Summer Queen’ and 17 mounted photographs on blue card from drawings by Cook, including on in bistre;
original portfolio with cloth backed decorated lithograph boards, slightly worn at the extremities and cloth
spine faded.
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A privately produced photographic work illustrating the pageant given on Baron Wantage on his elevation to
the Peerage in 1885.

Robert Loyd-Lindsay (1831-1901) baron Wantage, of Lockinge in the County of Berkshire, was a soldier and
politician chiefly remembered for his philanthropy and as one of the founders of the British National Society
for Aid to the Sick and Wounded in War, latterly called the British Red Cross Society.

Jane Elizabeth Cook (1836-1920), who produced the original drawings and the poetical introduction for the
portfolio, was a successful and well-known Victorian artist. The youngest daughter of a merchant who had
fallen on hard times, Jane nevertheless was able to educate herself by frequent visits to the British Museum
and the National Gallery. From 1853 she was at Coney’s School of Art in Bloomsbury where she began to sell
her sketches and paintings. Jane was well connected to London society and soon became a favourite portrait
painter, one of her patrons was Harriet Loyd, the future Lady Wantage, who was to become Jane Cook’s
greatest friend. It was therefore only natural that this rather exceptional record of the Pageant was
commissioned by Harriet. Harriet had inherited a fortune from her father Lord Overstone, then one of the
richest men in England, and so was able to celebrate her husband’s elevation to the peerage in some style.
Over two day’s in August 1885 a party was held that included several hundred ladies and gentlemen dressed in
medieval garb. Heralds, jesters, yeoman, falconers, musicians and choristers took part, plays were given on the
theme of Robin Hood and on King Arthur and Merlin, even some bull baiting, a tournament and Maypole
dancing. Jane was the obvious person to record this ‘return to Camelot’ and clearly enjoyed illustrating the
costumes and events that took place.

The portfolio was, as far as we can tell, strictly limited in numbers and given to a few close family members
and friends.

OCLC lists copies held at Columbia & Vermont only.

‘ IT  WILL ACT LIKE SALT ON THEIR MINDS’

16. [COOK, Millicent Whiteside]. [COOK, Millicent Whiteside]. [COOK, Millicent Whiteside]. [COOK, Millicent Whiteside]. HOW TO ECONOMIZE LIKE A LADY. By the Author of
“How to dress on fifteen pounds a year.” London: George Routledge & Sons, The Broadway,
Ludgate. [1874]. £ £ £ £ 185185185185
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FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [iv], 186, [2] advertisements; a clean copy throughout, with contemporary
ownership signature at head of title; in contemporary half morocco over marbled boards, spine lettered and
ruled in gilt, lightly rubbed, but still a very appealing copy.

Scarce first edition of this little household guide for ladies, giving
practical advice under chapter headings such as ‘On Time, Temper,
and Sundries’, ‘On Household Matters’, ‘On Social Economy’ and
concluding with ‘On Children.’

Lots of interest here for ‘a lady’ trying to manage on £500 a year. ‘I
wish I could persuade women to throw in a dash of political economy
with their other reading … it will act like salt on their minds and keep
them fresh and bright.’ (p.6) ‘Your cook, if she be a pleasant person,
will quite understand that you have many more opportunities of seeing
and tasting dishes than she has, and instead of looking at it as an
interference, will be glad of your teaching and advice’ (p. 90). ‘A child
from birth we all know is, and must be , an expense - an expense
however gladly incurred; but it does not necessitate or excuse
extravagance.’ (p. 126)

Little seems to be known of the author, Millicent Whiteside Cook,
other than her practical household manuals, however her style
exhibits all the confidence and bearing of a real life Lady Bracknell.
Besides the present work she also wrote How to dress on £15 a year
(1873) and Tables and chairs a practical guide to economical furnishing
(1877).

OCLC records copies at the BL, NLS, Cambridge, Oxford and Trinity College Dublin only.

THE ARRIVAL OF A PRIMA DONNA

17. CORONIDÈO, Nirindo [CORONIDÈO, Nirindo [CORONIDÈO, Nirindo [CORONIDÈO, Nirindo [pseudonym forpseudonym forpseudonym forpseudonym for Francesco TOGNETTI].  Francesco TOGNETTI].  Francesco TOGNETTI].  Francesco TOGNETTI]. ALL’APPLAUDITISSIMA
VALOROSA CANTANTE SIGNORA MARIA BOLLO Prima Donna nel Teatro Marsigli di Bologna. Il
Carnevale dell’anno MDCCCXIX. [Bologna], Sassi, [1819]. £ £ £ £ 450450450450

A very large broadsheet (610 x 445 mm); fine engraving in the centre, text printed in red and black and with
several letters and words hieghtened in gold over red; previously folded, lower half a little spotted; however, a
very decorative item.
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The ode, written by the local author and poet Francesco Tognetti and printed in advance of the prima donna’s
arrival in Bologna, was designed both to enhance the prestige of her performance and advertise the private
theatre run by the Marsigli family. This form of adulation was quite commonly circulated through the press but
the present example is certainly a singular example, printed off and given to Maria Bollo on her arrival at
Bologna.

Francesco Tognetti was a chronicler of the musical life of Bologna, more especially remembered for his rather
flattering Discorso su i Progressi Della Musica in Bologna (1817). His ‘Prima donna’ work, including this
adulatory poem, was always under a pseudonym.

‘The anonymity of some of the authors of poetry devoted to prima donnas might of course be a mere
indication of their modesty or discretion.…But unless strong evidence emerges to the contrary, it is plausible
to assume that a considerable number of celebratory poems were commissioned by an impresario, a prima
donna herself, or other agents interested in promoting an artist. And the practice was probably widespread
even before poems began to appear in the periodical press’ (Franz Izzo, Divas and Sonnets in The Arts of the
Prima Donna in the Long Nineteenth Century, OUP, 2012, p. 14).

Maria Bolla was brought to England from Milan as a child and, after remaining six years in a school in
Hampstead, returned to Italy. She toured extensively through Europe in the 1790s and at Vienna on the 8th
January 1796 was given a Benefit concert which included both Haydn and Beethoven. Michael Kelly, friend of
Mozart and the first Basilio & Don Curzio in Le nozze di Figaro, engaged Bollo for the King’s Theatre in 1800,
when she was about twenty-five years old. In 1802 she sang at Paris and again in London, before returning to
Italy. By the 1819 she was nearing the end of her career although she was still taking on relatively new roles,
including Amenaide in Rossini’s Tancredi at Macerata in 1817.

FASHION GAME FOR YOUNG LADIES

18. [COSTUME GAME]. [COSTUME GAME]. [COSTUME GAME]. [COSTUME GAME]. NEUE DAMEN COSTÜME - DES COSTUME EUF POUR ES DAMES -
NEW FASHION FOR LADIES. [Germany]. [c. 1850]. £ £ £ £ 1,8501,8501,8501,850
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A fashionable dressing game consisting of two lithographic and hand coloured mannequins eight hand coloured
lithographic and varnished dresses (back and front glued together at the edges), a hat and two ebonised
turned boxwood stands; contained in the original publisher’s cardboard box [273 x 170 x 28 mm], richly
decorated and with lithographic and hand coloured lid illustrating two ladies in their dresses with an elaborate
frame.

A dressing game appearing to represent sisters as the costumes, although different, are designed to be used in
pairs.

All clothing items show the front and back of each lady. The paired costumes include a) Wedding dresses -
one with the bride holding a bible in her right hand and a handkerchief in her left; the other dress similar but
with a fan in her right hand and the dress trimmed in red at the foot; b) ‘At Home’ dresses for receiving
visitors - one in green, with lace banded trim decoration in bans and trimming; the other dress in turquoise
with black gauze semi-height trim and black felt collar c) ‘Going out’ dresses - one with grey jacket trimmed in
red over a bright yellow dress, the other with a dark blue cape trimmed in black velvet over a dark purple
dress; d) Mourning wear - one with a black cape over a black dress clutching a handkerchief in clasped hands,
the other in a similar dress with a green fan in her right hand and a handkerchief in her left.

THE EARLIEST RECORDED RECIPE FOR ‘POTATO CHIPS ’ ?

19. [COX FAMILY, Warwickshire]. [COX FAMILY, Warwickshire]. [COX FAMILY, Warwickshire]. [COX FAMILY, Warwickshire]. EARLY NINETEENTH CENTURY MANUSCRIPT BOOK OF
COOKERY and Domestic Recipes. Atherstone-upon-Stour [1804 and later]. £ £ £ £ 1,5001,5001,5001,500

MMMMANUSCRIPT IN ANUSCRIPT IN ANUSCRIPT IN ANUSCRIPT IN IIIINKNKNKNK.... 4to, approx. 165 pages of recipes in a neat legible hand, each with a named source; the
whole preceded by an index, paper watermarked ‘1804’ and a few additional pages added from 1910; rebound
in twentieth century cloth backed marbled boards.

By far the most interesting and intriguing recipe is contained on page 42 for ‘Potato Chips.’ The earliest
printed source is generally admitted to be Kitchener’s The Cook’s Oracle, London, 1822 and it is now
conceded that the claim made for George Crum, of Saratoga Springs’ invention in 1853, is erroneous.
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We are fairly certain that the manuscript is from the
household of Rev. Dr Thomas Cox of Atherstone-
upon-Stour in Warwickshire. Most of the recipes
have an acknowledgement of where they originated,
that ‘Potato Chips’ having the name ‘Bond’ attached
to it and we very tentatively link this to one of the
Tamworth gentry, Miss Sophia Bond, of Lichfield
Street. ‘Bond’ also provided several other entries
including instructions for Buns, Tea Cakes and
Rhubarb Jelly from her recipe store.

On the whole recipes all seem to have been provided
through a number of local contacts and most have a
name of origin. The appropriately named Mrs W.
Tongue appears quite often - with such an unusual
name she can only be wife of William Tongue of
Comberford Hall, Tamworth. Other country houses
in the area including Baxterley, Eastham, etc. are
given, together with the inclusion of several recipes
from ‘Aunt Mary Cox’ and ‘Aunt S. Cox.’ The
preponderance of names of Warwickshire local gentry
seem to be quite conclusive of the recipe books
origin.

The vast array of recipes all seem to be original, or at
least original to the recipe book. ‘To Roast a Calf’s
heart’, ‘Gooseberry Vinegar’, ‘To stew Lampreys or Eels’, ‘Pickle Tongue’ ‘To improve meat’, ‘Mushroom,
Oyster and Walnut Catchup’, ‘Ginger Biscuits’, ‘Egg Wine’, every type of jelly and jam puddings, and sponges,
are given their place.

 ‘FOR THE INCREASE OF RELIGION AND ENCOURAGEMENT
OF INDUSTRY AMONGST THE CHILDREN OF THE POOR’

20. D’OYLY, Catherine. D’OYLY, Catherine. D’OYLY, Catherine. D’OYLY, Catherine. THE HISTORY OF THE LIFE AND DEATH OF OUR BLESSED
SAVIOUR. Southampton: Printed and sold by T. Baker … 1794. £ £ £ £ 450450450450

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. vi, [xi] Subscribers, [i] errata, 7-711, [1] blank; a
clean fresh copy throughout; contemporary English crimson straight-grain
morocco, all edges gilt, spine lettered and ruled in gilt, light rubbing to
extremities, otherwise a handsome and very desirable copy.

First, and apparently only edition of this rare life of Christ by Catherine
D’Oyly.

Mrs Catherine D’Oyly may well have been related to George D’Oyly (1778-
1846), the theologian and biographer, Colonel Sir Francis D’Oyly (d. 1815),
who was killed at Waterloo, and Sir John D’Oyly (1774-1824) the first
baronet and Resident of Kandy. Catherine’s brief ‘Address from the author
to the reader’ unfortunately does not help with her identification. But she
does explain her motivation in writing the book. ‘Having much leisure, and
wishing to employ it as usefully as possible, she some years ago took upon
herself the superintendence of one of those private charitable
establishments, which have been instituted in various parts of the kingdom,
for the increase of religion and encouragement of industry amongst the
children of the poor; and that she might perform this voluntary duty so as to
make a lasting impression upon the minds of her pupils, she determined
attentively to peruse the sacred scriptures, with the several excellent

commentaries, and to intersperse such observations of her own mind as might enable her to fulfil that pleasing
duty’. This seems to be the author’s only published work.
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The long list of subscribers included the King and Queen (24 copies each), Mrs Trimmer, and a galaxy of titled
families. More than half the subscribers were women.

OCLC records three copies in North America, at Harvard, Minnesota and McMaster.

AN ‘OLDER WOMAN’ TELLS A ‘YOUNG SOLDIER’  HOW TO BEHAVE IN LONDON

21. [DAMOURS, Louis]. [DAMOURS, Louis]. [DAMOURS, Louis]. [DAMOURS, Louis]. LETTRES DE MILADI ***, Sur l’influence que les Femmes pourroient
avoir dans l’éducation des Hommes. Premiere [-Seconde] Partie. A Amsterdam, Et se trouve à Paris,
Chez la veuve Duchesne, MDCCLXXXIV [1784]. £ £ £ £ 650650650650

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. Two parts in one volume, 12mo, pp. [iv], 216; 265, [1] blank; clean and fresh throughout,
author’s name in pencil on title; in contemporary calf-backed boards; spine tooled in gilt with gilt lettered label
some worming to spine, and rubbing to boards, but still a good copy.

First edition of this fictional collection of letters by the Paris lawyer Louis Damours (died 1788), showing what
a young man might learn about conduct and society from an older woman.

Although many more letters than are found here were written, the publisher tells us that the book is
condensed thanks to the lack of appetite among today’s readers for moral treatises; what we have here
though may still be useful to the public and especially ‘pour cette belle moitié du genre humain, dont Miladi ***
se déclare l’Avocat avec tant de chaleur’. The letters’ didactic tone is leavened somewhat by anecdotes; their
author is a recent widow, living in London, their recipient is a young soldier, eighteen years old. Miladi ***’s
aim is to introduce civility to her young soldier, to demonstrate the many noble qualities of women, and to
temper the enthusiasms and calm the fierceness of soldiers; finally, to prove that there exist virtuous people,
who are neither unhappy nor the enemies of honest pleasures. The letters, however, also provide a subtly
waspish commentary on some of the foibles of French society, and its obsession with class.

Quérard 5, 9183; Barbier II, 10065; OCLC records five copies outside Continental Europe, at Minnesota,
Oxford, Berkeley, Yale, and Columbia.

THE EFFECTS OF WAR ON A BELGIAN FAMILY DINING CLUB

22. [DE MOT-GIRON, Marguerite, [DE MOT-GIRON, Marguerite, [DE MOT-GIRON, Marguerite, [DE MOT-GIRON, Marguerite, SecretarySecretarySecretarySecretary]. ]. ]. ]. ANNALES DU SKAT I [-II]. [Belgium, 1901-1930].
£ £ £ £ 950950950950

Two manuscript notebooks, 4to, 25 x 16 cm, [130]; [115],
[23 blank] ff., with numerous photographs and souvenirs
pasted in; Fastened together in red plaid cloth, rear board of
first notebook affixed to front board of the second, label
taped to spine (joints cracking, some leaves detached).

Remarkable manuscript journal recording the activities of a
dining club conducted by twelve Belgians and kept by their
long time President Marguerite De Mot-Giron (1862-1927).

From the beginning De Mot-Giron and her fellow Skat club
members enjoyed meals and travels together. The journal
documents, in a neat hand, together with many illustrations
printed menu cards, postcards, and other memorabilia
including family portraits of the outings. Clearly the twelve
who made up the club were members of the better off
Middle-classes who could could afford some luxury.

The statutes include notes on meetings and rules, ‘Le Skat se
réunit le plus souvent possible et chaque réunion est prétexte à
mangeaille. Chaque ménage, à tour de rôle, offre aux autres un
diner substantiel et abondant composé de trois plats arrosés de
trois espèces de vin. La conversation toujours élevée ne
portera jamais sur les questions nourriture et kul. On peut dire
du mal du prochain. Les membres du Skat peuvent même
médire les uns des autres , maus entre eux seulement…’
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Probably the most interesting aspect of this journal is the contrast before and after the First World War.
What Marguerite describes in the Journal for 1914 as ‘la grande catastrophie’ that is the deprivations the
invading German’s had on Belgium life, also caused the dining club to come to a sudden halt. Marguerite then
began to write another clandestine journal recording her thoughts over war years for her sons, some of
whom were then serving in the Belgium Army. Her clandestine account has been recently published by Daniël
Vanacker, (éd.), Journal d’une bourgeoise, 1914-1918: Marguerite Giron, préface de Kenneth Bertrams,
Bruxelles, éditions de l’Université de Bruxelles, 2015.

The Skat club was never quite the same after the war, although restarted in May 1919 it is clear that the
distress she and her friends had suffered during the war years had left its mark. On Marguerite’s death in 1927
the group still met but only the briefest of entries are given and by 1955 all the members appear to have died.
Clearly after the war any meals with a German slant, or as she call them ‘le Bosche’ was off the menu.
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SPOOF ON QUEEN VICTORIA’S  PROGRESS TO THE CITY,
FEATURING SAM WELLER AND MR.  P ICKWICK

23. [DICKENS]. [QUEEN VICTORIA]. [DICKENS]. [QUEEN VICTORIA]. [DICKENS]. [QUEEN VICTORIA]. [DICKENS]. [QUEEN VICTORIA]. THE QUEENS VISIT TO THE CITY. An invention for the
benefit of Householders in the Intended line of Procession on the 9th. Novr. 1837. … Humbly
submitted to the Entertainment Committee by Christopher South. [London] Published by S. Knight
Sweetings Alley Royal Exchange. [1837]. £ £ £ £ 585585585585

Folio lithograph broadside [387 x 255 mm.]; slightly trimmed to one side.

This very rare and amusing spoof ‘invention’ for viewing the procession is particularly interesting for it’s
Dickensian content, such as Sam Weller appearing at the foot of the Press opinions, and Mr. Pickwick (first
appearance 1836) as Tenant at C in illustration B.

Although ascribed at the foot to one ‘Christopher South’ this is clearly a play on ‘Christopher North’ the
pseudonym of John Wilson (1785–1854), author and journalist, especially of Blackwood’s Magazine and as a
contributor of the ‘Noctes Ambrosianae.’

One of Queen Victoria’s first official engagements was a visit to the City of London which culminated in a
reception at the Guildhall. The arrangements were in the hands of the Royal Entertainments Committee.
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DISADVANTAGES FOR DIVORCED LADIES

24. [DIVORCE]. [DIVORCE]. [DIVORCE]. [DIVORCE]. SUR LE DIVORCE. Malheur et Sensibilité.
Paris, Fonderie de Fain, 1831.                                            £ £ £ £ 250250250250

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 39, [1] blank; some foxing throughout; partly
unopened in contemporary blue wrappers.

First edition of this rare polemic on the subject of divorce, in which the
anonymous author highlights the ways in which divorced women are
disadvantaged in ways divorced men are not, the difference being due to
the fact that “pour [la femme] la privation du bonheur domestique est
une sorte de peine capitale, tandis que pour l’homme ce n’est que la
nécessité de donne une autre direction à ses capacités si diverses d’etre
heureux”. Nonetheless, the pamphlet is largely in favour of divorce, its
three parts constructed around the first person narrative of a wife,
suggesting a female authorship. The final section is addressed “Aux
Législateurs”.

OCLC records two copies, at Harvard and the Bibliothèque Nationale.

ROUSSEAU, MADAME DUPIN,  AND HER ‘OUVRAGE SUR LES FEMMES’  PROJECT

25. [DUPIN, Louise Marie Madeline]. ROUSSEAU, Jean-Jacques. [DUPIN, Louise Marie Madeline]. ROUSSEAU, Jean-Jacques. [DUPIN, Louise Marie Madeline]. ROUSSEAU, Jean-Jacques. [DUPIN, Louise Marie Madeline]. ROUSSEAU, Jean-Jacques. MANUSCRIPT IN INK, unsigned,
concerning ‘Euphemie femme de l’Empereur Justin I’ and her religious zeal. [n.p., n.d., c. 1749]. £ £ £ £ 850850850850

AAAAUTOGRAPH MANUSCRIPTUTOGRAPH MANUSCRIPTUTOGRAPH MANUSCRIPTUTOGRAPH MANUSCRIPT.... 4to (mm x mm), 8 lines written in the top outer quarter, in the columnar format
characteristic of Rousseau; paper watermarked 1749; in good state.

Rare opportunity to acquire an original manuscript in the hand of the philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau.

In the years between 1745 and 1749 Jean Jacques Rousseau was employed by Louise Marie Madeline Dupin as
a research assistant on her ambitious project to delineate in print the history of women. After years of labour
by Rousseau and Madame Dupin her Ouvrage sur les Femmes was shelved, unfinished. The research notes,
drafts, and fair copies written by Rousseau and his employer were stored at the chateau of Chenonceaux,
essentially forgotten, until their sale at a series of auctions held between 1951 and 1958.

Louise Marie Madeline Fontaine Dupin was born in Paris on 28 October 1706 to Marie Anne Armande de
Fontaine and the banker Samuel Bernard. In 1722 she married Claude Dupin; they had one son, Jacques
Armand, born in 1727. Dupin’s success as a “tax farmer” and government official enabled him to buy the
chateau of Chenonceaux in 1733. At Chenonceaux Madame Dupin cultivated a salon of artists and writers,
and, by the mid-1740s, formed the intention of writing the history of womankind. With the assistance of
Rousseau she labored on this task for several years, before abandoning it about 1750. Madame Dupin
continued to live at Chenonceaux following her husband’s death in 1769, dying there shortly after dictating
her will on 20 November 1799.

As a result of the auction sales between 1951 and 1958 a major portion of Madame Dupin’s stillborn work
was acquired by the Harry Ransom Center in Texas.
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PROVINCIAL RECIPE BOOK, WITH A PUDDING FOR EVERY OCCASION!

26. EDWARDS, Mary. EDWARDS, Mary. EDWARDS, Mary. EDWARDS, Mary. EARLY NINETEENTH CENTURY MANUSCRIPT BOOK of Culinary
Recipes. [n.p, but Stamford, Lincolnshire?] [23rd September 1831 and after]. £ £ £ £ 650650650650

MMMMANUSCRIPT IN ANUSCRIPT IN ANUSCRIPT IN ANUSCRIPT IN IIIINKNKNKNK.... Small 8vo, 140 pages of recipes in a
neat legible hand, and 6 pages if index; in contemporary
limp sheep boards, alittle rubbed and worn, head and tail
chipped, but still a nice item.

Appealing nineteenth century household recipe book
belonging to a Mary Edwards, who we believe lived in
Lincolnshire (see below).

The manuscript contains a significant selection of culinary
recipes, mostly original, some attributed elsewhere (several
from a Mrs. Wingfield), for cakes (Rice, Almond, Soda,
Sponge, Shrewsbury, Gretton Plum), biscuits (Ginger,
Wine), soups (Tinwell, Potato) and pickles, preserves and
sauces (Walnut ketchup, Apple Jelly, Mock Oyster sauce).
However, particular note must be made of the vast array of
pudding recipes, including Scalded, Bakewell, Biscuit,
Sandgate, Plum, Wafer, Arrowroot, Buxton, Sago, Citron,
Munton’s, Prune, and Manchester.

Usefully a great grandchild has included a card with some
information on the compiler of the volume, Mary Edwards.
She was born in 1807 and married Orlando Edmonds
(1802-1866), going on to have ten children. A further
search online suggests her first child was born in Stamford,
Lincolnshire, in 1837, so presumably she married Orlando
some time between 1831 and this date. The inclusion of a
recipe for ‘Grantham Whitstones’ within the volume
provides further evidence that the family lived in
Lincolnshire. She died in 1895.

THE REAL MRS.  CAUDLE’S  CURTAIN LECTURES

27. [ELLIS, Mrs. Sarah, née Stickney]. [ELLIS, Mrs. Sarah, née Stickney]. [ELLIS, Mrs. Sarah, née Stickney]. [ELLIS, Mrs. Sarah, née Stickney]. THE WIVES OF ENGLAND, their relative duties, domestic
influence, & social obligations … Fisher, Son, & Co., Newgate St., London … [1844]. £ £ £ £ 150150150150

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [xii], 370, original black morocco
blocked with a gilt panelled decoration, gilt edges.

Ellis strongly believed that women could spread a moral influence
over men and her conduct books were to give the likes of
Thackeray and Jerrold to contribute quite a number of running
jokes in Punch at her expense.

The chapter headings give the best clue to the works narrative
‘Thoughts before Marriage - The First Year of Married Life -
Characteristics of Men - Behaviour of Husbands - Confidence of
Truth - The Love of Married Life - Trials of Married Life - Position
in Society - Domestic Management - Order, Justice, and
Benevolence - Treatment of Servants and Dependants - Social
Influence.

‘In many ways a conservative writer, Sarah Ellis accepted that
women were socially and legally subordinate to men, but she
endorsed the concept of ‘separate spheres’ in order to claim
considerable autonomy for women within the domestic sphere.
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She also believed in the inherent moral equality of the sexes, but argued that women’s seclusion in the home
protected them from many of the temptations to which men succumbed; domestic seclusion could therefore
give the moral advantage to women, which it was their duty to exploit. Her endorsement of ‘separate spheres’
thus becomes an argument for the empowerment of women through moral influence, albeit an influence
exerted covertly, lest the ostensibly superior status of father or husband be compromised. The inherent
tensions within this view of women’s domestic role that surface particularly in The Wives of England are never
directly dealt with by Sarah Ellis, but both her conduct-books and her fiction can appear to license
manipulation of men by women, albeit for the general good as perceived by the woman … .’ [ODNB]

Sarah Ellis (née Stickney) (1799-1872) was a Quaker turned Congregationalist who was the author of
numerous books, mostly written about women’s role in society. She worked with her husband, the well-
known missionary (notably to Madagascar), Rev. William Ellis in the London Missionary Society, to promote
their common interest in temperance.

The work could be had in four formats: cloth, silk, black morocco (as here at 16 shillings presumably for
married women), and lastly white morocco intended as a wedding present!

A CORSETMAKER’S  RECIPE BOOK

28. [ELVEY, Miss]. [ELVEY, Miss]. [ELVEY, Miss]. [ELVEY, Miss]. EARLY NINETEENTH CENTURY MANUSCRIPT BOOK OF COOKERY and
Domestic Recipes. [London, 11 Huntsworth Terrace, Portman Market, Edgeware Road] [n.d., c.
1818]. £ £ £ £ 1,2501,2501,2501,250

MMMMANUSCRIPT IN ANUSCRIPT IN ANUSCRIPT IN ANUSCRIPT IN IIIINKNKNKNK.... Small 4to, 142 pages of recipes in a neat legible hand; in contemporary blindstamped calf,
rather rubbed and worn with portion missing at head of spine, nevertheless still a very appealing item.

Charming nineteenth century household recipe book belonging to a Miss. Elvey, a ‘Stay Maker’, and seemingly
resident at 11 Huntsworth Terrace (at the back of Portman Market, Edgeware Road) at the time the book
was begun.

The manuscript contains a vast array of culinary recipes, mostly original, some attributed elsewhere, for cakes
(Sponge, Seed, Pound, Soda, Birthday), biscuits (Drop, Cheese, Pommel, Queens), puddings (Custard,
Treasury, Marlborough, Victoria), soups (Mock Turtle, Giblet) and pickles (Walnut, Gherkins, Cucumber,
Rock Samphire). There are also several recipes for homemade wine’s, such as elder, ginger, raisin and cherry,
as well as home remedies ‘For the Cough’, ‘For Chapped Hands’, ‘Marking Ink’ and ‘To make tooth Powder’.
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It is interesting to note that the owner, Miss Elvey, was a ‘Stay Maker’ (known as ‘corsetmaker’ after the 1851
Exhibition), presumably plying her trade to the local ladies. Indeed some of the recipes contained within the
present volume she very likely used in her business, such as ‘To Dye Black … Pink … & Grass Green’. Her
close proximity to Portman Market evidently meant she had good ready source of ingredients for her recipes.

AN ITALIAN ARCADIAN

29. FANTÀSTICI , Fortunata Sùlgher FANTÀSTICI , Fortunata Sùlgher FANTÀSTICI , Fortunata Sùlgher FANTÀSTICI , Fortunata Sùlgher POESIE DI FORTUNATA SULGHER FANTASTICI fra gli
Arcadi Temira Parraside. Accademica Fiorentina. Livorno, nella Stamperia di Tommaso Masi e Comp.,
1794. £ £ £ £ 285285285285

8vo, pp. [ii], xi, [i] blank, 238; with engraved portrait of the author and one engraved plate; a clean crisp copy
throughout; in contemporary marbled wrappers, backstrip missing, but cords holding firm, some surface wear,
but still a very good copy.

Fourth appearance, considerably expanded, of this collection of poetry by the noted improvisatrice and
Arcadian, Fortunata Sùlgher Fàntastici (1755-1824).

Fortunata’s poems cover several genres, including meditations on classical and mythological themes,
celebratory wedding poems, an ode on dreams, and two translations from Macpherson’s Ossian.

Her work was originally published in 1785 and dedicated to Sulgher’s close friend, the artist Angelica
Kauffman, who painted a portrait from which the frontispiece has been engraved. The editions previously
published in 1791 and 1792 were much slighter, that of Parma (87 pages) and Siena (64 pages).

1794 can be considered an important stage in the poets literary career for two events: the publication in
Livorno of this substantial body her work in one volume and the confrontation at Florence with poet Teresa
Lucca Bandettini Landucci.

OCLC records copies at Northwestern, Chicago, Harvard, Duke, UCLA, and Berkeley.

WINTER FASHIONS

30. [FASHION]. [FASHION]. [FASHION]. [FASHION]. TOILETTES BRODÉES HAUTE NOUVEAUTÉ. Galon Brodé, Passementeries,
Motifs et Agreements. Dentelles en tous Genres. Paris: Glyptographie Sivestre & Cie., rue
Oberkampf, 57. Winter, 1892-93. £ £ £ £ 385385385385
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Folio, pp. [24] printed on card in glyptograph with samples (2 leaves with repaired tears); 40 printed in
glyptograph with illustrated samples with addition leaf of samples tipped in; priced throughout in ink; original
grey cloth, upper cover blocked and lettered in gilt with title ‘Broderies et Dentelles. Haut Nouveauté. Paris
Hiver 1892-93’

Neatly produced pattern book of samples of Parisian fashion accessories.

By the early 1890’s trimmings had become both slightly more discreet and also more. The soon to be familiar
mutton sleeve began to puff out, but was still held in check by a semi tight lower portion to the wrist. Skirts
that had become now less restrictive began also to be more bell or trumpet like in appearance. With the new
hour glass corsets coming into fashion such trimmings as shown in these samples were needed to give
definition to the figure by demarking neckline, cuffs, waist and edging to the skirt.

The first part includes a double page spread of 30 samples of base colours for the trimmings. This is followed
by followed by 10 fully made-up dress designs each with its own sample of fabric and total costing in
manuscript below. The second part, illustrated by glyptography, contains a selection of lace and net trimmings
both for overlay on dresses, but also for blouses etc.

As with most sample books of the period no indication is given to the manufacturers or suppliers of the
materials. The price for both complete dresses, as illustrated, or the cost of individual trimmings and borders
are priced in manuscript. The samples would be only useful for one season of fashion and then discontinued to
be replaced by the following seasons vogue.

FUNDRAIS ING FOR ORPHAN GIRLS

31. [FEMALE EDUCATION]. [FONTANA, Antonio]. [FEMALE EDUCATION]. [FONTANA, Antonio]. [FEMALE EDUCATION]. [FONTANA, Antonio]. [FEMALE EDUCATION]. [FONTANA, Antonio]. LETTERA SULL’EDUCAZIONE DELLE
FANCIULLE in alcuni villaggi della Svizzera. [Bergamo 1830]. £ £ £ £ 550550550550

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. Two parts in one volume, 24mo, pp. 32; 24; clean and fresh throughout, with label removed
from rear endpaper; edges gilt; in contemporary red roan, boards and spine gilt; a very attractive copy.

As far as we are aware unrecorded, this attractively bound publication has the aim of raising funds for the
introduction into Swiss villages of girls’ schools run by the ‘Pia opera di Santa Dorotea’, a movement founded in
Venice in 1815 by the Bergamo priest Luca Passi, and intended to provide care and education for female orphans.
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Written by Antoniao Fonatana, a director at the Licia in Brescia, the
book is divided into two parts: the first describes the work of
establishing the schools, while the second is a fundraising dialogue,
which takes the form of a discussion between the author and two
potential donors, Signora Caterina and Don Filippo. The author argues
that any gift made by these two would be effectively spent, and that the
resulting schools would be beneficial, and the dialogue ends with
Caterina and Filippo agreeing to make a donation.

Between the two parts, there is an advertisement for the book Pia
opera di Santa Dorotea, presenting the entire title page of the latest
edition, complete with price.

Not in OCLC or ICCU.

WEST COUNTRY FEMALE FRIENDLY SOCIETY

32. [FEMALE FRIENDLY SOCIETY]. [FEMALE FRIENDLY SOCIETY]. [FEMALE FRIENDLY SOCIETY]. [FEMALE FRIENDLY SOCIETY]. ARTICLES OF THE TADDIPORT FEMALE FRIENDLY
SOCIETY, for supporting the sick, and burying the dead. Held at the Buckingham Arms, at Taddiport,
in the Parish of Little Torrington. Instituted 25th. January 1845. Torrington: Printed by M. Fowler,
High Street. 1845.

[Together with:] ARTICLES OF THE TADDIPORT FEMALE FRIENDLY SOCIETY, Instituted at
Taddiport, in Little Torrington, in the County of Devon, January 1st, 1820, for the purpose of
supporting the sick and aged, and burying the dead, which articles were revised and amended on the
1st day of January, 1837. Devon: Printed by S. Thorne, Prospect Place, Shebbear. 1847. £ £ £ £ 185185185185

FIRST EDITIONS.FIRST EDITIONS.FIRST EDITIONS.FIRST EDITIONS. 12mo, pp. 10, [2] blank; 12; second title lightly dust-
soiled; stitched as issued in the original green and yellow wraps, the
latter wraps a bit worn and dust-soiled.

Two scarce provincially published pamphlets giving the rules and
regulations of the Taddiport Female Friendly Society. The articles (28 in
1845, 30 in 1847) cover such things as the Society’s funds, what is
expected of members and the forfeits for those not adhering to the
society’s strict rules:

‘26. If the surgeon neglect to visit the sick as often as need require, for
every such neglect he shall forfeit 5s. or be excluded; he shall be obliged
to go 8 miles from the society-room’ (pp. 9-10).

We have been unable to find much further information on the Society
although the society was still active in 1855 when two members came to
blows over a disagreement about money. Taddiport itself is a small
hamlet in North Devon, and Torrington, where the pamphlets were
printed, is the nearest market town, some eight miles away.

Not in OCLC.

‘A PORTABLE VOLUME’  FOR MOTHERS

33. [FENN, Ellenor, [FENN, Ellenor, [FENN, Ellenor, [FENN, Ellenor, CompilerCompilerCompilerCompiler]. ]. ]. ]. SELECT PASSAGES FROM VARIOUS AUTHORS. Designed to
form the minds and manners of young persons; and at the same time to afford an agreeable
miscellany for those of riper years. London: Printed for W. Richardson, Royal Exchange. 1787. £ £ £ £ 750750750750
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FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. xii, 391, [1] blank; some minor foxing in places, otherwise clean throughout; in
recent half calf over marbled boards, spine ruled in gilt with red morocco label lettered in gilt; an appealing
copy.

Scarce anthology attributed to Lady Ellenor Fenn (1744–1813), educationalist and children’s author, set out
over 100 ‘Select Passages’ ranging from ‘Advice to a Lady’ and ‘Choice of Wife’ to ‘Rural Employment’,
‘Roman Education’ and ‘The Regulation of the Heart’. The work concludes with ‘The Youth’s Library’ with
suggested reading in such fields as Poetry (including Homer, Shakespeare & Pope), Civil History (including
Hume, Robertson and Clarendon) and ‘Miscellaneous’ (Giving titles: Robinson Crusoe, Rasselas and Castle of
Otranto).

‘Ellenor’s interest in children’s literature developed during the 1770s
as she wrote, illustrated, and bound manuscript books for her nieces
and nephews. She was influenced by Anna Letitia Barbauld’s Lessons
for Children (1778) and contacted the London publisher John
Marshall, who issued most of Ellenor’s works from 1782 to 1812
either anonymously or under the pseudonyms Mrs Teachwell or
Mrs Lovechild … She … compiled a number of games and other
teaching aids, many of which have been lost. The Art of Teaching in
Sport (1785?) was designed to accompany ‘a set of toys, for enabling
ladies to instill the rudiments of spelling, reading, grammar, and
arithmetic, under the idea of amusement’ (title-page)’ (Oxford
DNB).

It is interesting to note that Fenn’s favourite poet was William
Cowper (1731-1800) who she and her husband knew personally.
‘Apparently, Cowper was aware of Fenn’s interest in his poetry,
since on 5 May 1792 we find him writing to his cousin Lady Hesketh
(1733–1807):

“There is a Sir John Fenn in Norfolk, who collects names & hand
writings as Patty More does; he wished for mine, and at Johnny’s
request, I shall send it him thus accompanied. But before I transcribe
the lines, it is necessary I should tell you that Lady Fenn has
published a book in which she makes large citations from the Task”
(ed. King and Ryskamp 1984: 74).

The book which Cowper refers to here was Fenn’s Select Passages from Various Authors (1787). In the
preface to this work, Fenn noted that in order “to win the affection of sprightly youth, I was glad to avail
myself of a late most charming publication, whence I interspersed many passages to enliven my volume; it
hardly need be said that I am speaking of the Task” (p.iv) According to Newey, Cowper’s 6000-line poem The
Task (1785) embraces “practically the entire spectrum of contemporary English life”. Fenn also recommended
“Cowper’s poems” in The Youth’s Library, a reading list which could be found at the end of the book (p.
384).’ (Navest, John Ash and the Rise of the Children’s Grammar, 1980, pp. 166-167 quoting Vincent Newey
Cowper’s Poetry 1982).

ESTC records five copies worldwide, at the BL, Bodleian and Glasgow in the UK, and Michigan State and
North Carolina in North America; OCLC adds two further copies, at Aberdeen and Edinburgh.
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MRS.  FORTH’S TRADE CARDS

34. [FORTH, Mrs.]. [FORTH, Mrs.]. [FORTH, Mrs.]. [FORTH, Mrs.]. COLLECTION OF 43 EIGHTEENTH CENTURY TRADE CARDS AND
MOSTLY ENGRAVED BILLS. London, 1737-1756. £ £ £ £ 5,5005,5005,5005,500

4to, album of 43 trade cards - of various formats up to small 4to, which have been used as receipts or
invoices by the traders and have stab holes resulting from the pin they where put on by an accountant or
secretary, a few trade cards repeated, four typographically printed, the rest engraved or etched; traces of use,
some cards brittle in places with chipping; bound in the early nineteenth century in maroon half-morocco over
boards; spine lettered in gilt Bills & c.; worn and spotted; ownership inscription by one S. G. Cole, dated
Twickenham, 1823 inside front cover.

Trade cards are amongst the most perishable and ephemeral objects of the history of commerce; this
collection of early specimens was preserved by ‘Mrs. Forth, sister of Mrs. Ibbetson & Lady Mann & Aunt to
the Countess of Shipbrook’, as is stated in the manuscript introduction, possibly written at the time of binding.

All trade cards and bills are addressed to Mrs. Forth and give a good idea of the expenses and needs of a
fashionable household in mid 18th-century London. The album opens with the large rococo trade card of
Stafford Briscoe, jeweller and goldsmith, who traded in Cheapside under the sign of the Golden Ball. On the
verso is a manuscript invoice for Mrs. Forth, dated 1755 ‘for mending and Burnishing a Sliper’. There are two
earlier versions, printed from a different plates in this volume, used in 1749 and 1754, respectively. This is
followed by an etched card showing a pair of leather breeches, published by the breeches maker Thomas
Head near Piccadilly, used as a bill in 1740. A bill written in 1737 is on the trade card of the silk merchants
Ibbetson & Son, relatives of Mrs Forth. A grocery bill for mainly spices was sent in 1750 by the grocers Wilson
& Thornhill of St. Paul’s. Philip Margas at the Golden Fan (with an illustration of such) sent a bill for anchovies
in 1749, the textile house of Storey Horne & Storey sent one for a fine scarlet cloth mantle, written on the
back of their somewhat naïvely etched trade card. Two bills from the late 1730s are on Thomas Paulin’s paper
headed by an etched depiction of the statue of Queen Elizabeth in Convent Garden. Hannah Mumford was a
seamstress with her own business and engraved bill, showing the Harlequin and Pierot, the pub sign depicted.
In 1738 Mrs. Forth ordered among other textile articles a quilted green pettycoat for ten shillings six pence
from a tailoring business in Lombard Street, run by three women, Sibella Lloyd, Martha Williams and Elizabeth
Storey.
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Most of these items not in the John Johnson collection in the Bodleian or the British Museum; frequently the
specimens are variants of recorded trade cards.

THE TRAVELS OF AN ‘ÉMIGRÉE FRANÇAISE ’

35. [GAUTHIER, Madame]. [GAUTHIER, Madame]. [GAUTHIER, Madame]. [GAUTHIER, Madame]. VOYAGE D’UNE FRANÇAISE EN SUISSE ET EN FRANCHE-COMTÉ.
Depuis la Révolution. Tome I [-II]. Londres. [but Neuchâtel] 1790. £ £ £ £ 850850850850

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. Two volumes, 8vo, pp. [ii], iv, 332; [ii], v-x, 420;
manuscript bibliographical note on verso of front free endpaper of vol.
1; aside from some occasional light spotting, clean and fresh
throughout; in contemporary half calf over speckled boards, spine in
compartments, ruled in gilt with gilt-lettered morroco labels; some
wear, especially to corners.

First edition of this uncommon account of the travels of an émigrée
Frenchwoman through Switzerland and Franche-Comté.

The anonymous author (a Madame Gauthier originally from either
Besançon or Omey in Champagne) was one of many to emigrate to
Switzerland in the aftermath of the French Revolution. Her work opens
with a series of anecdotes of the Revolution, before describing the
history, sights, and customs of Basle, Zurich, Lucerne, Berne, Lausanne,
and Geneva. She then turns to the Jura and Burgundy, again giving
historical background to her travels and observations.

Barbier suggests that the book was in fact printed in Neuchatel; later
editions lacked a location, but were marked “En Suisse chez les
Libraires associés”.

Barbier IV, 1067; OCLC records two copies in North America, at
UCLA & the Universite de Sherbrooke Bibliotheque.
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DEPICTING MALE ROLE MODELS!

36. [GIRL GUIDES]. [GIRL GUIDES]. [GIRL GUIDES]. [GIRL GUIDES]. THE GUIDE LAW Original advertising poster. Glasgow: Brown, Son &
Ferguson, Ltd, Litho, [n.d., c. 1910]. £ £ £ £ 150150150150

ORIGINAL POSTER.ORIGINAL POSTER.ORIGINAL POSTER.ORIGINAL POSTER. 40cm x 30cm on card, printed in blue and brown, evidence of folding at foot, and small
hole at head where once pinned to a wall, otherwise apart from a few minor marks, in good state.
professionally mounted and ready to frame.

Rare and unusual survival of an original poster from the early years of the Girl Guiding movement depicting
“The Guide Law” evidently produced to be hung in a prominent position at meetings.

It is interesting to note that the border of the poster depicts an all male group of heroes in the form of the
Knight’s of the Round Table: Sir Galahad (Purity), Sir Lancelot (Devotion), Sir Tristram (Courtesy), Sir
Perceval (Humility) and so on. However, given that the movement evolved from girls wishing to take part in
the boy-only Scout movement in 1909, it is probably unsurprising posters of this nature appeared in the early
years, while the movement gained momentum and had not formulated fully it’s own identity.

PROTECTING CHILDREN FROM CORRUPTING MOVIES

37. GORDON, Dame Maria Ogilvie. GORDON, Dame Maria Ogilvie. GORDON, Dame Maria Ogilvie. GORDON, Dame Maria Ogilvie. REPORT OF AN ENQUIRY INTO FILM CENSORSHIP
[Drophead title]. London: National Council of Women, 1931 [1931]. £ £ £ £ 65656565

8vo, pp. 15, [1] blank; stapled as issued.

The ‘Cinema Committee’ of the National Council of Women of Great Britain were concerned that children
were being smuggled into cinemas showing films with ‘Adult’ classification.

‘The issue will have to be faced by the film-producing firms and renters as to whether they will refrain entirely
from films appealing to the baser elements in humanity, so that no “A” film could legitimately call forth
objection, or whether they are prepared to run the gauntlet of public opinion which has already in certain
areas led to the banning of “A” films for children under 16 years of age, and consequently to the exclusion
also of many of the parents’ (p. 14).
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Although good intentioned, what was suitable to cinema goers was often out of step with the self elected
guardian of morals; an issue continually perplexing society.

‘Dame Maria (May) Matilda Ogilvie Gordon DBE (30 April 1864 - 24 June 1939) was an eminent Scottish
geologist and palaeontologist. She was the first women to be awarded a Doctor of Science from University of
London and the first woman to be awarded a Ph.D. from the University of Munich. She was also a supporter
and campaigner for the rights and equality of children and women’ (Wikipedia).

‘AN ABSOLUTELY TRUE STATEMENT’

38. GORDON, Helen. GORDON, Helen. GORDON, Helen. GORDON, Helen. THE PRISONER: an experience
of forcible feeding [by a Suffragette]. Garden City Press,
1911.                                                                     £ £ £ £ 400400400400

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 75; apart from some minor foxing to
prelims a clean copy throughout; in the original publisher’s
wraps, decorated with a prison arrow, slightly chipped,
otherwise a very good copy.

‘This sketch of a prisoner is an absolutely true statement of my
own imprisonment of one month in October and November,
1909, in Strangeways Prison, Manchester.’

Helen Gordon Liddle (to give her her full name) had been
arrested on 20th October, with Emily Wilding Davison, after
breaking windows in protest against the exclusion of women
from a local meeting, held by the Chancellor of Exchequer. On
that same day she had witnessed Davison’s will. This is Helen’s
harrowing account of her imprisonment, hunger strike and
forcible feeding.

OCLC records four copies in North America, at McMaster,
Cornell, and Huntington.

A ROMANTIC VERDANT VIEW OF LONDON

39. GOULDSMITH, Harriet. GOULDSMITH, Harriet. GOULDSMITH, Harriet. GOULDSMITH, Harriet. SIX STUDIES OF TREES: The Oak, The Ash, The Fir, The Lopped
Elm, The Willow, Weeping Willow. Drawn and Engraved, in imitation of Chalk-Drawing, by Harriet
Gouldsmith. London: Published by R. Ackermann, 101, Strand. Price 4s. Printed by L. Harrison, 373,
Strand. 1823. £ £ £ £ 3,8503,8503,8503,850

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. Folio, [360 x 300 mm] six lithographs with the imprint ‘Pub. April, 1823, by R.Ackermann,
101 Strand.’; stitched as issued in the original printed wraps, some surface wear and rubbing to extremities,
but not detracting from this being a very desirable copy; together with seven separate impressions including
three coloured [see below].
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Clearly influenced by the John Varley school of painting Harriet’s Studies conjure up a romantic verdant view
of London that was fast disappearing under an alarming amount of bricks and mortar.

Her work was clearly received in this light as can be seen in a review by the art critic of ‘The Examiner of a
solo exhibition shown in 1830. ‘Whether the subject be a simple rural scene, - a solitary well for instance - or
the artificial islands, water and noble buildings in the Regent’s Park… a delicate taste is discernible in every
performance. The fair artist delights in the representation of nature in her soft and graceful aspects - all is
gentle; soothing and cheering - her trees are well selected; and charmingly group her purple or silvery clouds
nicely disposed, her lights and shadows judiciously
balanced. It is impossible to gaze upon such scenes
without losing something of that irritation of mind
and dejection of heart produced by a constant
collision with everyday incidents,- too often harassing
or lacerating, of busy life, - which lay one sometimes -
prostrate by their number rather than by their
magnitude…’

Four of the subjects she chose each have a subtitle
giving a location in London: Oak in Hyde Park - Ash in
Hampstead - Fir near Hampstead - Lopped Elm -
Willow near Hampstead - Weeping Willows.

Harriet Gouldsmith (1787-1863) had a difficult life,
always it seems living on the brink of destitution.
Although a most successful female artist, with over 200
paintings exhibited she found it a constant battle to keep
solvent. Harriet published, by subscription, (at 5s), an
anonymous semi-biographical account of her life, A Voice
from a Picture by a Female Artist of the Present Day,
London, 1839 in which she describes the lot of an artist
in the early nineteenth century. She continued to rely on
friends and what can only be described as begging letters,
to make ends meet up until her death at 71 in 1863.
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Harriet was said to be an expert etcher and ‘drew on stone for lithographer Hullmandel’ The Six Studies was
probably a project to supplement the meagre income she made from her paintings. We are unsure if the
plates were first sold by Harriet Gouldsmith acting for herself before selling the lithograph stones to
Ackermann. Our copy has loosely inserted four of the prints without the Ackermann imprint and another
three now with the imprint and neatly coloured [by Harriett Goulding?]. We have been unable to find any
reference to the work in Ackermann publication lists, catalogues or advertisements although single prints are
held both with and without imprint at the British Museum.

A full account of the artist’s tribulations can be found in Kathryn Moore Heleniak’s Money and marketing
problems: The plight of Harriet Gouldsmith (1786-1863) a professional female landscape painter, The British
Art Journal Vol. 6, No. 3 (Winter 2005), pp. 25-36.

A rare survival, and as far as we are aware, unrecorded..

A FUNDRAIS ING TEARJERKER

40. HALL, Mrs. Samuel Carter [i.e. Anna Maria Fielding]. HALL, Mrs. Samuel Carter [i.e. Anna Maria Fielding]. HALL, Mrs. Samuel Carter [i.e. Anna Maria Fielding]. HALL, Mrs. Samuel Carter [i.e. Anna Maria Fielding]. THE FORLORN HOPE. A Story of Old
Chelsea. Printed and sold in aid for building the Hospital for Consumption and Diseases of the Chest,
in Old Brompton. [London: Cook & Co.,] [1844]. £ £ £ £ 300300300300

FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY.FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY.FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY.FIRST EDITION, PRESENTATION COPY. Small 4to, pp. 28, 8; with engraved frontispiece portrait of the
author, title printed in colours, one engraved plate and several wood engravings throughout the text; bound in
the original green publishers boards, lettered and blocked in gold, some dust-soiling, but not detracting from
this being a very appealing copy, inscribed by the author ‘To my own dear Cuzzy from her friend Anna Maria
Hall, S.C. Hall, The Rosery and 20th of May 1845’ on special endpaper with engraved vignette of The Rosery,
Old Brompton, at head.

A sentimental and poignant tearjerker revolving around the increasing poverty, decline and death of the
consumptive daughter of a Chelsea pensioner.

We do not know how much money the work raised but Anna Hall became instrumental in the establishment
of The Hospital for Consumption and Diseases of the Chest. Subscribers were to include Charles Dickens,
and Queen Victoria, who became a patron, each giving annual subscriptions, with Jenny Lind contributing a
concert that raised another £1,800. Today the Hospital, now known as the Royal Brompton, is one of the
largest specialist heart and lung centre’s in the Europe.
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The Forlorn Hope revolves around the consumptive Lucy as she succumbs to the fatal disease. Lucy has
nowhere to turn, no money or friend, and it is left to ‘Irish Mary’ her ever faithful nurse and servant to voice
the her mistresses fate ‘“to die so, in her prime, her youth, her beauty; to be left to die because they say no
cure for it; THEY NEVER TRIED TO CURE HER!” exclaimed the nurse, between her bursts of grief - “no
place to shelter her - no one to see to her - no proper food, or air, or care…”’ Still although now dead Lucy
at least has a decent funeral. No doubt this weepy was engineered to pull at the heartstrings, and more
particularly the purse strings of any reader.

Just in case the story fell short of its desired effect Mrs Hall added another short work L’Envoy the prose of
which could force a tear from a stone ‘no voice was raised for mercy to the lone sempstress; sure “slave of
the lamp;” working from “weary chime to chime;” bearing her cross in solitude - toiling, while starving, for the
few soiled pence, the very touch of which would be contamination to the kidded hands of tawdry footmen;
these poor women sunk into their graves, they and their famished children, unmissed of any, for there were
none to ask where they were gone.’

As if this was not enough her husband also chipped in with his own pitiful poetry on such solemn subjects as
‘The Emigrant’ and ‘The Dream of Exile.’ There are one or two further poems of a lighter vein to release the
now abject and overwrought reader and calculate if they could spare any further money, above the purchase
of the book, for the new Hospital.

OCLC records three copies in North America, at Harvard, Suny College at Brockport and Regina.

BEAUTIFUL ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT BY A LADY

41. [HARRISON, Emily Eliza, [HARRISON, Emily Eliza, [HARRISON, Emily Eliza, [HARRISON, Emily Eliza, IlluminatorIlluminatorIlluminatorIlluminator?]. ?]. ?]. ?]. THOUGHTS OF PEACE AND NOT OF EVIL.
[Yorkshire], 1853-1854. £ £ £ £ 850850850850

Small 4to, 8 illuminated leaves on vellum with one addition leaf at the beginning of the work illuminated on
paper; late nineteenth century purple morocco, the upper cover and spine decorated in gilt.

Emma Saltmarshe was born in 1823 and this delightful
illuminated manuscript was given as Christmas gift in
1854 by an unnamed person only known by the initials
E.E.H. Emma would have been 31 in 1854 and was to
marry Henry Dalbiac Harrison, of Malton, Yorkshire in
1858. Henry’s sister was Emily Eliza Harrison (b. 1825)
and was most likely our illuminator.

The text chosen for the manuscript appears to be
original, quite evangelical and probably influenced by the
Crimea War. Our artist was evidently also influenced by
Noel Humphre’ys two masterpieces of
chromolithography Parables of Our Lord, 1847 and The
Miracles of our Lord, 1848 even taking the effort to copy
the underlined lettering, the line divisions together with
interwoven border decoration of flowers birds insects on
a gold or white background.

Emma Saltmarshe was a daughter of Christopher
Saltmarshe of Saltmarshe Hall in Howden, East Riding of
Yorkshire and Emma Saltmarshe (née Rawson), the
daughter of a prosperous banker and businessman in
Halifax. Interestingly The Secret Diaries of Miss Anne
Lister gives her a mention. Lister was attracted to
Emma’s mother, and though her overtures were not
rebuffed, nothing seems to have come of this
relationship.
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MARY WOLLSTONECRAFT EXCLUDED

42. HAYS, Mary. HAYS, Mary. HAYS, Mary. HAYS, Mary. FEMALE BIOGRAPHY; or, memoirs of illustrious and celebrated women, of all
ages and countries. London: printed for Richard Phillips, 1803. £ £ £ £ 850850850850

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. Six vols, 12mo, pp. xxvi, 316; [ii], 404; [ii], 444; [ii], 504; [ii], 527, [1] blank; [ii], 476, [4]
advertisements; some light foxing and marking places; in contemporary half calf over marbled boards, spines
with red morocco label lettered in gilt (two replaced), heads chipped and some joints cracked (but holding
firm), overall a good set, with the armorial bookplate of Aiton family with the Latin motto ‘et Decerptae
Dabunt Odorem’ (Roses plucked will give a sweet smell), and ownership signature of ‘Anne Augusta
Townsend Aiton’ beneath and at head of each title page.

First edition of this early attempt at a comprehensive female biography, by the novelist and bluestocking
disciple of William Godwin and Mary Wollstonecraft.

The names of Hays and Wollstonecraft became closely associated in
the public mind. After the departure of Mary Wollstonecraft for
France in 1792, the leadership of the women’s movement passed to
her friend Mary Hays. Her anonymous Appeal to the men of Great
Britain in behalf of Women was similar to The Rights of Woman in
its demand for female education to prove intellectual equality.
When Mary Wollstonecraft died in 1797 Mary Hays wrote a warm
tribute to her, praising her virtue and bravery, and noting her
painful struggle against prejudice. The English Review termed Mary
Hays “the baldest disciple of Mrs Wollstonecraft” and as such she
became the target of vilification, sneers and sometimes vicious
abuse. Coleridge speaking of Mary Hays objected to hearing
intellectual ideas being issued from the mouth of “a thing, ugly and
petticoated.” She was seen as another “Hyena in petticoats” which
is how Horace Walpole had described Mary Wollstonecraft.
Charles Lloyd (Coleridge’s friend) ridiculed her in Edmund Oliver
and she is satirically portrayed in Elizabeth Hamilton’s Memoirs of
Modern Philosophers.

While many of the subjects in the present work might be described
as historical figures, among the moderns are such women as Mary
Astell, Susannah Centlivre, the American poetess “Anne
Broadstreet” (i.e. Bradstreet), Aphra Behn, Lætitia Pilkington,
Hester Chapone, Frances Sheridan, Anne Killigrew, Mary Leapor
and Catherine Macaulay, but curiously no Mary Wollstonecraft.

Mary Hays wrote several novels, all now of great rarity. Her first was Memoirs of Emma Courtney which
Godwin read in manuscript. In her later writings, according to Janet Todd, Mary Hays’s feminism mellowed
although “as late as 1821 she reveals herself still believing in human perfectibility and hoping for increased
opportunities for women.” By 1804, as shown in the advertisement to her novel Harry Clinton, there was
already a marked conservatism in her moral tone and, presumably, no trace whatever of the sexual liberalism
which had so shocked her earlier readers.

Provenance: This copy belonged to Anne Augusta Townsend Aiton, daughter or possible wife of Kew
Gardens, William Aiton.

See Blain Grundy Clements Feminist Companion p. 503.

 ‘CAREFULLY ADAPTED FOR THE INSTRUCTION OF FEMALES’

43. HAYTER, Charles. HAYTER, Charles. HAYTER, Charles. HAYTER, Charles. AN INTRODUCTION TO PERSPECTIVE, DRAWING, AND PAINTING;
In a Series of Pleasing and Familiar Dialogues Between the Author’s Children; Illustrated by
appropriate Plates and Diagrams, and a Sufficiency of Practical Geometry. And a Compendium of
Genuine Instruction, Comprising a Progressive and complete Body of Information Carefully adapted
for the Instruction of Females … London: Black, Kingsbury, Parbury, and Allen. 1820. £ £ £ £ 225225225225
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8vo, pp. xviii, [2], errata slip, 263, [1] blank; engraved frontispiece
and 19 engraved plates (some folding); some occasional minor
foxing and soiling, but generally a good, clean copy; slightly later
half calf, spine decorated in gilt, somewhat dry, marbled edges.

Third Edition, considerably enlarged and improved of this most
attractive treatise on perspective, aimed specifically at young
ladies, and first published in 1813.

Hayter introduces the art of perspective through conversations
between four young friends, Ann, Eliza, George and John, with his
discussions on drawing and painting being conducted through a
series of letters to a ‘Miss B’ As the numerous testimonies found
in the preface suggest, his work did indeed find particular favour in
ladies academies: ‘Mrs F - presents her compliments to Mr.
Hayter, and is so well pleased with his methods, in his
Introduction to Perspective, Drawing, and Painting, as to
determine that none of her drawing pupils shall be without it’.

OCLC: 7659373.

POETIC THOUGHTS ON GARDEN AND FIELD FLOWERS

44. [HEY, Rebecca] & William CLARK. [HEY, Rebecca] & William CLARK. [HEY, Rebecca] & William CLARK. [HEY, Rebecca] & William CLARK. THE MORAL OF FLOWERS, Illustrated by Coloured
Engravings. London: Longman, Rees, Orme, Brown, Green, & Longman, and J. Hatchard; and M.
Robinson, Leeds. 1833. £ £ £ £ 650650650650

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. x, [2], 179, errata slip; 24 hand coloured engraved plates; uncut in contemporary
green morocco, spine decorated and lettered in gilt, top edge gilt.
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First edition with fine illustrations by Rebecca Hey, after drawings executed by William Clark, who is
described in the introduction as a ‘former draftsman and engraver to the London Horticultural Society.’ Hey’s
poetic thoughts on garden and field flowers was an expensive work at thirty shillings and probably intended
first and foremost as a gift book, but something more upmarket than the then proliferation of ‘Annuals’.

‘Rebecca Hey, wife of surgeon William Hey III (1796-1875). Her publications included Recollections of Lakes
and Other Poems (1827), The Moral of the Flowers (1835) which ran through several editions, The Spirit of
the Woods (1837), Sylvan Musings (1849) and Holy Places and Other Poems (1859). She was also part of a
small circle of friends who produced five volumes of flower paintings with extracts of poetry and prose, which
are now at the Victoria and Albert Museum’ (Morgan).

Simon Morgan, A Victorian Woman’s Place: Public Culture in the Nineteenth Century, London, 2007, p. 64.

BRINGING THE HINDU UP TO A BRIT ISH STANDARD

45. [HINDU WOMEN]. STURROCK, John. [HINDU WOMEN]. STURROCK, John. [HINDU WOMEN]. STURROCK, John. [HINDU WOMEN]. STURROCK, John. THE ATTITUDE OF EDUCATED HINDUS towards
the education of Hindu Women. An Address delivered to the Presidency College Literary Society, by
The Hon. Mr. J. Sturrock, I.C.S., … His Excellency Lord Wenlock, G.C.I.E., in the Chair. 8th
November 1895 … Copies may be had of Messrs. Srinivasa, Vardachari & Co., Madras. [1895]. £ £ £ £ 400400400400

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 13, [1] blank; edges of paper a little chipped, otherwise a clean copy; uncut and
stitched as issued, in the original printed wraps, lightly foxed and rubbed to extremities.

Rare, and as far as we are aware unrecorded, address given at the Presidency College Literary Society on the
attitude of educated Hindu men, towards the education of Hindu women.

Sturrock was clear that ‘educated’ Hindu Men were not
advancing the cause of education for their wives and daughters
‘In a speech addressed to this Society in 1891 by the Chairman
who presided on the occasion of a lecture delivered by Mr.
Sathianatlian, allusion was made to an assertion by a writer in
the Madras Standard that Hindu wives revered their husbands,
whilst amongst the English every wife had a latent contempt for
her husband. Without stopping to consider whether the writer
had correctly gauged the latent feelings of either Hindu or
English wives, it may be observed that any husband who really
deserves reverence from his wife cannot but receive it as freely
from one who is educated, as from one who is uneducated, and I
shall not insult educated Hindu men by assuming that they would
desire to deprive Hindu women of an education which they
believe would be beneficial to them, in order to retain a
reverence to which they felt they had no real claim.’

Sturrock quotes from John Stuart Mill, Disraeli and Sydney Smith
to show that an educated woman could be a real help to a
husband. He was certainly not in the vanguard of promoting
women’s suffrage as universal right but he did feel that Western
ideas were at least in advance of the Hindu system and wanted
them not necessarily to follow European culture but to see that
women would, if educated, be better helpmates to their
advancement and their country.

John Sturrock (1845-1926) was educated at Dundee and entered the India Civil Service in 1863. He
successively rose to become a Commissioner of Land Revenue, 1898 and Member of the Legislative Council,
Madras before he retired in 1899 and moved back to England with his wife Regina in 1900. After his
retirement we can find no other work by him on the subject of women’s education and he may indeed have
found the rising agitation of ‘Votes for Women’ something uncomfortable.

Not in OCLC.
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VICTORIAN PAINTER ETCHER

46. HINE, Victoria Susanna[h], nee COLKETT ‘Mrs Henry Hine’. HINE, Victoria Susanna[h], nee COLKETT ‘Mrs Henry Hine’. HINE, Victoria Susanna[h], nee COLKETT ‘Mrs Henry Hine’. HINE, Victoria Susanna[h], nee COLKETT ‘Mrs Henry Hine’. TEN ETCHINGS OF SAINT
ALBANS … with notes by Henry Hine R.I. St Albans: ‘Of the Authors’ [1888]. £ £ £ £ 225225225225

Folio, 10 etchings printed [29 x 39cm] in bisque (two foxed) accompanied by a 12 leaf booklet of explanatory
text bound with silk ties; in original brown cloth backed portfolio.

A complete set of this uncommon portfolio by the nineteenth century Norfolk painter etcher Victoria Hine.

The subscribers list contains 37 names, so probably no more than 50 etchings would have been pulled from
each plate. Included are views and details of the Abbey, the Main Street, Almshouse and various architectural
curiosities.

Victoria Susanna[h] Colkett, was born at St. George’s
Tombland, Norwich, Norfolk on 25 May 1840 the
daughter of Norwich School artist Samuel David
Colkett (1806-1863) and his wife Hamutal née Brook
(1810-1893). She was an a landscape painter who
painted many views of Cambridge colleges, and
exhibited under her maiden name from 1859-1874 and
upon her marriage to Henry (Harry) William Hine
(1845-1941) she used the name of Mrs Harry Hine.
Victoria became an Associate of the Royal Society of
Painter-Etchers and Engravers in 1887 and a member of
the Norfolk & Norwich Art Circle in 1889 from St.
Albans. She exhibited at Dudley Gallery, Dowdeswell
Galleries, Manchester City Art Gallery, New Gallery,
and two works at the Royal Society of British Artists in
1882 and 1889; twelve works at the Royal Institute of
Painters in Water Colour and the Society of Women
Artists, from London in 1880, St. Alban’s 1881 and
1905, Stevenage, Hertfordshire 1905 and Botesdale,
Suffolk in 1908,

In 1881 she was living at Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire before moving to Pulborough House,
Botesdale, Suffolk about 1906. She died in the
Woodridge district of Suffolk in 1926, aged 86.

OCLC records three copies at the V&A, Norfolk
County Council and Harvard.

BRIT ISH CRIMES IN SOUTH AFRICA

47. HOBHOUSE, Emily. HOBHOUSE, Emily. HOBHOUSE, Emily. HOBHOUSE, Emily. LA GUERRE DANS L’AFRIQUE DU SUD CAMPS DE
RECONCENTRATION Rapport d’une visite de Miss Hobhouse dans le camps de l’Orange et du
Cap. Prix: Un Franc. Mis en vente par le Comité pour l’Indépendance des Boers au profit des œuvres
Boërs 47, Rue Taitbout, Paris. Paris: Imprimerie E. Mauchaussat, 32, Boulevard de Vaugirard. [1901].

£ £ £ £ 1,2501,2501,2501,250

FIRST FRENCH EDITION.FIRST FRENCH EDITION.FIRST FRENCH EDITION.FIRST FRENCH EDITION. 8vo, pp. [2] blank, 93, [1] blank; original printed and illustrated grey wrappers,
slightly chipped at head and foot of spine.

Published almost simultaneously with the English edition the French had no qualms, or indeed were not
restricted from, placing on the wrapper an illustration of the emaciated body of Lizzie van Zyl.

The English edition appeared in June 1901 with the present French edition appearing on the 19th July. The
seven year old Lizzie had entered camp two months before the photograph had been taken, and it had
subsequently been brought to Britain by Arthur Conan Doyle purporting to show how Boer children were
neglected by their parents.
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Following the outbreak of the South African War (11 October 1899) Hobhouse became a member of the
South African Conciliation Committee, launched on 1 November 1899 with Leonard Courtney as its
president, one of a number of organizations formed to combat the often violent ‘jingoism’ of the war’s
supporters. She was the honorary secretary of its women’s branch, formed early in 1900, and organized a
number of protests against the war. Anger and concern about the effects of the war increased during 1900,
after reports reached Britain of the British army’s scorched-earth policy, which drove Boer women and
children from their farms to be housed in refugee camps (subsequently described as concentration camps).

Emily Hobhouse set up a philanthropic committee, the
South African Women and Children Distress Fund, to
collect money to help the women and children, and,
despite the reservations of her friends and family,
travelled to South Africa in December 1900 to
investigate conditions and to distribute funds. She
obtained military permission to visit some of the camps
and spent several months travelling between different
camps in the Orange River and Cape colonies. She saw
at first hand the disease and death, especially of
children, that had resulted from overcrowding and lack
of food and medical facilities. She worked with local
women to improve conditions in those camps to which
she was given access, and returned to Britain in May
1901. She travelled back on the same ship as Sir Alfred
Milner, the British high commissioner, from whom she
was surprised to learn that he had been sent more than
sixty reports of her activities in South Africa.

Hobhouse and other members of her committees
campaigned extensively to publicize the conditions in
the camps, often against officially orchestrated hostility.
She had some correspondence with members of the
British government, including St John Brodrick and
Joseph Chamberlain, and her report to the South
African Distress Fund was published in June 1901.
Influenced by Hobhouse, with whom he had had an
interview, the Liberal leader, Sir Henry Campbell-
Bannerman, asked in a speech on 14 June: ‘When is a
war not a war? When it is carried on by methods of barbarism in South Africa’ (Wilson, 349). Hobhouse’s
report had become a famous indictment. The government responded by appointing six women as a
committee of inquiry into the camps, headed by Millicent Fawcett. Although conditions in many camps had
been improved since Hobhouse’s visits, the Fawcett committee shared her opinion about the lack of suitable
accommodation and the poor organization of the camps, and their report, published in February 1902 (Parl.
papers, 1902, 67), made many of the same recommendations that she had made almost a year earlier.

OCLC records one copy, at the International Institute of Social History in the Netherlands.

F IRST GENERATION METHODIST

48. [HOLDER, Mary]. [HOLDER, Mary]. [HOLDER, Mary]. [HOLDER, Mary]. A SHORT ACCOUNT OF THE LIFE OF MRS. MARY HOLDER, mostly
taken from her journal, by her affectionate husband. Whitby: Printed by Horne and Richardson. 1836.

£ £ £ £ 175175175175

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. 39, [1] blank; evidence of marks where once stapled, recently restitched, as
originally issued.

Rare first edition of this account of the life of the Methodist Mary Holder, taken from her journal by her
husband and published locally shortly after her death.
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‘Mrs. Mary (“Polly”) Holder (1751-1836) was the daughter of Isaac
Woodhouse, a Master Mariner in Whitby (a prosperous coaling port),
in whose house the Methodist preachers stayed, including at different
times John Wesley and the famous woman preacher of the earlier
period, Sarah Crosby. Mary became a member under William Brammah
in 1767, then a class leader and preacher under the influence of Mary
Bosanquet, Sarah Crosby, Elizabeth Hurrell, and others. She married the
locally born preacher George Holder in 1788, and travelled with him,
exhorting after he had preached in his circuits, especially in country
places. He spent nine years on the Isle of Man and eventually
superannuated in 1818 to her parents’ house in Whitby. They were
childless and he was relatively well off due to his inheritance from his
wife, leaving £400 to connexional funds and more to local trusts’
(Hammond & Forsaith, Religion, Gender & Industry: Exploring Church
and Methodism in a Local Setting, 2011, p. 147). Sadly George Holder
was only to live a few monthes longer, dying in November of the same
year.

Whitby Authors 44; Not in OCLC or COPAC.

EMPERORS MOTHER AS COMPOSER

49. HORTENSE, Eugénie Cécile Bonaparte HORTENSE, Eugénie Cécile Bonaparte HORTENSE, Eugénie Cécile Bonaparte HORTENSE, Eugénie Cécile Bonaparte DOUZE ROMANCES MISES EN MUSIQUE ET
DÉDIÉES AU PRINCE EUGÈNE [Paris]. [before 1825]. £ £ £ £ 2,7502,7502,7502,750

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. Oblong 4to, [178 x 240 x 15 mm], lithograph title with the arms of Hortense, portrait, 12 leaves
of lithograph music each paired with a lithograph plate by C. Constans after Lepaule and Franque; some spotting and
browning, partly caused by the original tissue paper, and a little light soiling; contemporary binding of red goatskin,
the covers tooled in gilt with a wide palmette roll, flanked by two fillets and a chain roll, with a small eagle in the
outer corners, enclosing a large lyre in each inner corner and at the centre the large initial H surmounted by a
crown. Smooth spine divided into five panels by a gilt pallet, lettered upwards in the longer second panel, the edges
of the boards and turn-ins tooled in gilt with a hatched roll, bright green glazed paper endleaves, gilt edges.
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This work was specially printed and bound for Hortense, whilst living in exile at her Swiss chateau and at her
salon at Rome.

Clearly Hortense was still in touch with France as a small number of copies of this work, both printed and
bound at Paris appear to have been made for presentation to friends. An almost identical copy to the present
is illustrated and described by Anne Lamort in Reliures Imperiales. Bibliotheque Napoleonienne de Gerard
Souham, p. 101 (which was exhibited in the Musee de la Legion D’Honneur, 1973-1974, no. 204).

On the front endleaf there is a label inscribed “Paolo Cottrau fils”, along with a later pencil note “presente a
Felix Cottrau, Rome 1826”. Hortense held a salon in Rome in the winter of 1825-26 and here she met and
encouraged Felix Cottrau (1799-1852), an aspiring artist. Her gift of this volume may have been in recognition
for a number of paintings which Cottrau carried out at the Salon prior to his departure to Paris. He was
awarded a second class medal at the Paris Salon of 1827, a first class medal in 1838 and he was appointed a
Chevalier of the Legion d’Honneur in 1846. His output was mostly religious subjects and portraits, including a
portrait of Hortense’s second son, Napoleon Louis Bonaparte, which now hangs at Malmaison.

Hortense (1783-1837) was the daughter of Alexandre, Vicomte de Beauharnais and his wife Josephine Tascher
de la Pagerie. In 1796 Josephine married Napoleon Bonaparte and in 1802, at Napoleon’s request, Hortense
married his brother Louis Bonaparte. The couple had three sons, including the future Napoleon III, but it was
an unhappy marriage and was not improved by Louis’s installation as King of Holland in 1806. His reign lasted
only until 1810 by which time Hortense was involved with Colonel Charles Joseph, Comte de Flahaut, with
whom she had an illegitimate son in 1811. After the Hundred Days she was banished from France and
travelled in Germany and Italy before purchasing the Chateau of Arenenberg in Switzerland in 1817.

Hortense’s musical output consisted of romances composed at Malmaison and Arenenberg. It was only in
1867, some thirty years after her death, that a complete collection of 124 romances, published by Vialon, was
exhibited by Napoleon III at Malmaison. The romances are generally in the troubadour or pastoral genre, the
voice supported by a simple piano or harp accompaniment. Most of the texts were written by Count Laborde,
and the Queen’s melody was then developed by a professional such as Dalvimare, harp master to Empress
Josephine, the composer Plantade, or the singing master J.F.N. Carbonel. This unpretentious music exemplified
the taste for light, pastoral, sentimental subjects. Although simple and naive, they are expressive and elegantly
written, thanks to the skill of Hortense’s musical colleagues. Each page of music is accompanied by a lithograph
of a romantic and rather gothic nature.
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VALUABLE RECIPES FOR P ILES ,  GLUE AND ‘BEETLE POISON’

50. [HOUSEHOLD RECIPE BOOK]. [HOUSEHOLD RECIPE BOOK]. [HOUSEHOLD RECIPE BOOK]. [HOUSEHOLD RECIPE BOOK]. LATE NINETEENTH CENTURY CULINARY AND
MEDICINAL MANUSCRIPT HOUSEHOLD RECIPE BOOK. [Manchester?] [n.d., c. 1880]. £ £ £ £ 400400400400

MMMMANUSCRIPT IN ANUSCRIPT IN ANUSCRIPT IN ANUSCRIPT IN IIIINKNKNKNK 8vo, pp. [24] contents and then 73 text pages, a further 31 pages left blank, written in ink
in a neat legible hand, lightly dust-soiled here and there, but generally clean; in the original limp cloth binding, a
little worn to extremities, and some surface wear.

Original manuscript household book containing culinary recipes and household remedies, including many
nineteenth century staples, such as cure’s for earache, hair restorer, tooth powder, furniture cream, ointment
for piles, rheumatics, scent balls, liquid glue, ‘Beetle Poison’ and various other tinctures leaving no ailment
wanting.

Although the compiler of the volume remains anonymous, there is one pasted in advert for ‘Seidlitz Powders’
offered by James Woolley & Sons, Manufacturing Pharmaceutical Chemists in Manchester, which would
suggest they were from the north west.

‘A MAN’S MIND IN A WOMAN’S HEART’

51. [HUBER, Marie]. [HUBER, Marie]. [HUBER, Marie]. [HUBER, Marie]. LE SISTEME DES ANCIENS ET DES MODERNES, Concilé par l’exposition
des sentimens differens de quelques théologiens sur l’état des âmes separées des corps. En quatorze
lettres. Nouvelle edition, augmentee par des notes & quelques pièces nouvelles. A Amsterdam, chez
les Wetsteins & Smith. 1733. £ £ £ £ 650650650650

8vo, pp. xii, 310, [1] errata, [1] blank; apart from a few minor marks, a clean crisp copy throughout; two
unobtrusive library stamps on title; uncut in contemporary boards, spine titled in ink and library label at foot,
some browning and foxing to boards, but still a very desirable copy.

Uncommon expanded edition of this theological work by the Swiss protestant thinker Marie Huber, which had
first appeared in 1730 under the title Sentiments Differents de quelques Theologiens, sur l’État des âmes
séparées des corps. En quatorze lettres.
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Marie Huber (1695-1753) was the second of fourteen children of a
patrician family, born in Geneva, but spent most of her life near Lyon.
‘Influenced by a pietist uncle, Fatio de Duillier, this accomplished
Protestant maiden enthusiastically undertook to combat theological
dogma with rare logic and common sense. She rejected
predestination and sacraments, and favoured an inner and more
personal religion fostering mysticism and direct relation with God.
Advocating reason as her sole guide, she was described as having “a
man’s mind in a woman’s heart” … Immanuel Kant may owe her
more than is generally acknowledged. Forceful and unusually
independent in her thinking, she is considered the forerunner of
liberal Protestantism’ (Pascale Dewey in The Feminist Encyclopedia of
French Literature (1999), p. 260). Her other works include Lettres
sur la religion essentielle (1738; 1754) in which she opposes rigid
church dogma and precedes the deism of her compatriot, Jean-
Jacques Rousseau; she also translated and epitomised the Spectator
(Amsterdam, 1753).

OCLC records five copies in North America, at Arizona, UC
Berkeley, Yale, Cornell and Wayne State.

A SHAM MARRIAGE PROVEN LEGITIMATE

52. JONES, Hannah Maria. JONES, Hannah Maria. JONES, Hannah Maria. JONES, Hannah Maria. THE WEDDING RING; or, Married and Single. A Domestic Tale …
London: Printed by C. Boynes, 13, Duke Street, Lincoln’s Inn Fields. Published by George Virtue …
1824. £ £ £ £ 950950950950

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 718; with engraved frontispiece, title and eight engraved plates; apart from some
light browning and foxing in places, a clean copy throughout; handsomely bound in contemporary citron
morocco, spine and boards tooled in gilt with red morocco label lettered in gilt; from the library of Hugh
Walpole with his bookplate on front pastedown, together with a label at head noting as much.

A rather good gothic novel with an improbable twisting plot, eccentric characters, dastardly deeds and a
crumbling mansion.
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The story begins with a young, but rather credulous woman, who marries the heir to the St Helens dukedom
only to find that the ring on her finger is worthless as the priest’s and ceremony were a sham. She is deserted
by her husband to bring up her son Trevelyan alone. Young Trevelyan grows up not knowing his true rank in
society and falls in love with Julia but on the death of his mother he discovers his illegitimacy and is forced
through circumstance and shame to forgo his heavenly match with her. At a critical juncture Trevelyan father,
now Duke of St. Helens and married to a second wife is overcome
by remorse and acknowledges Trevelyan as his legitimate son and
heir. It appears the marriage to Trevelyan’s mother was after all
properly solemnised. Now a Captain in the army Trevelyan can
marry his Julia, the Duke naturally enough has a stroke and swiftly
dies leaving the happy couple with a castle and fortune.

The novelist Hannah Maria Jones (1796?–1854) was the author of
at least twenty-five novels over a writing career spanning thirty-
two years. She unfortunately did not make a good living from her
efforts ‘Despite her literary success in the world of cheap fiction,
Jones’s commercial success was negligible. Copyright of her works
remained with her publishers, and she was paid by the sheet,
earning 10½d. per page, “considerably less than the penny-per-line
usually associated with the meanest literature”. As early as 1825
Jones approached the Royal Literary Fund for money, an appeal
which launched a lifelong series of applications in the face of
destitution, backed by her publishers, various physicians, and at
one point Edward Bulwer Lytton, and from which she received a
sum total of £40.’ [ODNB]

The present work was published in 28 parts during 1824, the stab
stitching is still be seen in some of the gatherings of this copy
implying that is was bound from a mixture of unsold parts and
sheets yet to be folded. The work was republished as a four-decker at the end of 1824 but the scarcity of
copies surviving in that form would indicate it failed completely to sell to the better class of customer.
Montague Summers in his A Gothic Bibliography states ‘Originally issued in 28 weekly nos. at sixpence each.
With superior engravings. G. Virtue, 26 Ivy Lane, Paternoster Row. 1824. Complete edition, 4 vols., Virtue.
1824’ (p. 554). We are, however, unsure when the parts issue was begun, but presumably sometime in the
middle of 1824.

Garside, Raven and Schowerling 1824: 57(b); OCLC records four copies in North America, at Auburn, Illinois,
New York University and Indiana.

FRENCH ANGLOMANIA

53. KAUFMANN, Charlotte. KAUFMANN, Charlotte. KAUFMANN, Charlotte. KAUFMANN, Charlotte. FANNY SANDFORD … Tome Premier [-Troisieme]. A Paris, chez
Arthus Bertrand, Libraire, 1819. £ £ £ £ 385385385385

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. Three vols, 12mo, pp. [iv], 244; [iv], 259, [1] blank; [iv], 287, [1] blank; paper flaw to pp. 9-
10 of vol. I, expertly repaired, but with minor loss of 2-3 letters, one gathering in same volume sprung,
otherwise apart from some light foxing in places, a clean copy throughout; in contemporary half calf over
mottled boards, spines with contrasting green and red morocco labels lettered and numbered in gilt, head of
vol. II chipped, some rubbing to extremities, but still a very appealing set.

First edition of this rare novel capitalising on the French thirst for ‘Anglomania’ by the little known novelist,
Charlotte Kaufmann.

The work recieved glowing reviews in the French press and even one British critic gave it space in The
Literary Panorama for April 1819. ‘The French critics, who of late, have been found somewhat hard to please,
by the industrious class of labourers, called Novel-writers, have at length agreed to commend a certain “Fanny
Sandford,” written by M. de Charlotte Kaufmann. The scene is laid in Great Britain, and they say, that the
characters are well selected, and well preserved. They say too, that the progress of the action is natural, the
interest is progressive; and the denoument, is effected by those masterly touches of the pencil which
strengthen the tone and vigour of the principal personages.  The fair writer has intermingled a portion of
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criticism on the manners and customs of our countrymen; for which reason, principally, we have distinguished
the work. We are afraid that the rule for wagering and betting, among us, affords but too much opportunity of
severity to a foreigner, and too much scope to observers of human nature; such as writers of novels should
be.’

OCLC records three copies worldwide, at the National library of Sweden, the BNF, and one in Munich.

MISS HOBSON’S CHOICE

54. KEATE, Augusta Elizabeth. KEATE, Augusta Elizabeth. KEATE, Augusta Elizabeth. KEATE, Augusta Elizabeth. SERIES OF SIX CHARMING PEN AND INK DRAWINGS, Of The
Hobson Family Trip To Europe And A Fortune Hunter’s Attempt To Ensnare Their Daughter [n.p.,
n.d., but c. 1850]. £ £ £ £ 850850850850
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MMMMANUSCRIPT IN PEN AND INKANUSCRIPT IN PEN AND INKANUSCRIPT IN PEN AND INKANUSCRIPT IN PEN AND INK.... Oblong 4to, 30.5 x 25cm, 20 ff. 6 pen, ink sketches hightened in white with 14
blank leaves; with old printed auction catalogue entry on upper pastedown. in late nineteenth century half calf
over brown cloth, spine lettered in gilt, upper board detached, corners worn, and head and tail of spine
chipped, nevertheless a very appealing item, internally in excellent condition save for some minor light dust-
soiling.

Charming series of six extremely competent sketches following the fortunes of the Hobson family in Europe
from their arrival in Antwerp; taking dinner at Radeu; The meeting of an ‘illustrious foreigner’ at a dance and
his interest in Miss Hobson; Mr & Mrs Hobson watching the blossoming romance between “the illustrious
foreigner” and Miss Hobson; further assignations on horseback; to the final scene of the arrival of a friend of
the Hobson’s who puts the “illustrious foreigner” to flight and “…no more is heard”.

The series do much to illustrate British contemporary attitudes and stereotypes concerning foreign travel and
foreigners.

Augusta Keate (b.1816) was taught together with her brother and sister by the Eton Drawing master William
Evans. Their father Robert Keate FRCS was a sergeant surgeon to William IV and Queen Victoria and an uncle
became headmaster of Eton. Augusta married Col. Charles Townley in 1851 and subsequently lived at
Mattingley Lodge, Hampshire.

MARJORIE MOON’S COPY

55. [KILNER, Elizabeth]. [KILNER, Elizabeth]. [KILNER, Elizabeth]. [KILNER, Elizabeth]. A VISIT TO LONDON:
containing a description of the principal curiosities in the
British metropolis. London: William Darton and Son. [n.d.,
c. 1825?].                                                                £ £ £ £ 350350350350

NNNNEW EW EW EW EEEEDITIONDITIONDITIONDITION, ‘, ‘, ‘, ‘WITH IMPROVEMENTSWITH IMPROVEMENTSWITH IMPROVEMENTSWITH IMPROVEMENTS’.’.’.’. 8vo, pp. viii, 232; with six
engraved plates and a number of woodcuts throughout the text;
without the half-title; lightly foxed in places, but generally clean;
with contemporary gift inscription on recto of first plate; in
contemporary half calf over marbled boards, boards with surface
and rubbing to extremities; from the library of Marjorie Moon,
with her bookplate on front pastedown, complete with home-
made dustwrapper frequently found with books from her library.

Scarce juvenile guide to London, which follows the usual pattern:
‘An imaginary provincial Mr Sandby, living “in a small village about
80 miles from London”, decides to initiate his family into the
delights of the capital city and so removes thence his wife and
two elder children, George and Maria. Once there they are
subjected to a course of paternal lectures on the history and
“raison d’etre” of the notable buildings of the City of
Westminster’ (Adams 84).

The first edition appeared in 1805.

Adams 94; OCLC records copies at California State, Chicago,
Minnesota, Princeton Pittsburgh, South Carolina and Southern
Mississippi.

56. [LACE]. [LACE]. [LACE]. [LACE]. SAMPLES OF LACE TRIMMING. A French travelling salesmen’s sample case. [France].
[c. 1880]. £ £ £ £ 550550550550

A shallow folding box in four sections each of the sections divided into three columns in which the samples
are set in vertical rows; original cloth covering, some later repairs.

An unusual sample case that allowed the salesmen to add to their wares as they were updated or fell out of
production.
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The samples are numbered 19698 to 19742, each with a pink paper manuscript marker identifying the name,
length and variants of the individual pattern. Also cost code information is included for the travelling salesman
to make their calculations when discounting. Each of the patterns also having the sample code of the
manufacturer or the wholesaler.

The samples include material to finish off the neckline, cuffs and fringes with such names as, ‘ruche encolun,’
‘petit ruche mous’ and ‘brais mous’ and include examples made from cotton, silk and a few of woven metal
thread.

GUIDE FOR ASPIR ING NUNS

57. LASAUSSE, Jean Baptiste. LASAUSSE, Jean Baptiste. LASAUSSE, Jean Baptiste. LASAUSSE, Jean Baptiste. TABLEAU D’UNE VRAIE RELIGIEUSE, utile aux demoiselles qui
veulent entrer dans une communauté. Tulle, P. Chirac, 1783. £ £ £ £ 450450450450

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. 263, [1] Table; apart from a few occasional marks, a clean copy throughout;
bound in contemporary calf, boards with “J’aime Jésus, J’aime Marie” stamped in gilt, spine tooled in gilt with
paste paper label lettered in gilt, a very good copy.

Rare first edition of this religious guidebook for ladies ‘qui veulent entrer dans une communauté’.

The ‘pocket’ guide is set out over two parts, the first titled ‘Des Sacrifices d’une vraie Religieuse’, the second
‘Des vertus d’une vraie Religieuse’, each providing detailed advice to the lady reader under separate headings
such as ‘De l’obeissance’, ‘De la mortification’, ‘De l’Humilite’ and ‘De la charite envers les soeurs’.

The author, Jean-Baptiste La Sausse (1740-1826), was a Sulpician. Born in Lyon, he was first a professor at the
seminary of Orleans, before moving to Tulle and becoming professor of moral theology from 1773 to 1788.
He eventually retired to Versailles in 1792, where he ministered and worked clandestinely. Inspite of being
arrested, imprisoned and deported he continued to work, published often, and lived on until 1826.
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We have only been able to locate one other copy of the present work, at the Bibliothèque municipale de
Lyon. This may in part be due to the burning down of the premises of the publisher, Pierre Chirac, in 1783.

RARE COMPENDIUM OF STORIES FOR YOUNG WOMEN

58. [LEPRINCE DE BEAUMONT, Jeanne-Marie]. [LEPRINCE DE BEAUMONT, Jeanne-Marie]. [LEPRINCE DE BEAUMONT, Jeanne-Marie]. [LEPRINCE DE BEAUMONT, Jeanne-Marie]. MAGASIN, OU, INSTRUCTIONS POUR LES
JEUNES DAMES qui entrent dans le monde, et se marient, leurs devoirs dans cet état, et envers leurs
enfans. Pour servir de suite au Magasin des adolescentes. Edition faite sous les yeux de l’auteur, sur
un nouveau manuscrit plus correct & plus ample que celui de l’édition de Londres. Tome Premier [-
Quatrieme]. A Lyon, chez Pierre Bruyset-Ponthus. An Huit Republicaine [1800]. £ £ £ £ 350350350350

Four volumes, 12mo, pp. 234; [iv], 192; [iv], 270; [iv], 272; clean and crisp
throughout; uncut in the original publisher’s wraps, spines lettered in ink,
vol’s I and IV with defective spines, nevertheless, still a very appealing copy.

Rare compendium of stories for young women, written as a sequel to
Magasin des Adolescentes by Jeanne-Marie Leprince de Beaumont (1711-
1780), and first published in 1764, although rare in all editions. The tales all
aim to instruct young women about their duties, particularly those related
to the state of marriage into which the readership is likely to enter.

Jeanne-Marie Leprince de Beaumont moved to London from Rouen to
become a governess, and published a number of treatises on education, as
well as magazines, including the Nouveau magazine français (1750-55) and
the Magasin pour les enfants (1757), which contains her famous
abridgement of de Villeneuve’s “Beauty and the Beast”. De Beaumont is “is
interesting chiefly for her efforts, manifested before Rousseau’s Emile, to
make education enjoyable” (New Oxford Companion to Literature in
French).

Not in OCLC, which records a similar issue, printed in Lyon, dated 1782
(four copies only: Arizona, UCLA, Kansas and Illinois Wesleyan University).
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JOINING THE THREADS TOGETHER

59. [LIÉNARD, Aglaë Emma [LIÉNARD, Aglaë Emma [LIÉNARD, Aglaë Emma [LIÉNARD, Aglaë Emma neéneéneéneé CHUPPIN DE GERMIGNY]  CHUPPIN DE GERMIGNY]  CHUPPIN DE GERMIGNY]  CHUPPIN DE GERMIGNY] THE BAYEUX TAPESTRY. An
Historical Tale of the Eleventh Century. From the French of Madam Emma … . With a Fac-similie of
the Tapestry. Brighton: H. and C. Treacher, 1, North Street; London: Hamilton, Adams and Co.
1858. £ £ £ £ 75757575

8vo, iv, 163, [1] imprint; five double-page and one folding plate; original ochre cloth decorated in black and gilt;
spine slightly sunned.

A neatly produced piece of historical fiction explaining the events depicted in the tapestry.

Translated from Emma Lienard Les Broideries de la Reine Matilde Paris 1847, the narrative is distinctly pro
Harold and this may have enticed the publishers to issue a translation in English translation. The work is also
interesting in the way that the French legend of the tapestry being commissioned and created by Queen
Matilda was thought to form a parallel with nineteenth century needlework practice.

‘LADIES ’  CAREFULLY SEGREGATED

60. [LONDON ASYLUM]. EDWARDS, P. & J. [LONDON ASYLUM]. EDWARDS, P. & J. [LONDON ASYLUM]. EDWARDS, P. & J. [LONDON ASYLUM]. EDWARDS, P. & J. architects.architects.architects.architects.    ORIGINAL PLANS FOR THE
LONDON LUNATIC ASYLUM AT NORTHUMBERLAND HOUSE, STOKE NEWINGTON.
London. [1829]. £ £ £ £ 5,5005,5005,5005,500

A series of six hand pen and ink architectural plans and elevations 62 x 96 cm, sectioned in eight and mounted
on canvas with marbled endpapers; each titled in ink:- Basement, Ground Plan; One Pair Plan; Roofs; Sections;
and Elevation; folding into original burgundy morocco slipcase, lettered in gilt.
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The original plans for one of London’s first and grandest purpose built asylums. Although Northumberland
House was in operation as a lunatic asylum for over a century, little seems to have been documented of its
history.

By the time the asylum was built more attention was paid to keeping the sexes in distinctly separate areas,
although the outward appearance of the building looked unified.

Northumberland House, when built in 1822 to the south of the New River on the east side of Green Lanes in
Stoke Newington, was probably originally conceived as a private dwelling but the possibilities of the site in the
semi-rural north London soon saw the conversion into a private asylum. In 1829 the Metropolitan
Commission of Lunacy ‘noted that the House admitted its first patient in 1813’ at which time it may have been
under the supervision of the Quaker Dr Edward Long Fox. The Quaker poet Bernard Barton (1784-1849)
wrote in 1827 A Poet’s Appeal for an Asylum at Stoke Newington as part of a fund raising Bazaar. Clearly
funds were forthcoming for the Asylum had opened in 1829.

‘The majority of asylums were purpose-built because of the belief that the insane were best treated away from
their own homes in an environment, which was specifically designed to meet their treatment requirements.
Lunacy reformers and medical practitioners of the nineteenth century were largely concerned with
therapeutic and humanitarian means of treating patients rather than promoting custodial regimes. This was
manifested in a prominently held conviction that the asylum institution possessed inherently redemptive
powers, drawn in large part from the ornamental landscape laid out for therapeutic uses, in which the building
was firmly rooted. Superficially the purpose-built asylum estate appeared to be based on the model of the
country house estate, which was still a popular and developing model of domestic residence for the wealthy
classes’ (Sarah Rutherford, The Landscapes of Public Lunatic Asylums, In England, 1808-1914, PhD Thesis, De
Montfort University, 2003).

The two elevations and six plans show how the rooms in Northumberland House were to accommodate the
better classes of patient.

The building was modelled in the form of a late Georgian Palladian country house of three stories with wings
either side of two stories each. The central block was to accommodate the Birkett family who then looked
after the patients together with their staff. This part of the house included a central hall and stairwell with
drawing room, dining room, kitchen and parlour on the ground Floor. On the second floor are a drawing
room, a combined ‘Surgery & Library’ and three bedrooms, the latter probably for the Birkett family. A third
storey of the central block has a dressing room and four further bedrooms possibly allocated to nursing staff.

Both wings of the ground floor accommodated eighteen ‘Ladies Apart[ments]. that ran off from a central above
these the wings of the first floor contained twenty-one ‘Gents Apart[ments].’ A cellar under the right hand wing
included the kitchen with a large oven, a scullery, housekeeper’s room, various cellars including one for coal.
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The left of the main block was a two storied building, the ground floor included the usual ‘offices’ including the
coach house, stables, cow house, drying room, two sitting rooms and an open paved walk, a wall continues
around to form a block with the house which included two gardens, one each for ladies and gentlemen
separated by a central wall.

Above these offices are five other gentlemen’s apartments and two sitting rooms. These being situated above
the stables and out of sight and ear of the main block it these rooms were probably designated to noisy
and/or noisome patients.

The patients rooms are almost all of a uniform size measuring of 10 x 10 feet containing a fireplace, a window
and accessed by a door from a gallery. The gallery could only be entered through a room that would have
been guarded by a member of the staff.

Some idea of this early period can be garnered from the reports of the visiting commissioners. In July 1829 It
was noted that ‘Divine service is performed every Sunday. The house is in good order with the exception of
the Crib Room which is very offensive, nor does the keeper sleep sufficiently near to it.’ A visit in October
reported they ‘Found the house in good order. The defect complained of in the last Report with respect to
the Crib Room seems remedied. Divine service every Sunday. In February 1830 they ‘Found the house in
good order and the Crib Rooms much improved, but attention should be given to the repairing of the
windows whenever they may be broken’ and in April that ‘This house is in good order considering that
extensive alterations are carrying on. Prayers read every Sunday’. Clearly the house was housing patients even
though it was still under construction!

The asylum was under the supervision of Richard Birkett who looked after 40 private patients but no parish
pauper patients were accommodated or even contemplated. An 1835 prospectus showed the charges from £1
11s 6d to 5 guineas and another similar publication for 1839 describes the quality of lunatic the Birkett’s were
attracting Prospectus of Northumberland House Asylum, Green Lanes, Stoke Newington for the reception of
a limited number of persons mentally afflicted, under the immediate superintendence of Mr. and Mrs. Birkett,
and respectable domestic attendants.

Further references to the asylum periodically appear in the press, usually due to false imprisonment through
influence by families looking to place their difficult relatives out of sight and mind through the helpful guidance
of sympathetic doctors.

The Birkett family ran Northumberland House until 1877, when it was taken over as a going concern by Dr
Alonzo Stocker the owner of Peckham House Asylum. He had originally worked at the Grove Hall Private
Lunatic Asylum in Bow, the largest establishment in London, when he was admitted as a member of the
Association of Medical Officers of Asylums and Hospitals for the Insane in 1864. It was probably due to  Stock
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that some more substantive alterations were made to the patient’s accommodation, these are marked out in
pencil and include general improvement including the introduction of a bath, toilets and indoor plumbing.
Stocker acquired a new lease in 1906 but died in 1912. After Dr Stocker’s death the asylum was retained by
the family until the site was acquired by the London County Council in 1954 and subsequently demolished to
make way for a housing estate.

The plans are signed ‘P. & J. Edwards, Clapton Pond’ who appear to have been local builder/architects
although we have been unable to find anything about them or their work.

The Asylum is now remembered, if remembered at all, by accommodating T.S. Eliot’s wife, Vivienne Haigh-
Wood Eliot (1888-1947), who was committed in 1938 and died their from either a heart attack or an
overdose. Stevie Smith also remembered the asylum house in her poem ‘Northumberland House’.

‘EV IL ,  BARBARIC,  AND STUBBORN WOMAN’

61. MALCOLM, Sarah. MALCOLM, Sarah. MALCOLM, Sarah. MALCOLM, Sarah. A TRUE COPY OF THE PAPER DELIVERED THE NIGHT BEFORE HER
EXECUTION, by Sarah Malcom [sic], to the Rev. Mr. Piddington … March 6th, 1732-3. London:
Printed for J. Wilford, 1733. £ £ £ £ 1,7501,7501,7501,750

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. 13, [1], [2] advertisements; title and last leaf lightly spotted and dust-soiled,
otherwise clean throughout; bound in nineteenth century half calf, spine lettered in gilt, some rubbing to spine
and corners, but still a very good copy.

First edition of a rare example of a first person narrative
by a female criminal who became known as the “Irish
Laundress”, convicted and subsequently hung, for her part
in a notorious triple murder.

Sarah Malcolm (1710-1733) was brought up in Dublin but
was born in Durham in about 1710. She came to London
and found work, and came to know an old lady named
Lydia Duncomb. Duncomb lived with another lady and
their shared maid. After they were all found murdered in
February 1733, Malcolm was brought in for questioning.

‘Malcolm confessed to being involved but said that she was
part of a group of four. If she could have implicated the
other three then she might have escaped a death sentence
but the investigators were not convinced. The evidence
was that her clothing had blood stains and they found 45
guineas hidden in her hair. Malcolm was sentenced to be
hanged after the jury took 15 minutes to decide her guilt.

Malcolm was hanged in Fleet Street in London on the 7
March 1733 having confessed to the robbery, but denying
the killing. William Hogarth sketched her before she died
on the scaffold and had her engraved portrait on sale as
soon as the 12th of March priced 6d (Paulson 129) and
also painted full length portrait, now at the National Gallery, Edinburgh. Hogarth was not alone in exploiting
her notoriety as others went to see if they could gain a confession that they could publish.

The present ‘confession’, according to the forward, was written by Malcolm on Tuesday 6th March 1733,
shortly before her execution. It was ‘folded up with her own hands before the Rev. Dr. Middleton, lecturer of
St. Bride’s, and Rowland Ingram, Esq; Keeper of his Majesty’s Goal of Newgate, who both sealed it with their
own seals; in which manner she delivered it to me [Rev. William Piddington], with a desire that it might be
published’ (p. 4).

‘She maintained her innocence of the murders, while confessing to participation in the burglary. It was
reported that Malcolm had an amorous connection with Piddington, who was with her on the scaffold. The
story of this crime was repeated in numerous publications in the ensuing decades, in which the impression of
Malcolm as an “evil, barbaric, and stubborn woman” dominated’ (http://www.londonlives.org/static/
MalcolmSarah1710-1733.jsp).
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Piddington’s forward is dated March 9th 1732/3 so it is assumed that the present work was printed shortly
after.

ESTC records copies in North America at McMaster, Library of Congress, Florida, Kansas and Yale.

KILLED BY ‘MONSTERS’

62. [MARIE ANTOINETTE]. [MARIE ANTOINETTE]. [MARIE ANTOINETTE]. [MARIE ANTOINETTE]. CARCERAZIONE E MORTE DI M. ANTONIETTA, Regina di
Francia. In Fuligno, Per Giovanni Tommasini, 1794. £ £ £ £ 385385385385

FIRST EDITION?FIRST EDITION?FIRST EDITION?FIRST EDITION? 8vo, pp. 40; printed on blue paper; stitched as issued in contemporary? marbled wraps,
endpapers with damp marks (not affecting the text), light surface wear, otherwise a very good copy.

As far as we can tell, this is the first edition of this polemical account of the imprisonment and death of Marie
Antoinette; we have been unable to find a French version. The author is clearly a staunch monarchist; Marie
Antoinette is always “unfortunate”, her oppressors are “monsters”, and the Queen’s innocence is emphasised
over and again, as is the fact that this is just one example among many of Jacobin barbarism.

Not in OCLC, ICCU, SBN, or KVK, and as far as we are aware unrecorded.

WOMEN ON SEXUAL STRIKE

63. MILLER, George Noyes. MILLER, George Noyes. MILLER, George Noyes. MILLER, George Noyes. THE STRIKE OF A SEX. A Novel. By George Noyes Miller (Member
of the Oneida Community). London: Wm. Reeves: 183, Charing Cross Rd. W.C. [n.d., c. 1891]. £ £ £ £ 125125125125

8vo, pp. [viii], 117, [1] blank, [2] adverts; a clean copy throughout; in the original printed wraps, head and tail
of spine chipped, but still a very good copy.

Early British edition (after the first American of 1891) of George Noyes Miller’s well-known pacifist tract, The
Strike of a Sex, in which the entire female population of a futuristic American town called Hustleberg goes on
sexual strike, demanding that the men practice birth control.
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‘It is nearly a hundred years since Malthus expounded the true relation between poverty and the increase of
the human race: and it is more than thirty years since Darwin, in his “Origin of Species”, showed that the
Malthusian Law lies at the basis of all organic evolution. No further apology is needed for a tale which points
to a discovery, already tested by experience, which claims to solve, at one and the same time, the Malthusian
or population problem, the Darwinian or eugenic problem, the problem of social purity, and the problem of
personal health in relation to sex’ (special preface to English edition, p. v).

This present British edition was published as No. 12 in The Bellamy Library series.

OCLC: 9156610.

A COMPREHENSIVE POETIC DEFENCE OF WOMEN

64. [MONCRIEFF, John. [MONCRIEFF, John. [MONCRIEFF, John. [MONCRIEFF, John. Attributed toAttributed toAttributed toAttributed to]. ]. ]. ]. THE SCALE: or, Woman weighed with Man. A poem.
Inscribed to Her Royal Highness the Princess Dowager of Wales. By J. M. London : printed for D.
Wilson and T. Durham, 1752. £ £ £ £ 750750750750

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. [iv], 46; apart from some minor marking and fraying to edges, in good original state;
untrimmed and stitched as issued, with old upper wrapper (a little marked and dust-soiled), but still a very
appealing item.

An uncommon work containing an unusual and comprehensive defence of women against their treatment at
the hands of men.

In his three cantos the author shows up how men have continually and purposefully misunderstood women,
by giving vent to prejudice and oppression in their literary works, particularly censuring Swift and Pope for
using women as easy targets in their writing.

The author is also at pains to point out that casual abuse, deception and seduction that was considered
normal to that age: ‘What scarce a Trespass is allow’d in in him, / In her is deem’d a Death-deserving Crime; /
A Stain, a Wound, so mortal and impure, /No tears can wash it, no Repentance cure / Harsh Sentence on the
fair Offender past,/ By sinful Man: and therefore not the last. / ‘Tis well for her, since not on Earth forgiven; /
The Scale of Man is not the Scale of Heaven.’
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The work is dedicated to the to Princess Augusta of Saxe-Gotha-Altenburg, recently Dowager Princess of
Wales through the death of her husband in 1751, another poem, also clearly by the same author The twenty-
Fourth of May. An ode on His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales’s birth-day. By J. M. was issued by the same
printers in 1752. Clearly there were strong Scottish connections for the printer Wilson - maybe Moncrieff
was trying for some preferment in dedicating these two poems to the Princess, heir apparent to the throne.

ESTC locates six copies in North America, at Boston, Kansas, Pennsylvania, Texas, Waterloo and the Lilly
library.

THE INSPIRATIONAL QUALITIES OF PLANTS

65. MONTOLIEU, Maria Henrietta. MONTOLIEU, Maria Henrietta. MONTOLIEU, Maria Henrietta. MONTOLIEU, Maria Henrietta. THE ENCHANTED PLANTS, Fables in Verse. Inscribed to
Miss Montolieu, and Miss Julia Montolieu. London, Printed by Thomas Bensley, 1800. £ £ £ £ 650650650650

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [vi], 93, [1] imprint; with engraved frontispiece, but without the half-title; with 13
original hand-coloured illustrations of flowers at chapter ends and in bottom margins, each signed ‘CH’; some
light dust-soiling in places, but generally clean throughout; in contemporary continental? half sheep over mottled
boards, spine lettered and ruled in gilt, spine, joints and boards a bit rubbed, nevertheless, still an appealing copy.

First edition this series of moral verses by Maria Henrietta Montolieu on subjects such as gambling, scandal
and vulgarity drawing on the inspirational qualities of plants and dedicated to her two children.

‘One of the most popular of these flower personification books for children was a collection of fables entitled
The Enchanted Plants, by Maria Henrietta Montolieu (1800). Flora grants the narrator’s wish to understand
the speech of the flowers, and the narrator proceeds to teach a number of moral lessons using flowers. In
Montolieu’s poems, the flowers are much more humanized than in the older fables’ (Seaton).

Maria Henrietta Montolieu was the wife of the wonderfully named Louis Montolieu de St. Hippolite, a partner
in Hammersley’s Bank, Pall Mall. Descended from a line that escaped France after the revocation of the Edict
of Nantes he married our author at St. George’s, Hanover Square, 3 March 1786. They had a son, Charles,
who died a student at Oxford in 1809, and two daughters, the dedicatees of this work, one of whom Maria
Georgina married in 1822, Hugh Hammersley of Pall Mall, and the other Julia Fanny who married, firstly
William Wilbraham, Capt. R.N., and secondly Sir Henry Bouverie, Governor of Malta. Maria’s husband was,
coincidentally, the first cousin once removed of the authoress, Isabelle de Montolieu (1751-1832), who wrote
Caroline de Lichfield and translated The Swiss Family Robinson and several works by Jane Austen in to French.
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The work has the bookplate of George Martin Barnard (1799-1859) a Clerk in the Treasury who retired and
died at Nice, hence the continental binding. The illustrations are each signed C.H. but we have no idea who
this may be, although it may well be the precocious and prolific Charles Heath (1785-1848) who had produced
his first etching aged six.

ESTC records five copies in North America, at Cornell, Florida State, Oregon State, Alberta and UCLA; See
‘Towards a Historical Semiotics of Literary Flower Personification’ Beverly Seaton: Poetics Today, Vol. 10, No.
4 (Winter, 1989), pp. 679-701.

A LADIES SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY THROUGH GREAT BRITAIN,  DESCRIBING THE
TRADE,  MANUFACTURES,  LAWS,  AND POLICE IN EACH TOWN

66. MOORE, Jane Elizabeth. MOORE, Jane Elizabeth. MOORE, Jane Elizabeth. MOORE, Jane Elizabeth. GENUINE MEMOIRS OF JANE ELIZABETH MOORE. Late of
Bermondsey, in the county of Surrey. Written by herself: containing the singular adventures of herself
and family; her sentimental journey through Great Britain; specifying the various manufactures carried
on at each town; a comprehensive treatise on the trade, manufactures, navigation, laws and police of
this kingdom, and the necessity of a country hospital. To which is prefixed a poetic index. Vol. I [-III].
London: Printed at the Logographic Press, Printing-House-Square, Black Friars; and sold by J. Bew,
Paternoster row … [1785]. £ £ £ £ 950950950950

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. Three volumes, 12mo, pp. [xii], 144, 169-192, 183-302; [ii], 72, 97-348; [vi], ii, 286; irregular
pagination in places; with leaves D6 & D7 in vol. III expertly supplied in facsimile using contemporary paper;
apart from a few marks in places, a clean copy throughout; handsomely bound in recent half calf over marbled
boards, spines ruled in gilt with red morocco labels lettered in gilt; a very appealing copy.

Very rare first edition of this informative treatise by Jane Elizabeth Moore detailing her ‘sentimental journey’
through Great Britain, and describing the trade, manufactures, laws, and police in each town.
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Jane Elizabeth Gobeil was born on 30 September 1738 into a family of merchants and traders. Her maternal
grandfather had been indentured to a silversmith and engraver, and her father was engaged in leather trade
and manufacture. Jane’s mother died three years after her birth, and for the next three years she was raised
by her material great-grandmother. When her father married a woman he had known for fifteen days, Jane
returned to his house but was soon sent to her stepmother’s sister. The couple separated when Jane was ten,
and for the next three years she alternated between home and schools. Jane had early demonstrated a “talent
at trade”, transacting “business of consequence” when she was only twelve, so when she returned home in
May 1753 she was “put to the desk” and began to handle her father’s accounts; eventually she was, in effect,
running his business. Although initially she preferred business to marriage, when Moore proposed she
accepted him; determined “not to be obligated to any man breathing”, she also bullied her father into
dowering her with “a daughter’s share” of the business. She was married on 10 October 1761. In the next
three years she bore two children, both of whom died, and continued in both her father’s and her husband’s
businesses. When her father died, she learned that he had not provided for the promised dower; “I may be
pardoned if I say my grief much sooner subsided, th[a]n it would otherwise have done”, and she engaged in a
six year lawsuit contesting the will.

‘Much of the second volume of Jane’s Memoirs alternates among descriptions of her subsequent business
concerns, her illnesses brought on by overwork, and her travels throughout the United Kingdom. In 1773,
amid the difficulties of wartime trade, she learned that her husband was having an affair with her maid, and the
following five years are punctuated with further discoveries of his mistresses and her stepson’s various
peccadilloes. Moore suffered several stokes and then a relapse after being abused by his drunken son; by the
spring of 1781 “widowhood seemed inevitable” (p. 316), and Jane too was ill. This volume of the Memoirs
concludes somewhat with her husband’s death and the subsequent financial difficulties. Volume three is an
analysis of Britain’s economic state. Jane justifies such a treatise “from a female pen” by reminding the reader
that she is “wholly conversant” with trade and manufacture, and the volume ranges from fisheries and
“mechanism and ingenuity in general” to coinage, customs and excise, and several chapters on English law’
(Smith: Life-Writings by British women, 1660-1815: An Anthology [2000], pp. 227-237).

Besides the present work she published a volume of Miscellaneous Poems in 1796. The date of her death is
unknown.

OCLC records four copies worldwide, at UCLA, Trinity College, Harvard & the British Library.

67 Morrell
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KEEPING UP APPEARANCES

67. MORRELL, Ottoline. MORRELL, Ottoline. MORRELL, Ottoline. MORRELL, Ottoline. A REMARKABLE COLLECTION OF NINE ORIGINAL SCRAP ALBUMS
compiled by the English aristocrat and society hostess, Ottoline Morrell, giving a fascinating insight in
to her life, interests, circle of friends and the society and events around them. [Various places] 1920
and later. £ £ £ £ 6,5006,5006,5006,500

Folio, nine volumes (seven 43.5cm x 35cm; two 35cm x 28cm & 28 x 37cm) containing c. 3,250 newscuttings,
45 original photo’s (some inscribed to Ottoline by actors and actresses, one of Thomas Hardy in academic
robes), 180 postcards, an original watercolour by Louis Wain, as well as various other ephemera including a
pamphlet on pug dogs, many engravings and various invitations to social events; the seven larger volumes
bound in half vellum over floral paper, the two smaller volumes in vellum and decorative paper (spine lacking)
respectively; a highly desirable collection.

Significant group of scrap albums compiled by the English aristocrat and society hostess Ottoline Morrell
(1873-1938), overtly documenting her circle of friends and the society and events around them. However the
life to which she and her family aspired was becoming increasingly difficult to maintain for want of money.

The albums were compiled around 1922 when Philip and Ottoline lived together with their daughter Julian at
Bedford Square in London and Garsington Manor near Oxford. Financial difficulties led to the sale of their
country pile in 1928 and the Morrell’s were reduced to moving out of Bedford Square to a more modest
home at 10 Gower Street. Their daughter was married in 1928, maybe more than coincidental with the
drastic state of the family finances.

The nine albums fall into two groups. The seven larger albums have very diverse contents, are generally in
chronological order and vaguely themed. The intention was to fit various magazine and newspaper cuttings,
photographs, and ephemera together into an interesting compilation: Society weddings including a number
attended by the Morrells, Margo Asquith, who had taken on the Bedford Square home but was equally short
of funds; photographs of Duncan Grant paintings; a photograph, presumably by Ottoline of Stanley Spencer in
at an early stage in painting ‘The Resurrection’; cuttings on the ‘doings of the Huxley’s, Sitwell’s, Augustus
John, D.H. Lawrence, George Bernard Shaw, various other members of the Bloomsbury Group are all pasted
in. Ottoline also displays her love of pug dogs and cats with sections on each containing photo’s and cuttings,
as well as an original watercolour by the famous cat painter Louis Wain titled ‘The last of Dandies’ which was
subsequently issued as a postcard by Raphael Tuck and Sons (No. 3887).
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There is also a slightly unhealthy interest in ‘Il Duce’ (with five original
photo postcards), murders and funerals, the latter increasing as time goes
by. Also a rather sad group of photographs of the furniture from a sale
catalogue when Garsington was sold up. The albums must have been taken
over by Ottoline’s daughter for a few later cuttings appear at the end of
one of the volumes into the 1950’s. Julian appears to have gone over the
albums at a later period annotating where he could any otherwise
unidentified subjects.

The two smaller albums were for Julian Morrell and both are annotated in
Ottoline’s distinctive hand containing photographs of the current film stars
and West End theatre stares including Chaplin, Valentino, Gloria Swanson,
Fred & Adele Astaire, Gladys Cooper Grock and Harold Lloyd.

The albums probably sat with the twelve vellum-covered albums containing
nearly 4,000 captioned snapshots that are now in the National Portrait
Gallery. The albums of cuttings were probably something of a joint effort
between mother and daughter with the cutting and photographs reflected
in their own way how they wanted to project their private life and
interests. Such albums were not just for private consumption but would no
doubt be shown to various friends.
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BY THE F IRST FEMALE GRADUATE OF PALERMO

68. MORTILLARO, Italia. MORTILLARO, Italia. MORTILLARO, Italia. MORTILLARO, Italia. LE FIGURE FEMMINILI NELLA POESIA DI TORQUATO TASSO.
Palermo, A. Amoroso, 1909. £ £ £ £ 95959595

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. Small 4to, pp. 120, [2]; title and final page lightly spotted; contemporary Italian cloth-covered
boards, spine ornamented and printed in black.

A very good copy of this rare survey of the female characters in the poetry of Tasso, presented as a thesis to
the University of Palermo by one of the first three female graduates of that University, Italia Mortillaro.

Mortillaro was one of a group of three women to study at Palermo at the turn of the twentieth century, along
with Eva Zona and Concettina Carta, and like Zona studied under the Hegelian philosopher (and later
Mussolini’s ghost-writer!) Giovanni Gentile. She was the first to graduate, and as such her thesis, the present
work, was published. In it, she first discusses the relation of Tasso to his age, before examining the
representation of women in the epic tradition of the 16th century, together with Tasso’s concept of women
and the feminine ideal. She then gives a detailed account of the portrayal of women in Rinaldo, L’Aminta, and
Gerusalemme Liberata.

OCLC locates a single copy, at University of Toronto.
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DYNASTIC MARRIAGE-BROKING, POWER-POLITICKING AND NON-STOP INTRIGUE

69. [NAUBERT, Christiane Benedicte Eugenie]. [Miss A.E. Booth, [NAUBERT, Christiane Benedicte Eugenie]. [Miss A.E. Booth, [NAUBERT, Christiane Benedicte Eugenie]. [Miss A.E. Booth, [NAUBERT, Christiane Benedicte Eugenie]. [Miss A.E. Booth, TranslatorTranslatorTranslatorTranslator]. ]. ]. ]. ALF VON
DEULMEN; or, the History of the Emperor Philip, and his daughters. Translated from the German by
Miss A.E. Booth. Vol. I [-II]. London: Printed for J. Bell, No. 148, Oxford Street, opposite Bond-
Street. 1794. £ £ £ £ 650650650650

FIRST EDITION IN ENGLISH.FIRST EDITION IN ENGLISH.FIRST EDITION IN ENGLISH.FIRST EDITION IN ENGLISH. Two volumes, 8vo, pp. [xx], 300; [ii], 305, [1] blank; in contemporary calf,
spines ruled in gilt but original labels now missing, upper joints cracked (cords holding firm), nevertheless, still
an appealing set.

First edition in English of Alf von Dülmen, oder, Geschichte Kaiser Philipps und seiner tochter, which had been
first published in German in 1791. Christiane Benedicte Eugenie Hebenstreit Naubert (1756-1819), wife of an
eminent doctor, was a prolific novelist. She was the author of Hermann of Unna, 1788, ‘one of the earliest, if
not actually the very first, of the Schauerromane [horror novels]’ (Summers).

The ‘gothic’ tells the story of dynastic marriage-broking, power-politicking and non-stop intrigue, much of it by
the church a secret tribunal. We can find no further information on the translator, Miss Booth, though she is
discussed by Hilary Brown’s in Benedikte Naubert (1756-1819) and her relations to English culture (2005):

‘We now have the names of only one woman and one man who appear to be translating direct from the
German and whose work is extant, and it would be misguided to regard their styles as representative. In the
case of Booth’s Alf von Deulmen, it is interesting to note that she adheres to the original much more faithfully
than [Matthew Gregory] Lewis. Alf von Deulmen follows the structure of the German text. Booth translates
document-by-document and her two volumes begin and end in the same place as Naubert’s. In contrast to
Feudal Tyrants, Alf von Deulmen retains its essential character as a historical novel. Some names are slightly
anglicized, but most are still recognizable as historical characters … The translator does not usually tamper
with the historical footnotes. Further, she is not tempted to elaborate on the few gothic moments’ (p. 114).

Blakey 209; Block p. 130 (Blakey and Block located copies only from reviews and bookseller’s catalogues);
Summers p. 88; OCLC: 7510506.
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NIGHTINGALOMANIA

70. NIGHTINGALE, Florence. NIGHTINGALE, Florence. NIGHTINGALE, Florence. NIGHTINGALE, Florence. COMMEMORATIVE ENVELOPE featuring a watermarked face
bearing the name of Florence Nightingale with the Red Cross emblem and the legend ‘Crimea’ with a
watermark on the back flap with the Red Cross device. [n.p., n.d., c. 1860?]. £ £ £ £ 125125125125

14cm x 6cm (opening to 16cm x 16cm) on blue paper, watermarked as noted above; tip of one corner
missing where once glued and other minor signs of adhesive, but not detracting from this still being an
appealing item.

An uncommon commemorative envelope evidently produced in light of Nightingale’s work in the Crimea.

‘She is a “ministering angel” without any exaggeration in these hospitals, and as her slender form glides quietly
along each corridor, every poor fellow’s face softens with gratitude at the sight of her. When all the medical
officers have retired for the night and silence and darkness have settled down upon those miles of prostrate
sick, she may be observed alone, with a little lamp in her hand, making her solitary rounds’ (The Times,
Thursday 8th February 1855)

HOW TO LOOK AFTER THE S ICK

71. NIGHTINGALE, Florence. NIGHTINGALE, Florence. NIGHTINGALE, Florence. NIGHTINGALE, Florence. NOTES ON NURSING What it
is, and what it is not. London: Harrison, 59, Pall Mall, Booksellers
to the Queen. [The right of Translation is reserved.] 1860.  £ £ £ £ 300300300300

FIRST EDITION, LFIRST EDITION, LFIRST EDITION, LFIRST EDITION, LATER ATER ATER ATER IIIISSUESSUESSUESSUE.... 8vo, pp. 79, [1] blank; text clean and
fresh throughout with only very minor evidence of foxing in places; in
the original limp pebble-grained brown cloth wrappers, upper wrapper
lettered in gilt, centre fold on upper wrapper (visible internally), cloth
lightly dust-soiled, but still a very good copy.

First edition of this classic work in the history of nursing and a
monument to nineteenth-century sense and scientific approach.

This copy of the Notes on Nursing is a later issue, with ‘The right of
Translation is reserved’ on title.

Garrison-Morton 1612; Bishop and Goldie 4(i); Eimas 1884; Norman
1602.
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AVENTURES MALHEUREUSES

72. [NOVEL]. [NOVEL]. [NOVEL]. [NOVEL]. HISTOIRE DE MADAME DUBOIS, Ecrite par elle-meme. Nouvelle Anglaise. A
Amsterdam, et se trouve a Paris, chez Merigot jeune … 1769. £ £ £ £ 325325325325

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. [vi], 7-223, [1] blank; dampstain to bottom corner in first part of work, and some
foxing and marginal staining in places; in contemporary sprinkled sheep, head and tail of spine chipped and
joints cracked, missing label, and rubbed to extremities.

First edition of this anonymous “English” novel, containing a number of “aventures malheureuses” narrated by
the eponymous heroine, who sets out her stall from the opening line: “Quelques personnes me jugeront,
peut-etre, coupable; mais les coeurs sensibles adouciront la sentence”.

In the Avertissement, the author notes that she (?) has taken care to suppress certain turns of phrase, whose
tone might not please every reader, but has preserved as many expressions as possible which show, through
their simplicity and candour, that the heroine is “une ame honnete et ami de la vérité”.

Not in Barbier; OCLC records three copies in North America, at Michigan State, Princeton and Vanderbilt.

FEMALE PHILANTHROPY

73. [PHILANTHROPY]. [PHILANTHROPY]. [PHILANTHROPY]. [PHILANTHROPY]. THE TWELVE CHURCHES’ or, Tracings along the Watling Street. By the
Authoress of “The Red Rose.” Illustrated by H. H. T. London, Rivingtons, 1860.  £ £ £ £ 250250250250

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. Large 8vo, pp. 56, with lithographic frontispiece incorporating seven views, and seven plates
with fine lithographic views of churches; original purple cloth, lettered in gilt, fading to spine and edges; a few
neat manuscript corrections in ink to the text; mid twentieth century bookplate of St. Joseph’s Library in
Ashdown on front fly-leaf.

This scarce and attractively illustrated work was produced to raise funds for the new organ at St Alban’s
Abbey; the anonymous authoress states in the prefatory note that the present work was written as early as
1849. She takes us on a tour along the Roman road from London to St Albans, taking in and illustrating the
old churches of: Edgware, Whitchurch, Stanmore, Harrow, Oxey, Bushey, Aldenham, Elstree, Hadley, Barnet,
Totteridge and Shenley. The authoress remains anonymous, however, the presentation inscription on the
front paste-down could contain a hint: M.E. Roe from S.R. Roe, March 14 1861.

Anderson p. 18; not in Halkett & Laing; OCLC locates one copy in America, at Columbia University.
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THE WORLD OF SMALL PEOPLE AND FAIRIES

74. [PLUNKET, Hon. Emmeline Mary]. [PLUNKET, Hon. Emmeline Mary]. [PLUNKET, Hon. Emmeline Mary]. [PLUNKET, Hon. Emmeline Mary]. DWARF STORIES, BY E.M.P. [London?] [1888]. £ £ £ £ 1,2501,2501,2501,250

12mo [16 x 10.5cm] pp. [64]; with six tipped in pen and ink illustrations; original limp black roan; preserved in
a black morocco backed cloth box.

A finely presented and illustrated fairy book by the little known Emmeline Mary Plunket.

The manuscript contains three stories ‘The Dwarf with the Yellow Nose’, ‘What became of the Yellow Nose’
and ‘The Story of the Storm Dwarf.’ The first story is modelled on sleeping beauty, with a disgruntled fairy
who did not receive her royal invitation to see the baby prince’s first tooth. This was due to the ‘Telegraph
boy’, who having exhausted himself delivering telegrams by hand to fairies, decided to post the last one.
Unfortunately it was dusk and the boy ‘mistaking a common pump for one of His Majesty’s Pillar Posts’ the
telegram was lost. The fairy, being a bit unhappy having also pricked her finger collecting gooseberries that
morning, turns up at the castle to give the child an enormous long and yellow nose that sounded like a
hundred pigs. ‘The ‘King & Queen die of grief on the spot, the nurse went into hysterics, the boot boy
dropped his blacking pot on the floor, spoilt a new carpet, embroidered (in touching allusion to the Infants
dental achievement) with a double dogtooth pattern, which had only been laid down the day before …’ The
court think their Prince is lost and the substituted grunting thing in the cradle isn’t him, and therefore he falls
in to the hands of peasants. The end includes the Prince becoming a court fool and a dwarf to boot, but he is
saved by the kiss of a beggar maiden (who of course is really a princess who loves the prince), which breaks
the spell and the nose falls off, and they all live happily ever after.

The next story contains further adventures of the Yellow Nose that had now lain hidden sometime in a
fountain. The fairy not wanting to waste the nose accidentally attaches it to her own face. The fairy in trying
to remove the nose asks the help of a blacksmith who beats it on the his anvil and puts in in his furnace to no
avail, a carpenter tries a grinding stone and eventually she tries a doctor who paints the nose with carbolic
acid until it turns to brown and then pink – alas the fairy is stuck with the nose although it is at least a better
colour. The final story is more curious and relates the story of a dwarf who has to carry the burden of 365
parcels, each for a different day of the year, eventually being relieved of his burden by a grasshopper.

The Honourable Emmeline Mary Plunket (1835-1924) was a daughter of the third Baron Plunket of Newton. She
published several books including Merry Games in Rhyme from the Olden Time (1886); Very Short Stories in Very
Short Words (1887) and later Ancient Calendars and Constellations (1903); The Judgement of Paris, and some
other legends astronomically considered (1908). She never married, and lived out the last of her days in Wimbledon.
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The recipient of the present volume was Vera Lowe, daughter of Harvey Lowe and Raïssa Porfirievna Rimsky-
Korsakov, a relation to the composer. The inscription notes that she was a cousin of the author although we
have not been able to establish the exact relationship. We do know that Vera may have tried her hand as an
amateur actor and was married in November 1917 to Terence Gray (1895-1986), the Taoist philosopher and
writer better known by the pen name ‘Wei Wu Wei. Terence Gray married again in 1935 so Vera, who was
probably 15 years his senior, may have predeceased him.

FEMALE PRISONERS SHALL BE ATTENDED BY A FEMALE

75. [POLICE]. LINCOLNSHIRE CONSTABULARY - Grimsby Division. [POLICE]. LINCOLNSHIRE CONSTABULARY - Grimsby Division. [POLICE]. LINCOLNSHIRE CONSTABULARY - Grimsby Division. [POLICE]. LINCOLNSHIRE CONSTABULARY - Grimsby Division. LOG BOOKS
DETAILING POLICE MATTERS, including subjects such as the misconduct of Police Constables &
speed restrictions of motor cars in late Victorian England. Grimsby, 24 June 1873 - 30 March 1892 &
16 April 1892 - 7 June 1906. £ £ £ £ 2,2502,2502,2502,250

MMMMANUSCRIPT IN ANUSCRIPT IN ANUSCRIPT IN ANUSCRIPT IN IIIINK ON NK ON NK ON NK ON RRRRULED ULED ULED ULED PPPPAPERAPERAPERAPER.... Two vols, small 4to, pp. 339; 323; occasionally a bit dusted;
contemporary half-calf over heavy cloth-covered boards, remains of labels on upper boards, marbled
endpapers and edges; rather worn, spine defective; however, still sturdy.

Fascinating manuscript log books presenting a rather revealing insight into the police force in Lincolnshire in
late Victorian times and the earlier years of the 20th century.

The logbooks, chronologically arranged each beginning with an index, cover subjects such as promotions
(usually for good detection or courageous acts) and dismissals (usually for drunkenness or neglect of duty),
pay sheets and contingent accounts, annual drill, old clothing to be sent in, officers commended, election
expenses, subscriptions, pensions, memos from Chief Constables regarding administration of various Acts,
general instructions etc., with entries including “The Secretary of State demands that female prisoners shall be
attended by a female, accordingly this duty must be performed for the purpose” (1897), and “Arrangement
have been made with the War Department that, as far as practicable all deserters or absentees shall be
handed over to a military escort after appearing before a magistrate…” (1902).

Another subject covered is the ‘Speed of Motor Cars’ where it is noted that ‘Superts. will use a wide
discretion as to “Unlawful speed”… 20 miles an hour may be perfectly safe on unfrequented roads, whereas
even 12 miles an hour might be dangerous if passing through a village or hamlet’ (1903), quite revealing given
the speed restrictions on today’s busy roads!
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THE P ITFALLS OF MARRIAGE

76. POLITI, Raffaello. POLITI, Raffaello. POLITI, Raffaello. POLITI, Raffaello. OCCHIALI PE’ FIDANZATI ovvero Carta Topografica dell’Isola Maritaggio
nuovamente descritta da Raffaelo Politi sul tipo di Mr Le-Noble.. Agrigento: [Vincenzo Lipomi?], 1836.

£ £ £ £ 450450450450

12mo, pp. 23 [1] blank including a frontispiece and a separately folding allegorical map; modern marbled
boards, upper cover with title label in gilt.

Unlike the first edition of the previous year, this, the second appearance, is completely engraved.

The text is a complete reworking of Le Noble’s Carte De L’isle De Mariage of 1705 forming something like a
libretto, and apparently intended by Politi to be an entertainment on the marriage of Gabriele Rizzi.

The cartographic guide to the marriage and its pitfalls is illustrated with an allegorical map of the Island of
Matrimony. The voyage to wedded bliss is beset with pitfalls of bad advice with the main island divided into
provinces of the Jealous, Unhappy, Incompatible and the Cuckold. Two rather dark islands lie to the west, the
smaller named the Isle of Bigamy and the larger the Lover’s Isle. That Politi includes a door through to the
hospital, no doubt for the treatment of infectious diseases, is striking and is not found in the Le Noble’s
original map.

The present publication is something of a departure from Raffaello Politi’s (1783-1870) other works as he is
today remembered chiefly as a painter, architect, archaeologist and art theorist. A versatile artist, he worked
mainly in Agrigento and province and became known especially for his skills as a copyist and portrait painter.

OCLC records two copies worldwide, at Yale and the BNF.

THE UNHAPPY PRINCESS

77. PRINCESS CAROLINE. PRINCESS CAROLINE. PRINCESS CAROLINE. PRINCESS CAROLINE. FUNERAL PROCESSION OF HER LATE ROYAL HIGHNESS
PRINCESS CAROLINE, wh[o] was interr’d in the Royal Family Vault in King Henry the viith’s Chapel
in Westminster-Abbey, on Thursday, the 5th January, 1758. [London, n.d. but 1758]. £ £ £ £ 850850850850
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ORIGINAL BROADSIDE.ORIGINAL BROADSIDE.ORIGINAL BROADSIDE.ORIGINAL BROADSIDE. 43cm x 33cm, in two columns with attractive woodcut headpiece of procession,
and with two Corinthian columns; lightly dust-soiled with some repairs to tears in places, corners tipped on
to board.

An unrecorded example of street literature giving an account of the funeral procession of Princess Caroline,
the fourth child, and third daughter of George II.

‘Then the body, covered with a Black Velvet Pall, adorned with Eight Escutcheons; and under a Canopy of
Black Velvet, supported by Eight Gentlemen Ushers. After the Body Garter Principal King of Arms, with his
Rod, with a Gentleman Usher on each side. Ladies of the Bed-chamber to her late Royal Highness. Women of
the Bed-Chamber of her late Royal Highness. Yeomen of the Guard, to close the Procession’ (Excerpt from
‘The Procession’).

The wording of the broadside is clearly adapted from the newspaper reportage of the procession and most
probably from the London Gazette which was where, as a rule, such events were first printed. The woodcut
illustrations have been pressed into service from other unidentified publications. That at the head of the
broadside is clearly from a work celebrating a coronation and the design forming the foot has come from the
lower section of a border design. Probably the printer felt that as long as the effect was regal and solemn
nobody would much care about such detail.

Princess Caroline (1713-1757) was her mother’s favourite, and became known as “the truth-telling Caroline
Elizabeth” (or “the truth-loving”). According to popular belief, Caroline’s unhappiness was due to her love for
the married courtier Lord Hervey. Hervey, who was bisexual, may have had an affair with Caroline’s elder
brother, Prince Frederick, and was romantically linked with several ladies of the court as well. Hervey died in
1743 and Caroline, who appers to have hoped for death, retired to St. James’s Palace to be accessible to only
her family and closest friends. She was to die, unmarried and childless, on 28 December 1757, aged 44, at St
James’s Palace, and as recounted in the present broadside was buried at Westminster Abbey.

Not in ESTC.

PENITENT PROSTITUTES NEED ONLY APPLY

78. [PROSTITUTION]. [PROSTITUTION]. [PROSTITUTION]. [PROSTITUTION]. THE PLAN OF THE MAGDALEN HOUSE FOR THE RECEPTION OF
PENITENT PROSTITUTES. By order of the governors. London: Printed by W. Faden, 1758. £ £ £ £ 3,0003,0003,0003,000

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 4to, pp. 28; handsomely rebound in calf backed marbled boards, with vellum tips; a fine copy.

The first prospectus for a new venture, as the opening paragraph of a four-page introduction, dated July 17,
1758, explains: ‘Noble and extensive are the charities already established in this metropolis: unfortunate
females seem the only objects that have not yet catched the attention of public benevolence: but, we doubt
not, it will appear on reflection, a task of as great compassion and consequence, necessity and advantage to
provide a place of reception for them, as for any under the protection of the public.’
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The founders of the Magdalen Hospital were Jonas Hanway,
Robert Dingley, Charles Dingley, Robert Nettleton, and John
Thornton. Various philanthropists, including John Fielding and
Saunders Welch, had offered schemes for dealing with the
problem of prostitution, but the plan adopted in the end was
the one put forth by Robert Dingley, with Hanway as the
administrator and chief spokesman. This pamphlet announces
the acquisition of a “commodious house” in Prescot-Street,
Goodmans-Fields, to be opened within a month. Also included
is a tentative list of rules and regulations, ‘to be improved as
experience may hereafter dictate.’ The rules deal with such
topics as finances, staff, dress, diet, admission procedures, and
discipline. At the end is a list of subscribers, who had provided
a fund of £3,593 19s, amongst whom are included Hanway,
William Dodd and Saunders Welch.

Higgs 1810; OCLC records three copies in the UK, at Lambeth,
the Bodleian and the BL, and four in North America, at
Harvard, Yale, Minnesota and the Huntington; not in
Goldsmiths’ or Kress.

A PRIMARY INFLUENCE ON THE AMERICAN CONSTITUTION

79. RAMSAY, Andrew. RAMSAY, Andrew. RAMSAY, Andrew. RAMSAY, Andrew. THE TRAVELS OF CYRUS. Translated by Alicia C. Callander, and James H.
Callander. Craigforth, 1816. £ £ £ £ 1,2501,2501,2501,250

MMMMANUSCRIPT IN ANUSCRIPT IN ANUSCRIPT IN ANUSCRIPT IN IIIINKNKNKNK.... Folio, 235 pages (approx. 65,000 words) written throughout in copperplate style in more
than one hand; bound in nineteenth century black half roan morocco, spine rather worn and chipped, with
significant loss at head and tail, corners and extremities rubbed.

Unpublished translation into English by Alicia and James H.
Callander of Andrew Ramsay’s Les Voyages de Cyrus (Paris,
1727).

Craigforth in Stirling was the family home of Colonel
George Callander (1770-1824), his wife the Honourable
Elizabeth Erskine (1775-1855) and their nine children, two
of which worked together to complete the present
translation of Cyrus. James Henry Callander (1803-1851),
who was just 13 when his involvement in this project was
completed, went on to become a noted Scottish politician.
Sadly, of his sister, Alicia Christian Callander, with whom he
worked on the manuscript, we can only find that she died
on the 24th March 1824, just a few weeks after her father
on the 18th February.

It is worth noting that Xenophon’s original Cyclopaedia was
held up at this time as an exemplar of good and just
government, and that Thomas Jefferson owned multiple
copies of Ramsay’s edition. In recent years the example of
Cyrus has been cited as a primary influence on the U.S.
Constitution and as one of the earliest upholders of values
equitable with what we understand today as human rights.
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ANGLO-SAXON GOTHIC

80. RICHARDSON, Sarah. RICHARDSON, Sarah. RICHARDSON, Sarah. RICHARDSON, Sarah. GERTRUDE, A Tragic Drama, in Five Acts… published by subscription.
London: Printed by C. Lowndes, Marquis-Court, Drury Lane. [1809].

[bound with:] ETHELRED, A Legendary Tragic Drama, in five acts … By subscription. London:
Printed by C. Lowndes, Marquis-Court, Drury Lane. [1809]. £ £ £ £ 285285285285

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 66; iv [3], x-xiv, 92; together in one volume
contemporary polished calf, flat spine decorated in gilt with black
lettered label.

Gothic in nature, these two plays were clearly for raising much needed
funds to support Sarah Richardson and her children.

Gertrude is set partly in the Ravenhoff’s antiquated gothic castle, a
missing heir of Linckenstein a certain amount of confusion and
skulduggery all add up to a tale of suspense and drama very much in the
gothic manner. Ethelred purports to dramatise the last years of the
Anglo-Saxon king Æthelred the Unready in the eleventh century,
although any historical facts of the time have necessarily given way to
dramatic effect.

Sarah was the widow of the writer and politician Joseph Richardson Joseph
(1755–1803). ‘In 1799 Richardson married Sarah Fawcett, a descendant of
Isaac Watts the dissenting divine and hymn writer. She was described as ‘a
remarkably intelligent woman’ Together they had four daughters, although
it is clear from Richardson’s will that they were all born before the
marriage took place. The finances of the Drury Lane Theatre became
increasingly chaotic, following the rebuilding by Henry Holland. On 1
February 1800 Richardson agreed to buy a quarter share worth £25,000.’
… After Richardson’s death in 1803 his ‘widow continued to draw 10
guineas a week from Drury Lane Theatre; the duke of Northumberland cancelled the debt on his loan and
money was raised for the family from subscriptions to Literary Relics of the Late Joseph Richardson (1807). The
following year Sarah Richardson published her Original Poems, Intended for the Use of Young Persons, on a Plan
Recommended by Dr Watts… .When the Drury Lane Theatre burnt down in 1809, destroying the family’s
finances, the Whigs promoted a new subscription through William Adam and Lord John Townshend.’ [ODNB]

Richardson was later to embark on the translation of the novel, The Exile of Poland (1819), and published an
Abridged History of the Bible, in Verse (1820–22). She died in 1824.

DESPIS ING EVERYTHING THAT IS  NOT ENGLISH

81. ROSE, George [ROSE, George [ROSE, George [ROSE, George [pseud.pseud.pseud.pseud. Arthur Sketchley].  Arthur Sketchley].  Arthur Sketchley].  Arthur Sketchley]. MRS. BROWN AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
London: George Routedge and Sons. The Broadway, Ludgate [1875]. £ £ £ £ 175175175175

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 12mo, pp. 155, [1] imprint; contemporary black half morocco, spine lettered in gilt.
bookbinders ticket of Goulden & Curry, Tunbridge Wells; armorial bookplate of Charles Lyons-Cleminson.

A nice rambling fictional account of a trip to the relatively new Crystal Palace on Sydenham Hill.

‘Rose’s major literary success, however, came with his creation Mrs Brown. In 1865, under the pseudonym
Arthur Sketchley he published the first of the Mrs Brown monologues, which appeared in Fun magazine (20
May 1865). It was called Mrs Brown at the Royal Academy. Mrs Brown is similar to Dickens’s Mrs Gamp but,
according to Clement Scott, was based on an old servant in the Rose family. A ‘Mrs John Bull’ figure, she is a
kind-hearted older woman with the prejudices and ignorance of what contemporaries would see as the lower-
middle classes. Despising everything that is not English, she delighted readers with her unwittingly humorous
observations on any number of topics, these written phonetically to capture her accent and speech patterns.’
[ODNB]

Sadleir, 3631; OCLC records five copies in the US, at Emory, Harvard and three copies at the University of California.
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SENSATIONALIST AND TIT ILLATING

82. [SCANDAL]. [SCANDAL]. [SCANDAL]. [SCANDAL]. LES ARCHIVES DU SCANDALE; Recueil d’aventures galantes, escroqueries
celebres, proces scandaleux, viols, enlevemens, bigamies, etc., etc. Par M. R***. Paris, [Poulet] for
Plancher, Libraire du Mercure de France, 1819. £ £ £ £ 325325325325

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [4], iv, [9]-241, 2, [2]; a little foxed in places; entirely uncut in the original
publisher’s orange wrappers, binder’s waste pasted inside covers; a little spotted and worn.

This rare collection of scandal stories dealing with bigamy, marriage, divorce, pregnancy, infanticide, and other
unsavoury anecdotes about famous and infamous people, including notable ladies such as Madame de
Mirabeau.

The sensationalist and titillating character of these cases speaks for a rather cunning publisher; the book was
probably written by hacks who wrote as well for the Mercure de France. A second volume was planned, but
never appeared. Astonishingly a large amount of saucy anecdotes are situated in Great Britain and illustrates
the morals, wit and esprit of from accross the English Channel. - See Mercure de France, volume I (1819), p.
428 for a contemporay review.

Gay, col. 25; Regnaut auction catalogue, Ghent, 1824, item 177 (‘tres rare’); Rose 3785; OCLC locates copies
at Bryn Mawr, Cornell, in the Bibliothèque Nationale and the British Library.

SLOWLY GOING NATIVE

83. SCOTT, Mrs. Emma Moore. SCOTT, Mrs. Emma Moore. SCOTT, Mrs. Emma Moore. SCOTT, Mrs. Emma Moore. THE HINDUSTANI TUNE BOOK, A Collection of Bhajans and
Ghazals, Containing the Principal Native Airs, Sung in the Missions of North India, arranged for the
piano or organ. Harmonized by Mrs. Emma Moore Scott. Lucknow: The Methodist Publishing House.
1889. £ £ £ £ 250250250250

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [ii], 10, 173, [1] blank, 174-176 index, [1] blank; original ochre cloth, bad water stain
to upper cover probably from an a potted aspidistra being plonked on top of it.

Emma Scott clearly did not, initially at least, have very much respect for traditional music of Northern India,
although she did begin to soften her views.
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With no prescribed form, and without any set rules Mrs Scott
found that ‘great inconvenience has been experienced by players
in accompanying them, and in many cases it has been necessary
to entirely dispense with the organ, thus leaving the
congregation to drag out these tunes with the most distressing
disregard to pitch and tune.’

Still she was wont, in her way, to force the music to fit into the
European classical tradition and in her work she attempts to
produce accompaniments on a well tempered keyboard. She
admits that ‘The Hindus have an elaborate system of Music,
which, though full of vagaries and in the main of no practical
utility, shows here and their evidences of real genius.’ One
wonders at the end of this rather futile exercise whether Mrs
Scott was slowly going ‘native’ in her appreciation. Later on her
introduction she felt that the ‘organist must be watchful and
accompany, not lead, when the music is thus changeable.’

Our Emma (1856-1943) was the wife of Rev. Jefferson Ellsworth
Scott. Both devout Methodists, they devoted their lives to
foistering evangelical zeal to improve the lot of the natives in
Northern India.

OCLC records three copies, at Columbia, Stanford and Wisconsin-Madison.

GRATITUDE OF THE FRENCH GOVERNMENT

84. SHIELDS, Joyce Carr. SHIELDS, Joyce Carr. SHIELDS, Joyce Carr. SHIELDS, Joyce Carr. ORIGINAL CERTIFICATE FOR THE MÉDAILLE DE LA
RECONNAISSANCE FRANÇAISE in gratitude awarded to a New Zealand/British nurse for her
work during the 1914-18 War. [Paris] [29, Mars, 1920]. £ £ £ £ 150150150150

Large engraved sheet [500 x 300mm] inscribed signed and dated (slightly chipped at edges due to former
framing) .

Joyce Carr Shields was born in New Zealand in 1891 and was living in Britain when the War broke out. She
very probably felt, being both young and single, compelled to do her part in the war effort.
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The award, which included a medal (not present here), was created to express gratitude from the French
government to all those civilians who, without legal or military obligation, had come to the aid of the injured,
disabled, refugees, or who had performed an act of exceptional dedication in the presence of the enemy
during the First World War.

Joyce was given a Third Class medal for her benevolence and care of soldiers of British nationality who had no
family of their own; this would indicate that she was away from any actual fighting, although her work was
probably still arduous and distressing.

We know that Joyce was the daughter of two British emigrants to New Zealand, Francis George Shields, a
master at Wanganui Collegiate School from 1886 until 1902, and his wife, who came from County Durham,
Margaret Elizabeth Carr. Some time after his retirement from Collegiate, Francis Shields moved his family back
to England, although they did have a number of properties in Wanganui which appear to have been managed
for them. By 1911 the Shields family were living near Sidmouth in Devon; Margaret died in 1915 and Francis in
1932 by which time Francis and his daughter Joyce were living in Jersey. She was probably a typical
representative of that generation of women, some two millions, who were prevented from experiencing
romance and marriage, or having children as a direct consequence of the The First World War. Unfortunately
we do not know if Joyce remained in Jersey after her fathers death, although it appears she was still receiving
income from the Wanganui investments into the 1950s.

WHEN YOU DANCE IN ENGLAND, THE HOUSE SHAKES

85. SIMONS-CANDEILLE, Julie. SIMONS-CANDEILLE, Julie. SIMONS-CANDEILLE, Julie. SIMONS-CANDEILLE, Julie. SOUVENIRS DE BRIGHTON, DE LONDRES ET DE PARIS; et
quelques fragmens de litérature légère. Paris, Delaunay, Mongie ainé, Lenormand, L’Huillier, 1818.

£ £ £ £ 450450450450

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 302; some light foxing and browning in
places throughout; spine tooled and lettered in gilt; some light
rubbing to extremites; with the bookplates of Pierre Reboul and
Rocquencourt on front paste-down.

Uncommon first edition of this collection of reminiscences of
exile in Britain by the French writer, musician, and actress Julie
Candeille (1767-1834).

Candeille had been an important player in Parisian theatre, both
as an actress and as a dramatist, over the revolutionary period
and beyond, which inevitably led to some political difficulties at
times; one such was during Napoleon’s Hundred Days in 1815 -
Napoleon had previously denied Candeille and her father
pensions, and on his return from Elba, Candeille fled to London,
where she stayed, performing concerts, for the best part of 16
months. The present account, though, does not feel like one of
exile; Candeille describes the cultural and musical life of London
and Brighton in a lengthy series of stories and anecdotes, full of
observations about the characters of both people and, among
other things, buildings (“When you dance in England, the house
shakes, and makes all the neighbouring houses shake with it”).
We find observations about the shopping habits of the English,
much about the food, their skill in accompanying singers, their
piano-makers, and the enthusiasm of English ladies for self-
medication (“elles se droguent continuellement … les médecins
… sont-ils extrêment occupés”).

Combined with these memoirs are minutes from three salons she held, including an essay on reading and
declamation; some reflections on the history of music in its relationship to the other arts; a discourse on the
taste for travel; and a collection of literary fragments.

Outside France, OCLC records physical copies only at the National Libraries of Scotland and Poland, although
the work appears to be more widely held.
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SCARCE L IFE OF AN ITALIAN NUN

86. SPINOLA, Fabio Ambrosio. SPINOLA, Fabio Ambrosio. SPINOLA, Fabio Ambrosio. SPINOLA, Fabio Ambrosio. LA VIE DE LA VENERABLE MERE LA MERE MARIE VICTOIRE
FORNARI, fondatrice de l’Ordre de l’Annonciade de Genes dit en France l’Ordre des Celestes … A
Paris, chez François Muguet, 1662.

[bound with:] [HUGUIER, Charles].[HUGUIER, Charles].[HUGUIER, Charles].[HUGUIER, Charles]. ÉLOGE DE LA VÉNÉRABLE MÈRE MARIE-VICTOIRE fondatrice
de l’ordre de l’Annonciade céleste. A Paris, chez Jean Baptiste Coignard, 1664. £ £ £ £ 850850850850

FIRST EDITIONS.FIRST EDITIONS.FIRST EDITIONS.FIRST EDITIONS. Two works bound in one, 4to, pp. [xx], 457, [1] blank; 15, [1] blank; with engraved
frontispiece, misbound with second work; minor worming in gutter in final gatherings (not affecting the text),
otherwise, apart from some light foxing and browning in places, a clean copy throughout; bound in
contemporary calf, spine tooled and lettered in gilt, head and tail chipped with early stitched repairs, vellum
corners, some surface wear and rubbing to extremities, but still very appealing.

Scarce first edition of this life of the Italian nun Maria Vittoria de Fornari by Fabio Ambrosio Spinola (1593-
1671), bound together with an Eloge on her by Charles Huguier.

Maria Vittoria De Fornari Strata (1562–1617), to give her full name, ‘was the foundress of the Order of the
Most Holy Annunciation (O.SS.A.), or Blue Nuns of Genoa, or Annunziate Turchine, so called from their
turquoise-coloured mantle. Strictly cloistered, the nuns have a special devotion to the Annunciation and
Incarnation of Christ mysteries and to the hidden life of the Blessed Virgin Mary in Nazareth’ (Wikipedia).

It is particularly appealing to find the very rare Eloge by Higuier bound in, which in addition contains an ‘Ode
sur un tableau de la venerable mere Marie Victoire, mere et fondatrice du tres-saint ordre des religieuses de
l’Annonciade celeste’ (pp. 12-15), signed ‘Le Ragois’.

I. OCLC records two copies in North America, at Georgetown and Kansas, with six copies in Europe (at
BNF, Lyon, Paris Mazarine and Bibliotheque Sainte-Genevieve in Paris, Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin in Germany,
and the Radboud Universiteit in the Netherlands); II. OCLC records two copies worldwide, at the BNF and
the Newberry library.
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REVOLUTIONARY ACTIVIST AND CROSS DRESSER

87. STORCH, Leopold. STORCH, Leopold. STORCH, Leopold. STORCH, Leopold. CAROLINE, DIE WIENER BARRIKADENHELDIN, Jäger Carl genannt.
Revolutionsgeschichte aus Wiens Octoberkämpfen und dem ungarisch-italienischen Freiheitskriege.
[Wurzen, Verlagsbuchdruckerei] for Verlags-Comptoir in Grimma and Leipzig, 1850. £ £ £ £ 450450450450

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. Small 8vo, pp. [iv], 276; a little brown-spotted;
contemporary marbled boards; lettering-piece missing from spine
and a little rubbed; from Walter Maderner’s collection of books and
broadsides relating the 1848 revolution in Vienna.

First edition of this rare novel, based on the 1848 revolution in
Vienna and the Habsburg controlled countries.

The heroine, naturally a young orphan, is allowed by her superiors to
disguise herself as a soldier of the light cavalry while all the time a
revolutionary activist happy to fight on barricades. She sometimes
slips back into female costume, when dressed as a nun she dutifully
attends to the wounded. In fact by the end of the work Storch lets
Caroline revert to her role as a woman in order to marry and settle
down, thus traditions are reinforced once times of trouble are at an
end. Also observed are the high hopes in many parts of the
fragmented monarchy, for example, how the elders of the Jewish
communities in Galicia support the Hungarian revolutionaries, or the
women of Vienna supply the fighters on the barricades with food,
drink and ammunition. Many first hand reports, some very probably
the author’s own experience, went into the novel in order to
illustrate the role women played in the revolution.

We were not able to find out more about the author who probably used a pseudonym, than that in the early
1850 he published a novel on a poor weavers’ daughter of the early eighteenth century, another on a woman
emigrating after being crushed during the revolution, and Swea, purportedly translated from an unpublished
Swedish manuscript. The imprint of the work is clearly made up to disguise the editors and printers.

OCLC locates only two copies, in the British Library and in Frankfurt.

‘ANGEL OF FREEDOM’

88. [SUFFRAGETTE PORCELAIN]. [SUFFRAGETTE PORCELAIN]. [SUFFRAGETTE PORCELAIN]. [SUFFRAGETTE PORCELAIN]. ORIGINAL SIDE PLATE made by Williamson’s of Longton for
the WSPU in 1909. £ £ £ £ 1,2501,2501,2501,250

A side plate; white china has strikingly clean, straight lines and is rimmed in dark green, carrying the motif
designed by Sylvia Pankhurst, of the ‘angel of freedom’ blowing her trumpet and flying the banner of ‘Freedom,
in the background are the intitials ‘WSPU’ set against dark prison bars, surrounded by the thistle, shamrock
and rose, and dangling chains; in fine condition.

Rare survival of an original Suffragette side plate complete with the ‘Angel of Freedom’ designed by Sylvia
Pankhurst. Initially for use in the refreshment room of the Prince’s Skating Rink Exhibition and then sold in aid
of funds.

The Women’s Exhibition of 1909, all but forgotten today, was a tipping point in women’s struggle for equal
rights. The event was open to both sexes and cleverly calculated to show men that suffragettes were not the
dangerous ‘shrieking sisterhood’ they were painted but were in fact the wives, mothers and sisters they knew,
women safely interested in the same female pursuits they always had been, women dedicated to creating
beautiful things not destroying them.

‘The winged angel logo was repeated on almost all promotional material. It was especially striking on the
elegant white tea service, specially commissioned from a pottery in Staffordshire, used in the traditional tea
and refreshment room during the exhibition and for sale after the event. Commemorative china was a
relatively new idea and this early understanding of branding as a way of advertising was a key element of the
exhibition’s success making the WSPU one of the first campaign groups to understand the significance of
logos’ (http://annesebba.com/journalism/the-womens-exhibition-of-1909/)
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VOTES FOR WOMEN MERCHANDISE

89. [SUFFRAGETTES]. [SUFFRAGETTES]. [SUFFRAGETTES]. [SUFFRAGETTES]. ‘THE VOTE’ Album. [n.p., London?] [n.d., c. 1910]. £ £ £ £ 800800800800

PPPPOSTCARD ALBUMOSTCARD ALBUMOSTCARD ALBUMOSTCARD ALBUM.... 280 x 225mm, with 20 green paper leaves, cut to house postcards, containing 30 original
postcards, the rest empty, some rubbing and a few tears; in the original green cloth, with central white label
lettered and illustrated in gilt (see below), lightly faded, but still a very appealing item.

Rare survival of an original postcard album sold by the Women’s Freedom League at the height of the Votes
for Women campaign. The faded white and gold central panel contains the title ‘The Vote Album’ with a
design we believe by Eva Claire showing the Suffragists at the door of the State, which is barred and bolted
against them. Seeking entrance are the Women of the Nation; graduates in academic dress standing side by
side with working women.

This particular album once belonged to Mrs Louisa Thomson-Price, who was born Louisa Catherine Sowdon
in 1864 and died in 1926. She was the daughter of a Tory military family but from an early age rebelled against
their way of thinking and became a secularist and a Radical. She was impressed by Charles Bradlaugh of the
National Secular Society. In 1888 she married John Sansom, who was a member of the executive of the NSS.
She worked as a journalist from c 1886 – as a political writer, then a very unusual area for women, and drew
cartoons for a radical journal, ‘Political World’. She was a member of the Council of the Society of Women
Journalists. After the death of her first husband, in 1907 she married George Thomson Price. She had no
children from either marriage.
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When she died Mrs Thomson Price was living at 17 Belsize Park Gardens, Hampstead, and her will was
witnessed by Edith Alexander, a professional nurse, who, we’re sure, ran a nursing home at that address. Also
living at that address were Miss Edith Alexandra Hartley and Miss Martha Poles Hartley, the latter being the
elder sister of the father of the novelist, L.P. Hartley. Interestingly, when they were young, the son and
daughter (Olga and Leonard – born ‘Lion’) of Mrs Beatrice Hartley, leading light in the New Constitutional
Society for Women’s Suffrage, to whom Kate Frye makes constant reference in her diary (see ‘Campaigning
for the Vote: Kate Parry Frye’s Suffrage Diary’) sent a birthday card to Edith Alexander at 17 Belsize Park
Gardens, referring to her as ‘Aunty Edith’. They were not blood relations to Edith Alexander, their mother
having married their father, Lion Herz, in 1880 and, after 3 children and a separation, at some time between
1893 and 1898 changed the family surname from ‘Herz’ to ‘Hartley’.. As far as we can tell there is no tie of
blood between Mrs Beatrice Hartley and Miss Edith Alexandra Hartley – we can only presume that, with Miss
Edith Alexander, they were all close friends. The card from Olga and Leonard, together with many more
addressed to Edith Alexander, are still held in the postcard album.

We assume that after Mrs Thomson Price’s death ‘The Vote Postcard Album’ remained in 17 Belsize Park
Gardens and was taken over by Miss Alexander as a place to put her own postcards – none of which have any
suffrage relevance. But the Album itself is an extremely scarce example of Women’s Freedom League
merchandise.

MAN IS  NOTHING IF  NOT MODEST

90. SULLIVAN, Sir Edward. SULLIVAN, Sir Edward. SULLIVAN, Sir Edward. SULLIVAN, Sir Edward. WOMAN. The Predominant Partner. London: Longmans, Green, and
Co., 1894. £ £ £ £ 300300300300

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [iv], 115, [1] blank; in the original decorative wraps, spine chipped and worn, but
still an appealing copy.

Scarce first edition of this entertaining work in support of equality
for women, providing a plethora of anecdotes, involving Venus,
Helen of Troy, Elizabeth I and Lady Hamilton to name but a few.

‘Man is nothing if not modest. What particularly pleases him is to
pose as the superior animal, man, supporting and directing the
inferior animal, woman. If the Devil had painters you would see
more devils leading monks in chains than monks leading devils.
When the lion was shown a picture of a man killing a lion, “That’s
all very well,” he said; “but if lions could paint, you’d see the lion
killing the man!” If women were the artists who can doubt that the
roles would be reversed, and that we should see the superior
animal, woman, supporting and directing the inferior animal, man?
Of course we should, and with very much more reason’ (p. 4).

In the short preface the author notes that the work was originally
intended to be much larger, but ‘that a book that required a
preface of a hundred pages, and even then left the fringe of the
subject untouched, would be far too long for even the most
patient. The author therefore decided to offer to the public the
preface only, in the place of the complete work, on the chance
that he might be thanked for small mercies, and get for the part
the attention that would certainly have been denied to the whole’
(p. iii).

Sir Edward Sullivan, 2nd Baronet (1852-1928) is perhaps best known as the publisher of the 1914 edition of
the Book of Kells. His father, also Sir Edward, an Irish lawyer and a Liberal Member of Parliament for Mallow,
was made Lord Chancellor of Ireland from 1883 until his death in 1885.

OCLC records three copies in North America, at UC Davis, NYPL and the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh.
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SOMETHING LIKE A BALZAC NOVEL

91. TALLIEN, Rose Thermidor ‘Countess de Brunetiere Tallien’ TALLIEN, Rose Thermidor ‘Countess de Brunetiere Tallien’ TALLIEN, Rose Thermidor ‘Countess de Brunetiere Tallien’ TALLIEN, Rose Thermidor ‘Countess de Brunetiere Tallien’ AN ESSAY ON FEMALE
EDUCATION. Dedicated by special permission to her grace the Duchess of Sutherland by the
Countess de Brunetiere Tallien. with A Memoire of the Authoress, translated by Lord Brougham.
[London:] To be had at the Authoress’s Residence, 6, James Street, Westbourne Terrace,
Paddington. [1844]. £ £ £ £ 450450450450

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [5], 10-75, [1] blank; [9]-56; original blue cloth blocked in blind, spine lettered in
gilt.

The work of a desperate woman, whose life reads something like a Balzac novel.

The long title and biographical content give a clue and reason for this works publication for Rose Tallien was
in straightened circumstances if not actually altogether bankrupt.

Rose was the daughter of Jean-Lambert and Thérésa Tallien, both
key figures in the politics and society during the revolutionary
period. When Rose was of age in 1815 she married Felix de
Narbonne-Pelet who decided to invest heavily in Spain through one
Don Pio Elizalde (1774-1836). Unfortunately they backed the wrong
side in the First Carlist War war and so lost all their fortune. To
make matters worse Rose was also forced to fight her half brothers
over her mothers fortune. As her parents had divorced and each
remarried it was left debatable whether Rose was actually an
illegitimate offspring due to being conceived before her parents had
married. This situation was not helped by an acrimonious divorce
between her parents. By 1844 Rose had sold everything in France,
probably leaving behind considerable debts, and fled to London
where she lived in the less than salubrious part of West London,
that was not quite of a quality for her station in society. She was
also separated from her husband, who was also hiding, but
elsewhere in Europe, from his creditors

This then was the reason for the books publication. Ostensibly the
work contains an essay on Education in which Rose describes how
little help she had to face the world was and argues that it was best
‘To form mothers who can educate their children.’ Rose felt that
‘the Emancipation of Women is divided in two perfectly distinct
parts - civil and intellectual. The laws of nature are opposed to the

complete civil emancipation of women, even if conventionalities did not regard it as absurd.’ At her address in
Paddington Rose may have been trying to create a ‘salon’ and thus revive her fortunes. She appears to have
recovered some of her fortune and died at Nice in 1862.

Lord Brougham wrote rather deprecatingly about Rose’s father Jean-Lambert Tallien in his works but
apparently had sympathy for Rose and may have felt compelled to give his help in translating the work.

OCLC records copies at Columbia, Yale, Minnesota, Temple and Smith College in North America.

DESIGNED TO ENGAGE THE ATTENTION OF A SCHOOL OF CHILDREN

92. TAYLOR, Emily. TAYLOR, Emily. TAYLOR, Emily. TAYLOR, Emily. THE BALL I LIVE ON; or, sketches of the Earth. London: John Green, 121,
Newgate Street. 1839. £ £ £ £ 285285285285

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 18mo, pp. iv, 104, [2] advertisements; in the original blindstamped publisher’s cloth, upper
board stamped in gilt, joints split but holding firm, cloth lightly sunned, but still a very good copy.

Scarce first edition of The Ball I Live On, containing ‘familiar sketches of scenes in different parts of the Globe,
designed to engage the attention of a school of children’ by the author, poet and hymn writer Emily Taylor
(1795-1872). Topics covered include ‘Whale fishing’, ‘The Zones’, ‘About Iceland’, ‘The Countries that belong
to England’, ‘Tropical Countries’, ‘Palestine’, ‘Polynesia’ and ‘Islands, Continents, Mountains, Seas and Rivers’.
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Emily Taylor, daughter of Samuel Taylor of Banham, Norfolk, wrote poetry and books for children, and
started a school for some 30 children, which laid emphasis on singing, partly because Taylor had become
friendly with Sarah Ann Glover, a musical theorist who had developed the Norwich sol-fa system. Originally a
dissenter, she joined the Church of England under the influence of Frederick Denison Maurice. She moved up
to London in 1842 to live with a widowed sister and continued to teach.

OCLC records three copies, at the BL, Oxford and Princeton.

CONVENTIONAL ROLES

93. TREVELYAN, Sir George Otto. TREVELYAN, Sir George Otto. TREVELYAN, Sir George Otto. TREVELYAN, Sir George Otto. THE LADIES IN PARLIAMENT and other pieces. Republished
with additions and annotations … Cambridge: Deighton, Bell, and Co., 1869. £ £ £ £ 75757575

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. [viii], 196; lightly dust-soiled in places, otherwise clean throughout; in the original
publisher’s cloth, spine lettered in gilt, minor chipping at head and tail, but still a good copy; with the
bookplate of the Gladstone Library, National Liberal Club on front pastedown and with their small stamp on
title, preface and final page.

First edition of The Ladies in Parliament ‘composed during the great agitation which followed the rejection of
Mr. Gladstone’s Reform Bill of 1866’ (p. 3). Ladies here given only to supporting their menfolk, or rather
wondering why they are so distracted over happenings in parliament. In fact considering the date of the work
being the same as Mill’s Subjection of Women there is a complete absence of anything but conventional roles.

Other pieces include ‘Horace at the University of Athens’, ‘The Cambridge Dionysia: a classic dream’, ‘The
Dawk Bungalow; or is his appointment Pucka?’ and ‘A holiday among some old friends’.

WITH A SECRET CODED LETTER OPEN TO AMBIGUITY

94. VAUMORIÈRE, Pierre d’Ortigue de. VAUMORIÈRE, Pierre d’Ortigue de. VAUMORIÈRE, Pierre d’Ortigue de. VAUMORIÈRE, Pierre d’Ortigue de. DIANE DE FRANCE. Nouvelle Historique. A Paris, chez
Guillaume de Luyne, Libraire-Jure, au Palais … 1675. £ £ £ £ 285285285285

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 12mo. pp. [viii], 255; with one engraved plate within the text; lightly dust-soiled in places; in
contemporary full sheep, spine lettered in gilt, some surface wear and rubbing to extremities, but still a very
good copy.
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An early historical novel using the illegitimate daughter of King Henry II of France as a foil.

The story is somewhat entwined and presents us with a series of scenes reflecting the manners and
relationships between the various actors of late seventeenth century French nobility rather than purporting to
any historical accuracy. Interesting too that the work includes a secret letter, the translation of which leaves
some ambiguity when deciphered by Madam de Chastillon and Mademoiselle de Montmorenci.

Vaumorière appears to have been something of a Parisian Grub street author living a fairly hand-to-mouth
existence and supporting a gambling habit. He frequented précieux circles and the ‘academy’ of d’Aubignac and
published a number of works giving advice on writing and conversation, including collections of model letters
and speeches and the relatively successful L’Art de plaire dans la conversation 1688.

Some early bibliographies suggest the existence of a 1674 edition but this looks to be a ghost from the date
being transcribed from the privilege du Roy which was granted on ‘22 Novembre 1674’ although printing was
commenced probably late that year for it also states ‘Achevé d’imprimer pour la premiere fois le 14. Ianvier
1675.’ A pirated edition was also issued but that copy has a typeset illustration of the secret letter rather than
the neatly engraved plate here in the first edition.

OCLC records copies in North America at Yale, Illinois, Wisconsin, Kansas, UCLA, Michigan State, Toronto,
Columbia, Princeton, Harvard and Newberry library.

LADIES ’  GUIDE TO MAKING FLOWERS

95. VERBOOM, Agnes. VERBOOM, Agnes. VERBOOM, Agnes. VERBOOM, Agnes. NOUVEAU MANUEL DES FLEURS ou Guide Pratique et Complet
contenant des Instructions Detaillees pour faire toute espece de fleurs en etoffe, en papier, en laine,
en or et en argent, en chenille, en perles, en rubans, en plumes, en cheveux, en coquillages et ecailles
de poisson, en cire et en cuir. Illustre de nombreuses gravures … Paris, Adolphe Goubaud & Fils …
Bruxelles, Bruylant-Christope & Cie, [c. 1890]. £ £ £ £ 150150150150

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. 8vo, pp. 391, [1] blank; several gatherings sprung, otherwise, apart from some minor foxing,
a clean copy throughout; with rather attractive ‘Art Nouveau’ library stamp to title; in the publisher’s original
green cloth, upper board and spine lettered in gilt, surface wear to cloth and some discolouration, minor
rubbing at head, but still a good copy.
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Rare first edition of this guide providing instruction to ladies on how to
make flowers in various media, including cloth, paper, wool, gold, silver,
chenille, pearls, ribbons, feathers, hair, shells, fish scales, leather and wax.
Throughout the work various species of flowers are described, a pattern of
the petals provided, followed by advice on how to make them and the best
medium to be used.

We have been unable to find much information on the author of the
present work, Agnès Verboom, other than that she also published La Table,
guide complet de la maîtresse de maison, Paris-Bruxelles, Administration du
Moniteur des dames et des demoiselles [n.d.].

Not in OCLC.

ORIGINAL SUBSCRIBERS L IST FOR EARLY PORTRAIT OF QUEEN VICTORIA

96. [VICTORIA]. [VICTORIA]. [VICTORIA]. [VICTORIA]. SUBSCRIBERS TO THE PORTRAIT OF HER MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY THE
QUEEN. Painted by Mr Wm Fowler And engraving in the first style of Mezzotinto by Mr Benyn P.
Gibbon. London, Welch & Gwynne, Printsellers to the Royal Family, 24 St. James’ St. [1839]. £ £ £ £ 550550550550

Small 4to; pp. 10, [16] blank; list of 77 subscribers in manuscript some minor dust-soiling in places, but
generally clean throughout; handsomely bound in contemporary green morocco, tooled in gilt, upper covers
lettered in gilt with the Royal Coat of Arms at head, light rubbing to extremities.

Highly desirable and handsomely bound subscribers list. The first signatories include Her Majesty The Queen
Dowager; Her Royal Highness The Duchess of Kent; Her Serene Highness The Princess Hohenlohe; His
Serene Highness The Reigning Duke of Saxe Coburg although these names have all been transcribed in a
clerks hand however later subsequent subscribers including Bishop of Ripon, Earl of Beverley etc. have signed
for themselves.

Three versions of the print where available: Prints at 15/- Proofs at £1. 11s 6d and Proofs before Letters £2
12s 6d. Royalty naturally took pulls of the highest values with bishops allowing themselves proofs and the hoi
polloi the ordinary impressions at 15/-.

Published on the 11th February 1840 and engraved by Benjamin Phelps Gibbon (1802–1851) whose prints
were ‘distinguished by a delicacy of touch and an economy of line’.
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 ‘WHILST THE CONTROVERSY ON THE SUBJECT OF
KNICKERS AND SKIRTS HAS RAGED’

97. VINCENT, William D.F. VINCENT, William D.F. VINCENT, William D.F. VINCENT, William D.F. THE CUTTER’S PRACTICAL GUIDE TO THE CUTTING OF
LADIES’ GARMENTS, Embracing all the new and Current Styles of Ladies’ Garments of Every
Description. Now being made in the best tailoring firms. London: Printed and Published by the John
Williamson Company limited at the Taylor and Cutter Office, 93 & 94 Drury Lane, W.C. [circa
1906]. £ £ £ £ 225225225225

TTTTHIRD HIRD HIRD HIRD EEEEDITIONDITIONDITIONDITION. R. R. R. REVISED AND EVISED AND EVISED AND EVISED AND EEEENLARGEDNLARGEDNLARGEDNLARGED.... 4to, 168, [4] advertisements; profusely illustrated with plates pattern
and text illustrations; original blue cloth upper cover and spine blocked in gilt lettering.

‘While tailoring has been largely augmented during recent years by Ladies’ Garments, this comparatively
further development, which can only be accomplished by cutters generally setting themselves to study and
acquire the Art of Cutting and getting up Ladies’ Garments.’

The work outlines the main differences between the ‘Male & Female Form’ with interesting, if rather dubious
comparisons of anatomy between the sexes. A helpful comparison, with sizes and illustration, of Modern
Beauty and the Venus de Medicis is given, apparently ancient women had bigger busts and smaller hips.

Following are sections devoted to laws of beauty and colour, taking orders, measuring, with patterns for
‘mutton chop’ sleeves (presumably why the work required this new edition) riding habits, jackets, capes,
Capelettes, Ulsters, Vests and Skirts.

Another new section is clothing suitable for cycling ‘The popularity of cycling has created quite a large demand
for suitable garments, and whilst the controversy on the subject of knickers and skirts has raged in the popular
press, the trade has done well designed suitable cycling skirt.’

The work forms part VI of an eight part work that could be had as single numbers or complete at £4 5s. With
the specialisation in the garment industry very few tailors would have had the need, or indeed have been able
to afford the complete work.

NOBLESSE OBLIGE

98. [WALKER, Anne, of Dalry]. [WALKER, Anne, of Dalry]. [WALKER, Anne, of Dalry]. [WALKER, Anne, of Dalry]. RICH AND POOR. William Blackwood, Edinburgh: and T. Cadell:
London. M.DCCC.XXIII [1823].
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[bound with] [WALKER, Anne, of Dalry].[WALKER, Anne, of Dalry].[WALKER, Anne, of Dalry].[WALKER, Anne, of Dalry]. COMMON EVENTS: A Continuation of Rich and Poor.
William Blackwood, Edinburgh: and T. Cadell: London. M.DCCC.XXV [1825]. £ £ £ £ 450450450450

FIRST EDITIONS.FIRST EDITIONS.FIRST EDITIONS.FIRST EDITIONS. Two works bound in one, 8vo, pp. [4], 401, 15 adverts; [4], 382, [2] advertisement; uncut
in original green glazed cloth backed boards with original printed label to spine; inscription on front free
endpaper dated 1833.

The author is now identified as Miss Anne Walker of Dalry who was
an intimate friend of Susan Ferrier. She was probably, through the
influence of Ferrier, introduced to Blackwood’s and he was thereby
persuaded to publish Anne’s two novels.

The works revolves around a poor, dissolute, grasping and drunken
mother and her new born baby Amelia Bell. They live a fairly hand to
mouth existence in Grassmarket of the Old Town of Edinburgh, but
through the charity of the well-to-do, but aloof, classes living in the
‘Enlightened’ New Town they somehow keep things together. Using
Amelia Bell as a foil to link the two works together, it is through her
relationship, with those who wish to help the child to become good
and dutiful member of society in her own station of life, that the work
revolves.

What makes these two works most interesting is that the author
Anne Walker was a Methodist, both something unusual and
something of an outsider in respectable ‘Presbyterian’ Edinburgh
society. She writes convincingly of the perfidy of much of the charity
of the adherents of the established church in Scotland. It was
nowhere else but in Scotland that the Methodists found a
combination of circumstances that made their expansion in Scotland
so difficult. In the end it was the great disruption in the Church of
Scotland of 1843 that there was to be a dramatic religious turning
point rather than any serious shift to nonconformity.

J.G. Lockhart, in his correspondence with John Wilson ‘Christopher North’ neatly sums ups Anne Walker’s
Rich and Poor when he calls it ‘a clever book, but very methodistical.’ The publishers Blackwood and Cadell
may have been persuaded that there was an opening for such ‘progressive’ literature, unfortunately for them
the work turned out to be duds. Both the story line and characterisation are well above the average and the
works are is generally a good read, this was not of much avail as they attracted few sales resulting in still fewer
surviving copies.

The original price of 10s 6d for each work was reduced to 18s for the two works bound as here in one
volume. William Brown’s of Old Street, London was offering the work at 5s in 1837, but John Bohn’s in his
catalogue of 1843 held out for 8s.

‘The English Novel, 1800–1829’: Update 2 (June 2001–May 2002): 1823: 81; see Memoir and Correspondence
of Susan Ferrier 1784-18, ed. John A. Doyle (London: Eveleigh Nash & Grayson, 1929), p. 169.

INCLUDING DIRECTIONS FOR A PORCUPINE BOA

99. WATTS, Miss. WATTS, Miss. WATTS, Miss. WATTS, Miss. THE LADIES’ KNITTING AND NETTING BOOK… FIRST SERIES. The Sixth
Edition, with Additions. London: John Miland, 35, Chapel Street, Belgrave Square. [1840].

[with:] THE LADIES’ KNITTING AND NETTING BOOK… SECOND SERIES. The Third Edition,
with Additions. London: John Miland, 35, Chapel Street, Belgrave Square. [1840]. £ £ £ £ 250250250250

12mo, pp. xiv, 136, [2] advertisements; xii, 129, [1] imprint, [2] advertisements; both bound in the original
green cloth blocked in blind and gilt.

The two companion works include all manner of knitting & netting from baby’s hoods, socks, mufflers to
advanced work including Opera hoods and a Porcupine Boa.
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We have really no idea who Miss Watts was, although it is possible that she may have been related to George
Frederick Watts of Islington in London who at this same period was promoting a concoction called Watts’
Writing Fluid. The works of Miss Watts are some of the very few with the imprint of John Miland, he
sometimes describes himself as a ‘Librarian’ with a ‘Public Subscription Library’ at Belgrave Square. His few
publications were issued in the early middle years of the century and his Subscription Library was something
of an enquiry office and letter box for advertising for servants etc.

Miss Watts also gave lessons in knitting and netting and it was through Miland that ‘Terms and Address’ could
be subscribed. The upper covers show two ladies by a lamp lit table, one reading out from the book whilst the
other knits.

Not listed in OCLC, with all editions being rare.

‘SHE DROPS HER PETTICOATS IN CONSTERNATION’

100. [WEBBER, Catherine Mary]. [WEBBER, Catherine Mary]. [WEBBER, Catherine Mary]. [WEBBER, Catherine Mary]. THE EXPERIENCES OF AN AMATEUR ARTIST by C.M.W. 1858.
£ £ £ £ 450450450450

Oblong 8vo, ff. 34; title illustration on 34 lithograph plates printed on one side only;

A unusual work giving mixed messages on the occupation of an independent woman and her defeat, chiefly by
immobility of current dress.

The work revolves around the efforts of Miss Mullin’s determination to draw. Mrs Mullin purchases all the
requisite brushes canvases and easel but as ‘She encounters unexpected difficulties ‘in her first efforts she
determines to advertise for a drawing master. ‘She goes out sketching from Nature with the Foreign Artist’
but very soon ventures out alone. She now hires a youth to carry her equipment but he strikes for higher
wages as they cross some fens. The youth falls over in the fens and in her surprise ‘She drops her petticoats in
consternation.’ After this failure she next persuades her cousin to accompany her, they climb a mountain but
are defeated by a storm. Her petticoats ballooning up she is blown into the air and is only brought to a
standstill by a fence. Mrs Mullin’s is now determine to wear Bloomers and again sallies forth to discover her
artistic ambitions. Now she is accosted by a peasant who makes fun of her and asks her the address of her
hatter; clearly the Bloomers are a disaster. Disconsolate our heroine returns home with the final scene of
taking to her bed in despair.
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Catherine Mary Webber (1831-1900) was the daughter of Commander William Charles Webber and
Catharine Mason. She married Anglican clergyman, the Rev. William Fynes Webber, later Sub-Dean of St.
Paul’s, in 1853 at Spennithorne, Yorkshire. She is known to have contributed to the English Woman’s Journal
as ‘A Clergyman’s Wife’. More importantly Webber was, together with Maria Rye and Emily Davies on the
committed Anglican wing of the Langham Place group that was to dissolved on some of them flirting or
converting to Roman Catholicism. Other works illustrated by Webber include a panorama Geology Familiarly
Illustrated by C.M.W. 1859 and Miss Scratchley, an amateur in art and crinoline 1863. We are unaware of any
later works by Catherine who lived her latter years at Dover, where she died on the 7th September 1900.

OCLC records one copy only, at Yale.

FORMING ‘AN IDEOLOGICAL COUNTERPART
TO MARY WOLLSTONECRAFT’S  V INDICATION’

101. WEST, Jane. WEST, Jane. WEST, Jane. WEST, Jane. LETTERS TO A YOUNG LADY; in Which the Duties and Character of Women
are Considered Chiefly with a Reference to Prevailing Opinions. London: Longman, Hurst, Rees, and
Orme, 1806. £ £ £ £ 1,2501,2501,2501,250

FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. Three volumes, 12mo, pp. xiv, 336; [ii], 514; [ii], 466; some worming to foot of first
gathering of vol. I (not affecting the text) and from pp. 467-514 of vol. II with loss of a significant number of
letters, but no loss of sentence gist, foot of first gathering also with minor worming at foot (not affecting the
text), otherwise copies clean throughout; in contemporary half calf over marbled boards, spines tooled in gilt
with morocco labels lettered in gilt, rather dry and worn with loss of numbering pieces and chipping at head
and foot, nevertheless still a good copy of an important feminist text, housed in a custom made cloth box.

Uncommon first edition of Letters to a Young Lady, by novelist, poet, playwright, and writer of conduct
literature and educational tracts, Jane West (1758-1752).

‘West’s conservative views on woman’s role are particularly strident in her popular conduct literature: Letters
to a Young Man (1801), written to her son and dedicated to Percy, went through six editions by 1818. This
was followed by Letters to a Young Lady (1806), which was dedicated to Queen Charlotte and addressed to
Miss Maunsell, who died in 1808. In many respects Letters to a Young Lady forms an ideological counterpart
to Mary Wollstonecraft’s Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792). Where Wollstonecraft advocates
‘Rights’, West insists on ‘Duties’. However both, as feminist critics have pointed out, were involved in the
debate on the ‘Woman’s question’ and foregrounded the necessity of improved education for women,
although not for the same ends’ (Oxford DNB).

OCLC: 507341.
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102. [WOMEN]. [WOMEN]. [WOMEN]. [WOMEN]. THE COMMITTEE OF THE ST. JOHN V.A.D. HOSPITAL PRESTON desires to
offer this token of remembrance and appreciation to Messrs. Middlebrook, in recognition of valuable
services rendered on behalf of the sick and wounded during the Great War, 1914-1919. Manchester;
‘Illuminated by Alan Tabor’ [c. 1919]. £ £ £ £ 150150150150

OOOORIGINAL RIGINAL RIGINAL RIGINAL CCCCERTIFICATEERTIFICATEERTIFICATEERTIFICATE.... 30cm x 20cm within mount, certificate within coloured ornamental border, and with
recipients name entered in manuscript, a few minor marks, but still in very good condition, framed and glazed.

Soon after the outbreak of the First World War it was decided to build a Voluntary Aid Detachment (V.A.D.)
hospital on Moor Park in Preston Lancashire.

The hospital was opened in January 1915 with the earliest building, a pavilion provided by the Royal Lancashire
Agricultural Society, intended to house 35 patients. It is this pavilion, with nurses and the wounded, that is
illustrated at the foot of the document. As the war continued new wards were built and more equipment
installed. The staff of Horrockses, Crewdson & Co., cotton manufacturers and spinners, raised money to carry
out some of this work. Lord (Frank) Hollins, the chairman of the company, and his wife were patrons of the
hospital. Lady Dora Hollins O.B.E. was clearly in charge and as president it is her bold signature that stands
out on the certificate. In early 1918 further development took place with the nearby Grove House becoming
an annex of the hospital for a further 28 patients.

We believe the Messrs. Middlebrook, the recipients of this award, were the owners of the Ilkley Brewery.
They probably supplied some of their ‘Extra Stout for invalids’ that was advertised ‘to possess, besides a
delicious flavour, all the strengthening and health-giving qualities of the finest English malt and hops.’ Or one of
their non-alcoholic sideline for the ‘the medical faculty - lemonade, ginger-beer, soda, potass, and selzer water’
which could also be ‘supplied in corked bottles, or in syphons.’

FEMALE SERVANTS DEFENDED

103. [WOMEN]. [WOMEN]. [WOMEN]. [WOMEN]. DIE SICH SELBST VERDEFENDIRENDE DIENST-MAGD, Das ist: Ein Gespräch
Zaischen einer Diensmagd und einer Trödel-Frauen, über das vor weniger Zeit herausgegebene
Leben und Wandel derer Dienst-Mägde grosser Städte Des Marforii. [Leipzig], 1719. £ £ £ £ 550550550550
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FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION.FIRST EDITION. Small 8vo, pp. 29, with engraved frontispiece; a little
browned or spotted; early twentieth century wrappers with black
backstrip.

Extremely rare dialogue between Regine, a maid and Mother Liese, an
old woman, who is ill and bed ridden.

They examine and criticise a recently (1717) published satirical work
lampooning the immoral conduct of domestic staff in the big cities,
Kurtze Beschreibung Des zum theil liederlichen Lebens und Wandels
Derer anjetzo in grossen Städten sich befindenden Dienst-Mägde, which
had been published under the pseudonym Marforius. In a theatrical and
poignant manner the two women argue against Marforius’ accusations
that female servants are vane, leading frivolous lifestyles, being selfish
and lazy. ‘After both had expressed the wish to get to know this
“Marforius” in person in order to make him pay dearly for his slander
they refute step-by-step the author’s accusations and comment on
them with remarkable self-confidence’ (translated from Renate Dürr,
Mägde in der Stadt, p. 101).

VD18 10981446 (based on the copy in Göttingen); Hayn-Gotendorf
IV,350; OCLC locates two copies only, in Göttingen and Berlin.

LADY DRIVERS ON THE FRONT LINE,  WITH LINKS TO WAR ARTIST OLIVE MUDIE
COOKE AND AUSTRALIAN ACTRESS AND SUFFRAGETTE INEZ BENSUSAN

104. [WWI - WOMEN’S LEGION MOTOR DRIVERS]. [WWI - WOMEN’S LEGION MOTOR DRIVERS]. [WWI - WOMEN’S LEGION MOTOR DRIVERS]. [WWI - WOMEN’S LEGION MOTOR DRIVERS]. THREE ALBUMS OF PHOTOGRAPHS
AND EPHEMERA, belonging to Miss Muriel M. English, a member of the Women’s Legion Motor
Drivers, depicting her life and work during and immediately after WW1. [France, England and
Germany] 1916-1919. £ £ £ £ 3,5003,5003,5003,500

Three albums, with approximately 190 photographs of varying sizes, together with various printed ephemera
such as postcards and Xmas cards, both tipped in and loosely inserted, photo’s in good original condition, only
a few sunned, some sadly missing; each tied as issued in limp brown wraps, some rubbing and chipping in
places.
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Important albums of photograph’s and ephemera showing the first hand experience’s of Women’s Legion
Drivers during and immediately after World War I.

The albums appear to have belonged to and been put together by a Miss Muriel M. English. The first and main
album dating from 1915-1918 is mostly taken in France when she was working on the British Red Cross
Convoys, ferrying the wounded and dead etc. There are a good number of photographs of her and her friends
in front of their vehicles, with thankfully quite a lot of annotation to identify both names and places. The
photo’s capture the good spirits in which they worked, and also give a good sense of the more harrowing
times in which they were working, with images of funerals for both a Tommy and an Officer included. It is
interesting to note that the owner of the album’s obviously knew the famous war artist Oliver Mudie-Cooke
as there is a photo taken at ‘Mudie Cooks tea party’ as well as an original Christmas postcard designed and
signed by her.

‘In January 1916 Oliver Mudie-Cooke (1890-1925) and her elder sister Phyllis, who had studied Archaeology,
went to France as volunteer members of the First Aid Nursing Yeomanry. Whilst driving ambulances for
FANY in France between 1916 and 1918, Mudie-Cooke began to sketch and paint the scenes she saw around
her, both among her fellow ambulance drivers and the medical staff they were working with. In particular her
watercolours and chalk drawings often focused on wounded troops being evacuated, and the logistics of
evacuation such as ambulance trains waiting in sidings. As well as the Western Front Mudie-Cooke also served
as an ambulance driver in Italy during the war. Mudie-Cooke was fluent in French, Italian and German and so
sometimes worked as an interpreter for the Red Cross’ (Wikipedia). Mudie Cooke returned to being an artist
after the war and from 1920 onwards travelled extensively throughout Europe and Africa, most notably to
South Africa where she held an exhibition of her work in 1923. She returned to England for a short period
before going to France in 1925 where she tragically took her life.

The other two albums in this collection are immediately post war at Aldershot and the Rhine Army HQ in
Cologne. The Aldershot album includes many images of Ypres, showing the devastation left by the war, the
ramparts, bombed out English tanks, and a German Pill box. Tipped in at the end are two crudely printed, but
nevertheless poignant, Christmas cards. The Rhine album is shorter, but still very interesting. Photo’s are
taken at Koblentz, including one of ‘Koblentz American Military Policemen’, and several at Versailles on a visit
to Paris. One tipped in piece of ephemera is of particular note, a printed programme for a play entitled “The
Melting Pot” by Israel Zangwill that was put on at the Deutsches Theatre Cologne on Monday November
17th 1919 by ‘The British Army Dramatic Company’. A close inspection of the cast finds one ‘Miss Inez
Bensusan’:
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 ‘Bensusan, daughter of mining agent Samuel Levy Bensusan, was born in Sydney, Australia into a wealthy
Jewish family. Sometime after 1893 she emigrated to Britain, where she worked as an actress. She became an
active campaigner for women’s suffrage through the Jewish League for Women’s Suffrage, the Australian and
New Zealand Women Voters and, most centrally, made a vital contribution to the work of the Actresses
Franchise League, developing and running the Play Department. In 1913 Bensusan set up the Women’s
Theatre, launched at the Coronet Theatre that December, which aimed to establish a permanent season of
work dealing with women’s issues. During the Great War she worked with the first Women’s Theatre
Company to the Army of Occupation in Cologne and then played with the British Rhine Army Dramatic
Company for three and a half years’ (see http://www.thesuffragettes.org/campaigning-
performance/hidden/sapdd-biographies/).

The Rhine album also includes a tipped in ‘British Armies in France Leave Pass (Available only in France)’ for
Miss English, dated and officially stamped 20th/21st November 1919, before concluding with various family
shots taken as late as 1922, one amusingly captioned “Digging out the Biplane”. We are unsure of what
became of Miss English after this, but the albums she has left behind provide both a remarkable and evocative
photographic record of the events during the Great War from a woman working on the front line.

100 Webber
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